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Department of Economics and International Business: Masters in Energy Economics
General Program Intended Student Learning Outcomes
1. Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and identify optimal
solutions.
2. Students will demonstrate application capabilities of their conceptual understanding of analytics
to real world business issues.
3. Students will be able to exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and critical
thinking ability.
4. Students will demonstrate oral and written communication skills to present outcomes of
business analytics algorithms.
5. Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team-working capabilities.
6. Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.
7. Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have ability to
address them in energy economics.
8. Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of changing dynamics of
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Intended Student Learning Outcomes
1. Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the context of
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
2. Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable to energy
markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.
3. Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy efficiency.
4. Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
5. Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
6. Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and non-renewable energy
sectors.
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Microeconomics
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites
Course Objectives

- Graduation

The objectives of this course are. To understand consumer behavior and its application in
economics.
b) To know the producers’ behavior and various theories of production.
c) To know various forms of market structures: competitive market and imperfectly competitive
markets.
d) To k now factor market behavior and distribution
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course, a student will be able to:
CO1. To give conceptual clarity of the theories of Micro Economics.
CO2. To apply the principle of constrained optimization to firms and consumers.
CO3. To know the application of theory of production and cost structure.
CO4. To comprehend various market structure and its real world application.
CO5. To extend the microeconomic principles to factor markets

Catalog Description
Understanding of microeconomics is important for managers to analyze the market, determine
prices, evaluate cost, demand and supply, optimize production etc. are important to managerial
decision making in the business organizations. It is essential for energy managers to know the
overview of international energy market, crude oil market, and natural gas market, interplay of
competitive, monopoly and oligopoly market forces. This course aims to provide an
understanding of fundamental aspects of the market and issues relevant to the national and
international energy market.
Course Content

Unit I:

1-lecture hours

Induction to Microeconomics
Theme of Microeconomics; scarcity and choice; optimization and Equilibrium. The Demand curve
Unit II:

5 lecture hours

Module II: Demand and Supply: How market works. Individual demand and supply schedules and
derivation of market demand and supply. Budget constraint. Individual demand and supply schedules and
derivation of market demand and supply.
Unit III:
Consumer and Producer Behaviour

12 lecture hours

Preferences, Indifference curves, Perfect substitutes and Perfect Complements, well-behaved preferences
and MRS. Utility: Cardinal and Ordinal, constructing a Utility function, Marginal utility and MRS.
Optimal choice, Consumer demand, Estimating utility functions. Demand function estimation, Normal
and Inferior goods. Income offer curve and estimation of Engel curve, Slustky Equation, Price effect,
Income effect and Substitution effect. Consumer surplus, Producers surplus, Equilibrium.

Unit IV

10 lecture hours

Theory of Cost, Cost Curves, theory of production

Unit V
14 lecture hours
Perfect competition, Monopoly, Monopoly Behaviour, Oligopoly, Quantity Leadership, Price Leadership,
Cournot Equilibrium, Simultaneous Price Setting, Factor Market
Unit V
6 lecture hours
Welfare theorm, Production and Welfare Theorm, Social Welfare Functions.
Text Books
Varian, Hal R (2005) : Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach. 7th ed. New York, NY:
W.W. Norton, ISBN: 9780393927023.
REFERENCE BOOKS
Jehle, Geoffrey A., and Philip J. Reny.( 1997) : Advanced Microeconomic Theory. Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley, ISBN: 9780321014368.
Mas-Colell, Andreu, Michael D. Whinston, and Jerry R. (1995): Green. Microeconomic Theory. New
York, NY: Oxford University Press, ISBN: 9780195073409.
Varian, Hal R (1992.): Microeconomic Analysis. 3rd ed. New York, NY: W.W. Norton, ISBN:
9780393957358.
Osborne, Martin J (2003. ): An Introduction to Game Theory. New York, NY: Oxford University Press,
ISBN: 9780195128956.
Krishna, Vijay (2002): Auction Theory. Burlington, MA: Academic Press, ISBN: 9780124262973.

Klemperer, Paul (2004.) : Auctions: Theory and Practice. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
ISBN: 9780691119250.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%) 20
20
10
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and Pos
Course Outcomes (COs)
To give conceptual clarity of the theories of Micro Economics.
CO1

CO2

CO3

To apply the principle of Micro Economics to firms and
consumers.
To know the application of Micro Economics and cost
structure.
To comprehend various market structure and its real world
application.

CO4

To extend the microeconomic principles to factor markets
CO5
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Course

PO11

3
2
1
1
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non-

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards
legal frameworks and environmental regulations with
respect to energy sectors.
to energy sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of
energy policies.

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing
solutions for energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of
economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy
pricing, energy trading and risk management.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of
economic theory in the context of renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and
renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and
moral issues and have ability to address them in energy
economics.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and
demonstrate team-working capabilities.

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written
communication skills in presenting frameworks, models and
regulations of the energy sector.

Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills,
employing analytical and critical thinking ability.

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of
their theoretical understanding of economic theoriesMicroeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate
managerial choices and identify optimal solutions.

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

End Semester Examination-March 2017
Program/course: MA – Energy Economics
IV
Subject: Microeconomics
Code : MEDE 811

Semester
Max. Marks : 100
Duration
: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)

(i)

Which of the following is the management tool for optimization?
(a) Benchmarking
(b) Total Quality Management

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO2

(c) Learning Organization
(d) All of the above
2.

(ii)

Due to Income effect
(a) Real income increases
(b) Real income decreases
(c) Real income remain constant
(d) None of the above

3.

(iii)

Important feature of oligopoly market is
(a) There are few firms
(b) Homogeneous product
(c) Differentiated products
(d) All of the above

4.

(iv)

- ΔK/ ΔL is called the
a) Absolute value of the slope of the isoquant

:

b) Slope of the isoquant
c) Marginal Rate of technical substitution
d) All of the above
5.

To maximize output with production function Q = f(L,K) subject to constraint C= wL
+ rK will be achieved at
(a)

MPL / MPk

(b)

MPL / w

(c)

MPL / MPk

=

= MPk / r
=

=

[2]

CO3

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO5

[2]

CO1

0

(d) C – wL – rK = 0
6.

Define advertising elasticity of demand

7.

What do you mean by snob effect?

8.

What do you mean by change in demand?

9.

Given the following total cost schedule. Derive the average and marginal cost schedule.
0 1 2 3 4
TC = 3 16 18 24 26
(x) Give an example of cross elasticity of demand

10.

Give an example of cross elasticity of demand
SECTION B (Answer all the questions)

1.

a) Qs = 1800 + 240P, Qd = 3550 – 266P
Calculate the equilibrium price, quantity, elasticity of demand and elasticity of [5]
supply.

2.

What are economies of scope? How do they differ from economies of scale?

3.

What do you mean by homogeneous of degree one? Explain with the help of cobb[5]
douglas production function.

4.

Show and explain the concept of Deadweight Loss with suitable diagram.

[5]

[5]

CO1
CO1,
CO4
CO1,
CO5
CO4,
CO5

SECTION C (Answer all)
7.

Distinguish between Accounting cost and Economic cost? Show the minimization of [15]

CO1,
CO2

cost function with suitable diagram and equations.
8.

What do you mean by maximization of production? Explain with suitable example and [15]
diagram how a producer attains equilibrium.

CO1,
CO2

Section D (Answer all)
1.

Derive the consumer’s equilibrium using following Indifference curve equation and [15]
budget constraint. Show how price effect is broken into Income and Substitution Effect
with the help of Slutsky’s Equation.

CO4,
CO5

U = f(x,y)
Subject to constraint
B= XPx+ YPy
2.

Show the profit maximization condition under Monopoly market. Distinguish between [15]
monopolistic competition and monopoly market.

CO2,
CO3

ECON 7002

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

QUANTITIVE METHODS IN
ECONOMICS

L

T

P

C

3

0

0

3

Under Graduate Level Mathematics
, Microeconomics, Macroeconomics

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:

a) To understand optimization and its application in energy economics.
b) To know the procedure of dynamic analysis and its application in energy economics
c) To know linear programming problems and its application in energy economics
d) To know game theory and its application in energy economics

Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1: give conceptual clarity of the quantitative methods in Economics.
CO2: apply the quantitative methods in energy economics
CO3: comprehend various quantitative methods and its energy sector application.
CO4: formulate models using quantitative methods in economics

Catalog Description
Basic knowledge of mathematics is essential for effective understanding of economic theories.
Specifically, mathematical concepts such as differentiation, integration and differential equation
are necessary to understand basic principles of micro- and macro-economics. The optimization
technique is crucial to understand the behavior of both consumers and producers. Classroom
activities will be designed to encourage students to play an active role in the construction of their own
knowledge and in the design of their own learning strategies. We will combine traditional lectures with
other active teaching methodologies, such as assignments, group discussions, and cooperative group
solving problems. Class participation is a fundamental aspect of this course. Students will be encouraged
to actively take part in all group activities.

Course Content

Module: 1 Comparative Static Analysis
( 6 lecture hours)
 Comparative statics, concept of Derivative and their use in comparative statics
 Comparative statics analysis of general- function models
Module: 2 Optimization
 Maxima and Minima
 Optimization with two or more choice variables
 Exponential and logarithmic functions
 Optimization with equality constraints
Module: 3 Dynamic Analysis
 Economic Dynamics and Integral calculus
 First and higher order differential equations

( 6 lecture hours)

( 7 lecture hours)

Module: 4 Linear Programming, Integer Programming and Goal Programming
( 7 lecture hours)
 General concept and formulation of LPP
 Convex set
 Simplex method: Finding the extreme and optimal extreme points
 Integer programming
 Goal programming
Module: 5 Game Theory
 Game theory: Concept and Deﬁnitions of games
 Dominance Game, Nash-equilibrium and Mixed strategies
 Extensive Games with Perfect Information
 Extensive Games with Imperfect Information
 Strictly Competitive Games and Maxminimization
 Repeated Games: The Prisoner’s Dilemma
 Zero-sum games and computation

( 10 lecture hours)

Text Books





Chiang, A. C. (1984). Fundamental methods of mathematical economics.
Taha, H. A. (2005). Operations research: An introduction (for VTU). Pearson Education
India.
Pan, Z. (2010). Introduction to game theory.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components Class Assignment
Test
Weightage
(%)

10

10

Project
Report

Presentation

ESE

10

20

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

give conceptual clarity of the quantitative methods in
Economics.
apply the quantitative methods in energy economics

CO2

CO3
CO4

comprehend various quantitative methods and its energy
sector application.
formulate models using quantitative methods in
economics
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CO
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CO 2
3
3
3
3

CO 3
3
3
3

CO 4
3
3
3
3
3
2

3

3

PO 1,2,
3,4,7,8,9,10,
11,13, 14
PO 1,2, 3,
7,8,9,10,
11,14
PO 1,2, 3,6
8,9,10,
11, 13,14
PO 4,5,
8,12,13, 14

PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

3
3

3

3
3
3

2
2
2

Course Code

Course Title

1- Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
1
2
3

MECQ 721

QUANTITIVE METHODS IN ECONOMICS

2
2
1
2

PSO 14

PSO 13

PSO 12

PSO 11

2

PSO 10

PSO 9

PO 8

PO 7

1

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy
sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO 6

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication
skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy
sector.

Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate
team-working capabilities.

PO 4

PO 3

PO 2

PO 1

PO 5

2
3

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:
End Semester Examination-Dec. 2017
Program/course: MA Economics (Energy Economics)
Semester
Subject: Quantitive Methods in Economics
Max. Marks
Code : ECON 7002
Duration

: III
: 100
: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)

Q1. Fill in the blanks
i.
d 0
( x )  ___
i.
dx

ii.

iii.

iv.

CO1

d n
x  _____
dx

[2]

CO1

d 5
( x  3x 2  7)  _______
dx

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

If R  PQ

and

P  20-Q , then

dR
=___________
dQ

d  z x 
 ___________________.
dx  v x  

v.

vi.

[2]

dR
dL



dR
 ______
dQ

vii.

If Q  96K 0.2 L0.8 then MPPK =____________________.

viii.

Let y = f (x1, x2). Then the total differential is: dy  ___________ .

ix.

While solving a LP model graphically, the area is bounded by the__________.
a) Infeasible region
b) Feasible Region
c) Unbounded solution

d) None of these

x.

Constraints in a model represents_______________.
a) Limitations
b) Balancing
c) Requirements

[2]

CO1

[5]

CO3,
CO4

d) All the above

SECTION B

Answer any four questions
Q2.

Using implicit function rule find

5 X4= 20

dy
of the following function.
dx

F ( x, y )  3 x  2 xy  4 x  0
2

3

Q3.

Describe Prisoners’ dilemma with example.

Q4.

If the marginal cost (MC) of a firm is the following function of output, C (Q)  2e 0.2Q
and if the fixed cost is C F  90 , find the total cost function C (Q) .

Q5.

Q6.

Find the total differential, given, U 

G1
G1  G 2

If the marginal propensity to save (MPS) is the following function of income,
S (Y )  0.3  0.1Y 0.5 , and if the aggregate saving S is nil when income Y is 81 find the
saving function S (Y ) .

[5]

CO3,
CO4

[5]

CO3,
CO4

[5]

CO3,
CO4

[5]

CO3,
CO4

SECTION C

Answer any two questions
Q7.

2 X 15 = 30

A local travel agent is planning a charter trip to a major sea resort. The eight/seven

[15]

night package includes the fare for board and lodging and selected tour options. The
charter trip is restricted to 200 persons and post experience indicates that there will not
be any problem for getting 200 persons. The problem for the travel agent is to
determine the no. of deluxe, standard and economy tour packages to offer for this

CO1,
CO4

charter. These three plans each differ according to seating and service for the flight,
quality of accommodations, meal plans and other tour options. The following table
summarizes the estimated prices for the three packages and corresponding expenses for
the travel agent. The travel agent has hired an aircraft for the flat fee of Rs. 2,00,000
for the entire trip.

Prices and costs for tour packages per person
Tour plan

price(Rs.)

Hotel cost

meal& other expenses in (Rs.)

(Rs.)
Deluxe

10,000

3,000

4,750

Standard

7,000

2,200

2,500

Economy

6,500

1,900

2,200

In planning the trip, the following consideration must be taken into account:
i.

At least 10% of the packages must be deluxe

ii.

At least 35% but no more than 70% must be standard

iii.

At least 30% must be of the economy type.

iv.

The maximum no. of deluxe packages available in any aircraft is
restricted to 60

v.

The hotel desires that at least 120 of the tourists should be on deluxe
and standard packages together.
The travel agent wishes to determine the no. of packages to offer in
each type so as to maximize the total profit.

Formulate the above problem as LP model
Q8.

Considering two players, describe dominant strategy equilibrium and examine why

[15]

dominating strategy equilibrium is worse for both the players than non-equilibrium

CO3,
CO4

situation.
Q9.

Find the partial total derivatives
and y  u .

w
w
and
if w  ax 2  bxy  cu , where x  u  v
u
v

[15]

CO3,
CO4

Section D
Answer any one question
Q10.

Given U  ( x  2)( y  1) and Px  4, Py  6, and B  130 :
i.
ii.
iii.

Q11.

1 X 30 = 30
[30]

CO1,
CO3,
CO4

[30]

CO1,
CO3,
CO4

Write the Lagrangian function.
Find the optimal level of purchase x * and y * .
Is the second order sufficient condition for maximum satisfied?

Write out bordered Hessian for a constrained optimization problem with four choice
variables and two constraints. Then state specifically the second-order sufficient
condition for a maximum and a minimum of z respectively.

DSRM 7001

Research Methodology & Advance Statistics

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Graduate from any discipline with analytical skills
--

L
4

T
0

P
0

C
4

Course Objectives
1. To familiarize students with basic of research and the research process.
2. To help students in conducting research work and making research reports.
3. To familiarize students with Statistical packages such as EXCEL.
Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to






Have an understanding of various kinds of research, objectives of doing research, research
process research designs and sampling.
Formulate research problem and develop a sufficiently coherent research design.
Have basic knowledge on qualitative, quantitative as well as measurement & scaling techniques.
Have a basic awareness of data analysis, including descriptive & inferential measures.
Write & develop independent thinking for critically analyzing research reports.

Catalog Description
All Business Management students require the ability to deal with quantitative material, including the
collection, collation and analysis of such data. This course introduces students to the business research
methods in business mainly centered on statistical aspects. It also provides them with experience in
designing questionnaires and report writing. In order to effectively carry out statistical analysis, the
students are required to have experience of computing. This course reinforces the experience gained in
their Computing for Business course.
Course Content

Unit I:

19.5 lecture hours

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH & DATA MEASUREMENT
Introduction to research
Problem formulation
Research process
Research designs
Types of data & sources
Data collection Method

Measurement techniques
Scaling techniques
Questionnaire designing
Unit II:
4.5 lecture hours
THEORY OF SAMPLING
Concepts of sample and population etc.
Determination of sample size
Probability Sampling and Non Probability Sampling
Unit III:
3 lecture hours
STATISTICAL METHODS & APPLICATION
Measures of Central Tendency
Measures of Dispersion &Measures of Variation
Measures of moments, skewness & kurtosis
Measurement of Correlation
Unit IV:

6 lecture hours

THEORY OF PROBABILITY & SOME IMPORTANT DISTRIBUTION
Probability & Random variables
Probability density function
Expected value ,Variance & Covariance
Some important theoretical probability distributions (B.D., P.D. &N.D.)
Unit V:
7.5 lecture hours
STATISTICAL INFERENCE: ESTIMATION & HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Point and Interval Estimates of Means, proportions and analysis of differences.
Hypothesis formulation (basic concepts)
Difference of means ,equality of means
F-test
Chi-square test
Unit VI:

7.5 lecture hours

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS AND REPORT WRITING
Cluster Analysis
Conjoint Analysis
Discriminant Analysis
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
Types of Reports,
Approaches for report writing
Report presentation

Text Books
Kothari ,C. R.(2016), Research Methodology- Methods & Techniques, New age international publishers,
ISBN : 978-93-86649-22-5.
Reference Books
Branica,T & Roche, W.K.(1997), Business Research Methods, Jaico Publishing House, ISBN:
1860760007 9781860760006.
Pannerselvam,R(2016), Research Methodology,PHI Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi,ISBN:978-81-203-4946-9.
Wilson,J(2013), Essential of Research Methods,SAGE Publication,ISBN: 9781446257333
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ Project / Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Weightage (%)

Class
test(2)
30

Assighment

Project (group)/ Group Viva

ESE

30

40

50

Program Outcomes (POs)

PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PO 9
PO 10
PO 11
PO 12
PO 13
PO 14

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and
trade theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and
critical thinking ability.
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team-working
capabilities.
Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.
Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of changing
dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the
context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable
to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency.
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and non-

renewable energy sectors.

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

Mapped Programme
Outcomes

CO1

Have an understanding of various kinds of research,
objectives of doing research, research process research
designs and sampling.

PO1,PO2,
PO9

CO2

Be able to formulate research problem and develop a
sufficiently coherent research design.

PO11,PO10,PO12,
PO13,PO14

CO3

Have basic knowledge on qualitative, quantitative as
well as measurement & scaling techniques.

PO1,PO3,PO8,PO11

CO4

Have a basic awareness of data analysis, including
descriptive & inferential measures.

PO1,PO3,PO8,PO11,PO14

CO5

Be able to write & develop independent thinking for PO1,PO3,PO4,PO5,
critically analyzing research reports.
PO6,PO8,PO11,PO13,PO14

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping

Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PO 9
PO 10
PO 11
PO 12
PO 13
PO 14

CO 1

CO 2

3
3

CO 3

CO 4

CO5

3

3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO 4
PO 5
PO 6

2
1
1
1

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13

PSO 14

2
1
1
2
1
1
2

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Model Question Paper

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO 8

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate teamworking capabilities.

PO 3

1

PO 7

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills
in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.

PO 2

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and non-renewable
energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.

PO 1

2

Course Code
MECQ722

Course Title
Research Methodology & Advance Statistics

Name:
Enrolment No:

Programme: MA(EE)
Time: 03 hrs.

Course: DSRM 7001 – Research Methodology & Advance Statistics
Semester: ODD-2017-19
Max. Marks:100

Instructions:
Section A ( attempt all)
1.

i. A research proposal is best described as a(n):
a. Framework for data collection and analysis
b. Description of the research process for a research project
c. Description of how the researcher plans to maintain an ethical perspective during the study
d. Argument for the merit of the study

CO1

ii. The purpose of a literature review is to:
a. Use the literature to identify present knowledge and what is unknown
b. Assist in defining the problem and operational definition
c. Identify strengths and weaknesses of previous studies
d. All of the above

CO1

iii. The research process is best described as a:
a. Method to select a frame of reference
b. Set of rules that govern the selection of subjects
c. Series of steps completed in a logical order
d. Plan that directs the research design
iv. The statement 'To identify the relationship between the time the patient spends on the
operating table and the development of pressure ulcers' is best described as a research:
a. Objective
b. Aim
c. Question
d. Hypothesis
v. 'There is no difference in the incidence of phlebitis around intravenous cannulae
changed every 72 hours and those changed at 96 hours' is an example of a:
a. Null hypothesis
b. Directional hypothesis
c. Non-directional hypothesis
d. Simple hypothesis
vi. The researcher needs to clearly identify the aim of the study; the question to be
answered; the population of interest; information to be collected, and feasibility in order to
decide on the research:
a. Design and method
b. Purpose and assumptions

CO1

[1x20]
CO1

CO3

CO1

c. Design and assumptions
d. Purpose and data analysis
vii. In a qualitative research proposal you would not expect to see a:
a. Research question
b. Research aim
c. Hypothesis
d. Operational definition
viii. Which one of the following in not a major method of data collection:
a. Questionnaires
b. Interviews
c. Secondary data
d. Focus groups
e. All of the above are methods of data collection
ix. A census taker often collects data through which of the following?
a. Standardized tests
b. Interviews
c. Secondary data
d. Observations
x. Determining the sample interval (represented by k), randomly selecting a number
between 1 and k, and including each kth element in your sample are the steps for which
form of sampling?
a. Simple Random Sampling
b. Stratified Random Sampling
c. Systematic Sampling
d. Cluster sampling
xi. ………..research deals with practical problems.
a) Basic
b) Exploratory
c) Applied
d) Experimental

CO1

CO2

CO2

CO1

CO1

xii. Secondary data analysis is another form of ………….research.
a) Situational
b) Causal
c) Descriptive
d) Exploratory

CO2

xiii. …………. Scale is used to draw out a yes or no answer.
a) Likert
b) Rating
c) Dichotomous
d) Category

CO2

xiv. …………is a list of references cited in the text.
(a) Appendix
(b) Glossary
(c) Literature cited

CO2

(d) Bibliography
xv. ………. Is the process of assigning figures or other symbols to answers so that responses
can be put into a limited number of categories or classes?
a) Editing
b) Coding
c) Tabulation
d) Classification

CO2

xvi. When the study is related with more than two variables it is termed as …………….
analysis.
a) Bivariate
b) Multivariate
c) Univariate
d) Unidimensional

CO2

xvii. A ………. is a list of the sources used by the researcher to get information for research
report.
a) Bibliography
b) Content
c) Appendix
d) None of these

CO2

xviii. The first step in statistical activity is the ………
(a) Publication of report
(b) Processing of data
(c) Analysis of data
(d) Collection of data

CO2

xix. ………..refers to the number of units to be chosen from the population.
(a) Sampling plan
(b) Sampling method
(c) Sampling frame
(d) Sample size

CO2

xx. The ranks obtained by students will be measured on the basis of ……. scale.
(a) Nominal
(b) Ordinal
(c) Interval
(d) Ratio

CO2

SECTION B (Attempt any Six Questions)

CO1

2.

What is the purpose and importance of literature survey in research?

[5]

CO1

3.

What is a research problem? How do you select a research problem and establish research
objective(s)?

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO1

4.

Suggest suitable sampling technique for the following situations:

a) To study post watching behavior of television commercials
b) To study the perceptions of quality consciousness among production engineers in automobile
industry
c) To study the attitude of general public towards packaged food items
d) To study the students behavior towards introduction of dress code in college
5.
6.

7.

A company manufacturing brand new personal computers would like to identify potential market
segment for their brand. Suggest suitable research design to identify market potential with
justification. What would be your sampling frame in this situation?
In research when a researcher is used the following tools:
(i) Factor analysis
(ii) Conjoint analysis
(iii) Discriminant analysis
(iv) Cluster analysis

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO3

[5]

CO3

The four variables shown in the data set below are set up to represent a fictitious study of gender,
weight and fitness score. The variables include gender, ranking, weight and score. In this
example, gender is coded as m or f (recoded as 1 or 2 for computations), weight is the
participant's weight, score is a value that the participant scored in a fitness test and rank is their
ranking based on that score.

8.

Answer the following questions:
(i) What type of data does weight represent?
(ii) What type of data does ranking represent?
(iii) Is this data set skewed in each case? If so, in which direction?
The local authorities in Dehradun install 10,000 electric lamps in the streets of the city. If these
lamps have an average life of 1,000 burnings hrs with a variance of 40000 hrs , assume
normality what number of lamps might be expected to fail,
(i) in the first 800 burnings hrs

[5]

CO3

[10]

CO1

(ii) between 800 and 1200 burning hrs
.
SECTION C (Attempt any Five Questions)
9.

Sridhar from Bangalore, had developed an electric car-VERVE (It is fully automatic, no clutch,
no gears), two door hatch back, easily seating two adults and two children with a small turning
radius of just 3.5 meters). It runs on batteries and as compared to other electric vehicles, has an
on board charger to facilitate easy charging which can be carried out by plugging into any 15
amp socket at home or work. A full battery charge takes less than seven hours and gives a range
of 80 km. In a quick –charge mode (two-and-a-half hours) 80 percent charge is attained which is
good enough for 65 km. A full charge consumes just about 9 units of electricity.
Somehow the product did not take off the way he expected. He is contemplating about
repositioning the car. As he stood looking at the prototype, he knew that there were a couple of
questions to which he must find answers before he undertook the repositioning exercise. Who
should be the targeted segment –old people, young student just going to college, house wives?

What should be the positioning stance? What kind of image would these customers relate to?
Was a new name or punch line required? How should the promotions be undertaken? Hyundai
had done it with Shah Rukh Khan, should he also consider a celebrity? If yes who?
Questions:
i. What kind of research study should Sridhar undertake? Define the objectives of his research.
ii. Do the stated objectives have scope for a qualitative research?
iii. Which method would you recommend and why?
10.

Suppose the Acme Drug Company develops a new drug, designed to prevent colds. The
company states that the drug is equally effective for men and women. To test this claim, they
choose a simple random sample of 100 women and 200 men from a population of 100,000
volunteers.
At the end of the study, 38% of the women caught a cold; and 51% of the men caught a cold.

[10]

CO3

[10]

CO3

Based on these findings, can we reject the company's claim that the drug is equally effective for
men and women? Use a 0.05 level of significance.
11.

Students at Virginia Tech studied which vehicles come to a complete stop at an intersection with
four-way stop signs, selecting at random the cars to observe. They looked at several factors to
see which (if any) were associated with coming to a complete stop. (They defined a complete
stop as “the speed of the vehicle will become zero at least for an instant”). Some of these
variables included the age of the driver, how many passengers were in the vehicle, and type of
vehicle. The variable we are going to investigate is the arrival position of vehicles approaching
an intersection all traveling in the same direction. They classified this arrival pattern into three
groups: whether the vehicle arrives alone, is the lead in a group of vehicles, or is a follower in a
group of vehicles. The students studied one specific intersection in Northern Virginia at a variety
of different times. Because random assignment was not used, this is an observational study. Also
note that no vehicle from one group is paired with a vehicle from another group. In other words,
there is independence between the different groups of vehicles. Use a 0.05 level of significance.

Single Vehicle

Lead Vehicle

Following Vehicle

TOTAL

Complete Stop

151

38

76

265

Not Complete Stop

25

4

22

51

Total
12.

176

42

98

316

. A clinic provides a program to help their clients lose weight and asks a consumer agency to
investigate the effectiveness of the program. The agency takes a sample of 15 people, weighing
each person in the sample before the program begins and 3 months later to produce. Determine
whether the program is effective. Use a 0.05 level of significance.

[10]

13.

The following information about 1000 households were collected during January 2015 and
August 2015. In January 2015, the respondents were asked whether they plan to purchase a solar
rooftop. In August, how many actually purchased was noted down.

Planned to purchase
Yes
No
Total

Actually purchased
Yes
No
200
50
100
650
300
700

Find the probability of number of respondents who,
(i) Planned to purchase a solar rooftop.
(ii) Actually purchased a solar rooftop.
(iii) Planned to purchase and actually purchased.

CO3

[10]

Total
250
750
1000

CO3

14

A manufacturer wishes to determine whether there is less variability in the silver plating done by
Company 1 than that done by Company 2. Independent random samples yield the following
results.
Company I: 20,16,26,27,23,22,18,24,25,19
Company II: 27,33,42,35,32,34,38,28,41,43,30,37
Do the populations have different variances? Use a 0.10 level of significance.

[10]

CO3

FINC 7001
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Financial Statement Analysis

L T P C
4 0 0 4

Basic knowledge of

Fundamentals of Accounting such as
calculation of Assets, Liabilities, Expenses
Knowledge of classification of data, data presentation

Course Objectives
___________________________________________________________________________
1. To help the students to develop cognizance of the importance of accounting in organization
financial statements
2. To enable students to describe how people analyze the corporate financial under different
conditions and understand why people describe the financial statements in different manner.
3. To analyze specific characteristics of Energy Industry and their future action for expenses and
income.
4. To enable students to synthesize related information, evaluate options for most logical and
optimal solution such that they would be able to predict and control cost incurrence, and improve
results.

Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to
CO1.
CO2.
CO3.
CO4.

Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of Accounting to understand the managerial
Decisions and financial statements
Apply the Financial Statement Analysis associate with Financial Data in the organization.
Analyse the complexities associated with management of cost of product and services in the
Organization
Demonstrate how the concepts of accounting and costing could integrate while identification and
resolution of problems pertaining to Energy Sector

Catalog Description
The aim of financial statement analysis is to equip students with accounting knowledge and enhance their
decision taking ability regarding financial analysis of organizations.
This course content covers the detail description about the accounting concepts in the organizational
context, it details the impact of assets, liabilities, expenses, income on Financial Statement.
Classroom activities including lectures, discussions and case studies (topped up with role-play) will be
designed to encourage students to get involved, absorb and assimilate inputs. These activities will also be
supplemented by group discussions, cooperative group solving problems, live projects, analysis of video
cases and debates.
Class participation is a fundamental aspect of this course. Students will be encouraged to actively take
part in all group activities and to give an oral group presentation. Students will be expected to interact
with media resources, such as, web sites, videos, DVDs, etc.

Course Content

UNIT – I

12 Hours Lecture

Basics of Accounting & its Principles; & Depreciation Accounting:
Meaning, Need, Role and Significance of Accounting, Basic Accounting Concepts

(AS-1

& 9) and Conventions (Overview of Indian GAAP, US GAAP, IAS, IFRS), Asset-Liability
Equity Relationship (ALE).

Introduction to Accounting Cycle-Preparation of Journal,

Ledger, Trial Balance. Depreciation, Depletion and Amortization (AS-6), Preparation of
financial statements with adjustments.
UNIT – II

12 Hours Lecture

Understanding & Preparation of Financial Statements:
Understanding & analysis of company accounts; Analysis of Financial statements of Holding
& Subsidiary Companies.
UNIT – III

12 Hours Lecture

Financial Statements Analysis:
Analysis and Interpretation of Financial Statements-Ratio Analysis, Common-Size
Statement, Du-Pont Analysis, Cash-Flow Statement (AS-3).
UNIT – IV

12 Hours Lecture

Costing: & Managerial Decision Making:
Cost Concepts, Cost Sheet, Material Costing, Labour and Overhead Costing, Absorption
Costing, Activity Based Costing, Inventory Valuation (AS-2).
Marginal Costing- PV Ratio, BEP Analysis, Relevant Costing, Standard Costing, Budgetary
Control, EVA, MVA.

A. SUGGESTED READINGS:

Text Books
1. Sehgal, Deepak (2014), “Financial Accounting”, Vikas Publishing H House,5th Edition,
New Delhi.’
2. Goyal, Bhushan Kumar; Tiwari, HN (2017), “Financial Accounting”, 5th Edition
Taxmann Publications
3. Goldwin, Alderman ; Sanyal (2014), “Financial Accounting”,2nd Edition, Cengage
Learning.
Reference Books
1. Lal , J ; Srivastava , S (2004) , “ Financial Accounting; Principles and Practices”, 4th Edition , S
Chand, New Delhi

2. Robert N Anthony, David Hawkins, Kenneth A. Merchant(2013), “Accounting: Text and
Cases”, 13 Ed, McGraw-Hill Education
3. Charles T. Horngren and Donna Philbrick (2017), “Introduction to Financial
Accounting”, 11th Edition, Pearson Education.
4. Monga, J, R, “Financial Accounting: Concepts and Applications” (2017) Mayur Paper
Backs, 2th Edition, New Delhi.
5. Tulsian, P.C; Tulsia, Bharat (2015). , “Financial Accounting” , 10th Edition ,Pearson
Education
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/ Project submission/ presentation/ Class room and case
discussion/ Written Examination
th

1. Examination Scheme:
Components

Quizzes

Weightage (%)

10

Case
Study
and
class
discuss
ion
20

Group Project Presentation/
Submission

ESE

20

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs

COURSE OUTCOMES ( COs )

POs

CO 1
CO 2
CO 3
CO 4

Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of Accounting to PO 1,2, 3,4,7,8,9,10,
understand the managerial decisions and financial statements
11,13, 14
Apply the Financial Statement Analysis associate with PO 1,2, 3, 7,8,9,10,
Financial Data in the organization.
11,14
Analyse the complexities associated with management of cost PO 1,2, 3, 8,9,10,
of product and services in the Organization
11, 13,14
Demonstrate how the concepts of accounting and costing could PO 4,5, 8,12,13, 14
integrate while identification and resolution of problems
pertaining to Energy Sector

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3

3
3
3
1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
3

3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
1
3
3

2
2
2
3
3
1
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
3

Course
Code

Course
Title

FINC

Financial
Statement

PO1

PO2

PO3

PO4

PO5

PO6

PO7

PSO9

PSO10

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PSO11

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy efficiency

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have ability to address them in energy economics

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team-working capabilities

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.

Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and critical thinking ability

the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade theories to

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and identify optimal solutions

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO8

PSO12

PSO13

PSO14

7001

analysis

3

3

3

2

2

1

3

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Course: FINC 7001– Financial statement analysis
Programme: MA Energy Economics
Semester: ODD- 2017-18
Time: 03 hrs.
Max. Marks: 100
Instructions:
Attempt all questions from Section A (Part 1 each carrying 1 marks; Part 2 each carrying 2 marks); all
Questions from Section B (each carrying 15 5marks); any 3 questions from Section C (each carrying 10
marks); all questions from Section D ( each carrying 30 marks)
SECTION A (Attempt all questions)
Q1 Classify the following accounts as real, personal and nominal:
1.
Bank Account

[1]

CO3

[1]

CO1

3.

Furniture Account

[1]

CO2

4.

Salary Account

[1]

CO4

5.

Cash Account

[1]

CO3

6.

Sundry Debtors

[1]

CO1

7.

Bank overdraft

[1]

CO2

8.

Capital Account

[1]

CO4

9.

Sales

[1]

CO3

10.

Accounts Receivables

[1]

CO1

11

Sundry Creditors

[1]

CO2

[2]
12. Annual depreciation of machine is 40000, cost of machine is 500000, rate of
depreciation according to straight- line method will beValue of an asset is 9 lakh, scrap value is 1,25,000, estimated life is 10 years the cost [2]
13. depreciation under straight-line method will be14. The Diminishing balance method means a method by which
[2]

CO4

15.

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO4

[5]

CO1

17.
18. Describe the accounting cycle.

[5]

CO4

19. Explain the difference between depreciation, depletion and amortization

[5]

CO3

20. State the difference between SLM and WDV

[5]

CO2

21. Explain cash flow from investing activities, financing activities and operating
activities. Provide examples

[10]

CO5

22. Describe the various stages in the accounting process.

[10]

CO4

23. Explain Accounting Period, Cost Concept, Duality aspect concept and Realization
Concept.

[10]

CO2

Recording of a financial transaction can be done in which of the following books:

16. The process of grouping of transactions or entries of one nature is called-----

CO3
CO5

SECTION B (Attempt all questions)

Explain accounting principles and conventions

Section C Answer any three (30 marks)

24. Explain Profitability ratios, Liquidity ratios, Turnover ratios.

[10]

CO4

[30]

CO5

Section D Answer any one (30 marks)

25. Based on the following above compute and interpret:
Complete the following balance sheet and profit and loss account based on the
information given as follows
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Current ratio : 1.40 times
Debt-equity ratio: 0.55 times
Total assets turnover ratio: 0.5 times
Inventory turnover ratio: 7.5 times
Receivables turnover ratio: 5 times
Gross Margin ratio: 5 times
Net Margin ratio: 10%

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Long-term debts
Equity capital
Reserves and surplus
Shareholders’ funds
Total

Amount(Rs in
Thousands)

Assets

Amount(Rs in
Thousands)

cash
60,000
100,000
Total

Profit and Loss Account
Particulars
Sales
Less: cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Less: Selling and administrative expenses
Net profit

26

Amount (Rs. In Thousands)
100,000

Enter the following transactions in the Journal and post them into ledger and
from the information obtained prepare a Trail Balance.

[30]

CO4

Nov 10th : Mrs. Roy started business with 60,000
11th : Bought furniture from Modern Furniture for 10,000
12th : Purchased goods for cash 15,000
13th : Purchased goods from B. Sen & Co for 30,000
14th : Opened a bank account by depositing 16,000
16th : Sold goods for cash 15,000
17th : Purchased stationery for 1000 from Bharat Stationery Mart
18th : Sold goods to Zahir Khan for 10,000
19th : Bought machinery for 6,000 and payment made by cheque
20th : Goods returned by Zahir Khan for 2,000
21st : Payment to B.Sen & Co by cheque 5,000
22nd : Withdrew from bank for personal use 3,000
23rd : Interest paid through cheque 2,000
24th : Withdrew from bank for office expenses 10,000
26th : Cheque received from Zahir Khan 5,000
27th : Paid electricity bill for 100
29th : Cash sales for 6,000
30th : Commission received by cheque 5,000
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Understanding Energy Sector
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Basic level of Economics

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
1. To understand the basic concepts of energy and it measurement.
2. To explain public utility economics as a theoretical underpinning.
3. To develop habit of observation and try to relate the concepts.
4. To understand & develop skills of analysis with respect to the Energy sector.
5. To know, analyze and interpret various approaches and tools of energy economics.
6. To help in understanding institutional framework, regulation and governance of energy sector in India
and other countries.
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1. To give conceptual clarity of energy and its measurement.
CO2. To apply the micro economics concepts for theoretical underpinning.
CO3. To know the application of tools of energy market structure.
CO4. To comprehend various energy market structure in the world.
CO5. To extend the concepts to the energy sector in India.
Course Content
Unit I:

9 lecture hours

Module: 1 Introduction to Energy:
Introduction, Energy Basics Energy Defined, Alternative Classifications of Energy, Introduction to the
Energy System, Energy Information, Energy Accounting Framework, Components of the Energy
Account, Commodity Accounts and Overall Energy Balance, Units, Conversion Factors and Aggregation
of Energy Flows, Accounting of Traditional Energies, Features of TEs, Data Availability, Data Collection
and Reporting, Special Treatments of Some Entries in the Energy Balance, Treatment of Primary
Electricity Production, Treatment of Electricity in Final Consumption, Self-Generation, Analysis of
Energy Balance Information, Alternative Presentation of Energy Accounting Information.
Unit II:
7 lecture hours
Understanding the Nature of Energy Sector
Public Utility Economics: Meaning, Importance, Government Ownership, Rate Level Determination in
Public Utilities, Rate Structure Determination in Utilities. The Concept of Natural Monopoly, Price

Discrimination, Degrees of Price Discrimination, Discriminatory Charging, Case of Discriminatory
Charging, Pricing Issues in Energy Sector in India, Full Cost Pricing, Marginal Cost Pricing, Average
Cost Pricing, Peak Load Pricing, Ramsey Pricing, Congestion Pricing, Comparison between Market
Price, Marginal Cost Price, Average Cost Pricing. Understanding the Parliamentary System of India,
Central, States and Concurrent Issues.

Unit III:

10 lecture hours

Mapping the Energy Sector
Understanding Electricity Sector of India: Electricity Mix, Generation, transmission and
Distribution and its current status, the institutional framework for Generation, Transmission and
Distribution, Issues and Challenges in Generation, Transmission and Distribution, Understanding
Renewable Energy Sector.
Understanding Oil and Gas Sector: Energy mix in terms of primary energy demand, secondary
energy demand, Understanding Upstream, Midstream and Downstream sector, The institutional
framework of Upstream, Midstream and Downstream sector, Issues and Challenges of Oil and Gas
sector.
10 lecture hours
Module:4 Global Energy Sector

International Institutions in Energy Sector: International Energy Agency, Energy International
Administration, Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), Understanding Energy
Sector of few Emerging Economies: United States, Brazil, China, Russia
Text Books

1. Owens, G. (2002). Best practices guide economic & financial evaluation of renewable energy
projects. Institute of International Education: Washington, DC, USA.
2. Peirce, W. S. (1996). Economics of the energy industries. Greenwood Publishing Group.
3. James L. Sweeney (n.d). Economics of Energy, Department of Management Science and
Engineering, Terman Engineering Center, 323 Stanford University Stanford, CA 94305-4026
accessed
on
March
15,
2018,
retrieved
from
https://web.stanford.edu/~jsweeney/paper/Energy%20Economics.PDF
4. Conkling, R. L. (2011). Energy Pricing: economics and principles. Springer Science &
Business Media.
5. Bhattacharyya, S. C. (2011). Energy economics: concepts, issues, markets and governance.
Springer Science & Business Media.
6. Sun-Joo Ahn and Dagmar Graczyk (2012), Understanding Energy Challenges in India,
Partner Country Series, Policies, Players and Issues accessed on March 15, 2018 retrieved
from
https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/India_study_FINAL_WEB.pdf

Reference Books
1. Klimstra, J., & Hotakainen, M. (2011). Smart power generation. Avain.

CRISIL Infrastructure Advisory (2012), Assessment of achievable potential of new and renewable
energy resources in different states during 12th Plan period and determination of RPO trajectory and
its impact on tariff, Report, accessed on March 15, 2018, retrieved from
http://www.forumofregulators.gov.in/Data/Reports/Final_Report_FOR_RPO_Study.pdf
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%)
10
20
20
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

Course Outcomes (COs)

PO 1,2,
3,4,7,8,9,10,
11,13, 14
To apply the principle of natural monopoly to firms and
PO 1,2, 3,
consumers.
7,8,9,10,
11,14
To know the application of various energy concepts.
PO 1,2, 3,
8,9,10,11,
13,14
To comprehend various market structure and its real world
PO 4,5,
application.
8,12,13, 14
To extend the understanding the energy sector of various
PO 1,2, 3,
emerging economies. .
4,8,13,14
To give conceptual clarity of the theory Public Utility
Economics, Monopoly.

CO1

CO2

CO3
CO4
CO5

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

CO 4

3
3
3
3

3

CO5
3
3
3
3

3

Understan
ding
Energy
Sector
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5

2
2
2
2
1

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO
9
PSO
10
PSO
11

1
3
2
2
2
PS12

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the Energy sector

Students will have global perspective towards business situations in the area of
Energy Economics

3
3
2
3
3

Students will exhibit the ability to integrate functional areas of management with
domain perspective for the purpose of planning, implementation & control of
Energy Economics

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in identification and resolution of
business problems pertaining to Energy Economics

PO
1

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of relevant functional areas of
management and their application in Energy Economics

3

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge in the functional area of
management as well as Energy Economics domain

3
3

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of the industry

3
3

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in the course of business

3
3

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills while handling business
situations

Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

Econ
7003

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in the
professional context

Course
Title

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability

Course
Code

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their conceptual
understanding to the real world business situations

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial decisions and
identify optimal solutions

PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14
3
3
3
3

PSO
13
PS
O1
4

2
3

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

End Semester Examination-December, 2017
Program/course: MA Economics (With Specialization in Energy Economics)
Semester
Subject: Understanding Energy Sector
Max. Marks : 100
Code : Econ 7003
Duration
: 3 Hrs

:I

Section A ( attempt all)
1.

Explain definition of Crude Oil and Petroleum?

[2]

CO1

2.

Since 2000, GDP growth has been 8.6% and energy consumption growth rate has been
5.6%, what will be GDP elasticity?

[2]

CO2

[10]

CO1

[4]

CO1

[2]

CO3

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO3

[5]

CO5

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO1

[15]

CO2,
CO3,

3.

4.

5.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

7.

Explain the following concepts: (2 Marks each)
a) Production and consumption equivalence of energy measurement
b) Self-reliance in supply
c) Energy supply mix
d) Per capita consumption of primary energy and final energy
e) Energy Intensity
State whether the following statements are True or False with reasons. (4 Marks)
1. Demand for energy is a derived demand.
2. All essential services are public utilities while all public utilities are not essential
services.
Explain the concept of Upstream facilities and systems of Oil and Gas sector. Based on
your visit to ONGC Museum.
SECTION B (Answer Any Four questions)
How is the demand for energy related to GNP of the country?
Given Demand Function P = 70-Q, Supply Function P = 10+ 0.5Q, Equilibrium Price P = $
30 and the government establishes a price ceiling of $ 20 per unit. Calculate equilibrium
quantity (Q), and define & calculate Dead Weight Loss?
What are the differences between conventional and non-conventional energy sources and
primary and secondary energy classifications?
A thermal power plant of 210 MW capacity has the maximum load of 160 MW. Its annual
load factor is 0.6. The coal consumption is 1kg per kWh of energy generated and the cost
of coal is Rs. 450.0 per tonne. Calculate (a) the annual revenue earned if energy is sold at
Re.1 per kWh and (b) the capacity factor of the plant.
Share your understanding on any one of the energy systems based on your Bidholi Campus
Tour for Energy Systems.
SECTION C (Answer Any Two Questions )
Critically evaluate that how far three main energy policies in India- the Integrated
Energy Policy, five-year plans and National Action Plan on Climate Change have been

successful to achieve India’s three energy objectives.

CO5

8.

‘India’s federal system and coalition-based politics make much-needed policy reform
complex and difficult’.

[15]

CO2,
CO3

9.

Categorize the companies and institutions of power sector and oil and gas sector on the
continuum of producing to service providing.

[15]

CO4,
CO5

10.

How can you visualize the effects of demonetization on energy sector. You can explain the
effect on different sectors, long term and short term effects, positive and negative effects
etc.
Section D (Answer all the questions)

[15]

CO1 to
CO4

2.

[30]
Answer the following questions to understand the Electricity Bill: (30 Marks)
Q.1 What are the tariff categories? (5 Marks)
Q.2 Explain the type of supply and connected load. (5 Marks)
Q.3 What is Fuel Adjustment Charge? (5 Marks)
Q.4 What is the frequency of change in FAC? (5 Marks)
Q.5 Analyze the effect on Electricity Bill, with respect to change in volume of
consumption, type of consumer, connected load, FAC etc. with the help of example. (10
Marks)

CO2CO5

HRES7006
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Executive and Business Communication

L
3

T
0

P
0

C
3

Graduation

Course Objectives

1. To acquaint and understand the concept and purpose of communication in general and business
communication in particular..
2. To make ready for understanding the self- style of communication and the ability to give and receive
feedback
3. To help the students to develop cognizance of the significance writing reports as well as persuasive,
routine and bad news letters
4. To enable students on how to develop their negotiation styles and handle conflicts

Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to
CO1: Develop the understanding of the concept of Business Communication in an organization
CO2: Analyze the complexities associated with business communication in the organizations.
CO3: Integrate knowledge of business communication with domain perspective.
CO4: Demonstrate effective application of business communication to diagnose and solve organizational
problems and develop optimal managerial decisions.

Catalog Description
Communication skill in a manager is one of the important skills, which a manager must possess to
perform his/her role(s) effectively in an organization. Since he/she deals with employees, and with
customers outside the organization, it is important that in an organization he should be well equipped in
terms of different aspects of business communication. The course therefore covers all constituents, which
will make a manager’s job easy to handle.

Classroom activities involving lectures, discussions and case studies (topped up with role play) will be
designed to encourage students to get involved and absorb & assimilate inputs. These activities will be
supplemented by group discussions, cooperative group solving problems, analysis of video cases and
debates.

Course Content
Unit I:

6 lecture hours

Introduction To Business Communication and the process: Communication Process Models ( Johari
window, Schramm’s Model, Lasswell’s Model, Mathematical Model)
7 Cs of effective communication, Barriers to communication, Adoption and selection of words.
Unit II:

6 lecture hours

Skills of effective organizational communication: Understanding organizational communication- flow,
channels, pattern of communication, Interoffice communication ,Agenda, Minutes
Unit III:
6 lecture hours
Verbal and Non verbal communication: Non- verbal communication,Meta communication, Guidelines
for developing positive non- verbal communication,Verbal communication, Importance of
verbalization, Empathy in communication, Guidelines for speaking skills, Communication
through electronic media
Unit IV:
6 lecture hours
PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PRESENTATION SKILLS: Public speaking and presentation skills,
Essentials of good presentation, Preparing a presentation – identify purpose, analyze the audience, design
and organize, deliver a presentation
Interviewing skills: Creating document for job search, Writing- application letter and resume,
Conducting yourself during interview, Strategies to be successful in an interview
Unit V:
6 lecture hours
Appearance and design of business message: Letter writing – Routine, negative, and persuasive.
How to write a report: The kinds of report, structure of report, Objectives, Writing Reports, , Structure
of a report, Anatomy of report, Using Diagrams and Aids in report
Text Books
Raymond V Lesikar, Marie E Flately, Kathryn Rentz, Neerja Pande.,Paula Lentz (2015). Business
Communication. 11th ed. New Delhi: Mc Graw Hill.
Chaturvedi P. D. (2013). Business Communication. 3rd ed., New Delhi: Pearson Education India.
KK Sinha (2006). Business Communication. 2nd ed. Galgotia Publishing Company, ND.
Reference Books
Mark H. McCormack (2015). Words You Use Tell a Lot About You. Arizona Republic.

Robert L. Montgomery (1981). Listening Made Easy: How to Improve Listening on the Job, at Home,
and in the Communit., American Management Association, New York.
Modes of Evaluation-Examination Scheme:
Components
Weightage (%)

Continuous Evaluation
Discussion=10
Assignment=10
Presentation=10
Case Analysis=10
Quiz=10
Total=50

ESE
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and Program Outcomes (POs)

Course Outcomes (COs)
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Mapped Program Outcomes
(POs)

To develop the understanding of the concept of Business
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
Communication in an organization
Analyze the complexities associated with business
1,2,3,5,6,8,11
communication in the organizations.
To Integrate knowledge of business communication with
1,2,8,9,10,12
domain perspective.
To demonstrate effective application of business
communication to diagnose and solve organizational 1,2,,3,5,7,8,13,14
problems and develop optimal managerial decisions.

Program outcomes/ Course outcomes

Course
Outcomes
PO1
PO2
PO3
PO4
PO5
PO6
PO7
PO8
PO9
PO 10
PO11
PO 12
PO13
PO14

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

3
1
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
2
3
3

3
1
3

3
2

3
3
3

3
1
3

3
3
2
2

3
3

2
2
1
1

Course Cours
Code e Title PO1

Executi
ve and
Busines
HRES
s
7006 Commu
nicatio
n

3
PO2

2
P
PO
PSO1 PO
PO3 O PO5
PO7 PO8 PSO9 PSO10
PO13 PO14
6
1 12
4

2

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

2 1

1

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks
and environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory
in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.
Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and
have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate teamworking capabilities.

Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and
critical thinking ability.

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics, Macroeconomics
and trade theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices
and identify optimal solutions.

3 = Strongly Mapped
2 = Moderately Mapped
1 = Weakly Mapped
Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:
Course- HRES 7006: Executive and Business Communication
Programme: MA
Time: 03 hrs.

Semester: ODD-2017-18
Max. Marks:100

Instructions: Attempt all questions from Section A (marks are mentioned against the question), any Four
Questions from Section B (each carrying 5 marks). Two from Section C (each carrying 15 marks) and
Section D is compulsory (marks are mentioned against the case study questions).
Section A: Attempt all questions. Each carries 1 mark. (1X20=20)
1.

Mention ‘T’ for ‘ True’ and ‘F’ for ‘False’

(CO1)

1.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Which of the following is NOT an external business written communication? (1 mark)
Complaint letter
Curriculum Vitae
Memo
Enquiries letter

2.

An informal communication network or grapevine tends to be most active when
employees believe the formal communication network is not providing the information
they need (1 mark)
a) True
b) False

3. E-mail, intranets, newsletters, announcements, meetings, reports, suggestion systems and
telephone messages are all examples of ________ communication channels. (1 mark)
a) Upward
b) Formal
c) Informal
d) Diagonal
4. When developing application letters: (1 mark)
a). You can reuse one standard letter for different employers without spending effort customizing it for each
position.
b). Use active voice and action verbs.
c). Avoid flattery.

d). A and B.
e). B and C.

5. The memorandum begins directly – with the objective. The necessary information follows:
(1 mark)
a) True
b). False
6. An effective close for a speech contains (1 mark)
a)
b)
c)
d)

a restatement of the subject
a Summary of key points
a conclusion
all of the above

7.

The direct style of writing bad news is when you write the ___________ first followed by
________.(1 mark)

8.

A manager wants greater acceptance of managerial decisions made, what communication
network you would recommend her: Give reason for your answer. (1 mark)
a) Downward
b) Upwards
c) Horizontal
d) None

9.

Which style of conflict management should you use (1 mark)
 when the issue is much more important to the other person than to yourself


as a goodwill gesture to help maintain a cooperative relationship.

10. Which of the following information should be included in minutes? (1 mark)
(1) Date and venue of the meeting
(2) Decisions made at the meeting
(3) Comments from the members
(4) Action to be taken by the members
A All of the above
B All, except (2)
C All, except (3)
D All, except (4)

11.When is direct order appropriate in inquiries? When would you use indirect order? (2 marks)
12. What is Conflict? Name the different ways of handling the conflict? (2 marks)
13. What are the elements of planning a presentation? ( 2 marks)
14. Use gender neutral expression- ( 2 marks)
a) Best man for the job
b) House wife
c) Executives and their wives
d) Manmade
15. What is communication network? How is grapevine affect communication ( 2 marks)

SECTION B (4*5=20)
2.

1. Analyze the following information on the parameters of 7 c’s of
communication

Hi Rekha:
I want to discuss with you a very exciting project in data Analytics for our
client. Lets meet sometime. Let me know the review of your new software.

[5]

CO1

Best,
Teena
3.

Identify the type, direction of communication and channels used
Aircraft manufacturer McDonald Douglas has started a new dissemination
program where staff writes as per the instruction of the president of the company
prepare daily monthly and quarterly newsletter. These include a wide range of
operating topics like cost, scrap numbers, project reports, stock prices and the
problem encountered in the current project. This is then disseminated to everyone
associated with the program like employees suppliers and middle level managers so
that everybody is kept informed promptly

4.

[5]

.
Identify one common barrier from each of the following three barrier zones.

[5]

CO2

CO3

Also give an example and provide the solution for each of the common barriers.


5.

Barriers by surrounding environment
Barriers between people

The director of Department of Group Marketing and Communication are
responsible to develop an annual promotional pack on mobile app. In order to
proceed, the Director must get an approval from the Regional Office Board to
secure their permission on the respective area considering the matters of promotion
and legal procedures. Since the hierarchical procedural may take times and the time
frames provided for the promotional launching are coming soon, the directors
personally contact each Support Directors and conducting a consecutive number of
informal meeting to discuss the matter.

[5]

CO4

a. What is the flow of communication from Director to support director?
b. What are the benefits and issues of this kind of communication?

SECTION C (15*2=30)
Write a routine request (an inquiry) for the following situation.
7

Q1.( This question has choice)
A) Land’s End, Inc. sells casual clothing by mail. You want to be on their
mailing list so that you receive all their catalogues.
[10]

CO1

OR
B) You always wanted to do summer internship with XYZ (best company in
your
Domain
). Write the cover letter for the summer internship.
8

Q2. How can Johari window help her improve the communication? Rita is a
manager, she shows following style of communication






Little feedback
No communication to subordinate or superior
Withdraws from decision making
Not willing to take risks by making decisions
concerned with self protection than function effectively

According to Johari window what advise will you give her to improve the

[10]

CO2

communication.
SECTION D (marks are mentioned )
Leigh Randell is a supervisor of in-flight services at the Atlanta base of Omega
Airlines, a successful regional air carrier with routes throughout the South and
Southwest. In addition to Atlanta, it has bases in six major cities.
Randell’s job involves supervision of all in-flight services and personnel at the
Atlanta base. She has been with the airline for seven years and in her present job for
two years. While preferring flying to a permanent ground position, she decided to
try the management position. In her job, she reports directly to Kent Davis, vice
president of in-flight services.
During the past year, Randell has observed what she believes is a great deal of
duplication of effort between flight attendants and passenger service personnel in
the terminal with respect to paperwork procedures for boarding passengers. This,
she believes, has resulted in unnecessary delays in departures of many flightsespecially through flights (those that don’t originate or terminate in Atlanta). Since
most Omega through flights stop in Atlanta, Randell believes that such delayed
departures are probably not a major problem at Omega’s other bases or at smaller
airports. Thus, she has decided to try to coordinate the efforts of flight attendances
and passenger service personnel with a simpler, more efficient boarding procedure,
thereby reducing ground time and increasing passenger satisfaction through closer
adherence to departure times.
In this respect, she has, on three occasions during the past two months, written
memo to Tom Ballard, Omega’s passenger services representative at the Atlanta
base. Each time, Randell has requested information regarding specific procedures,
time, and costs for boarding passengers on through flights. She has received no
reply from Tom Ballard. His job involves supervision of all passenger service
personnel. He has been with Omega for five years, having joined its management
training program immediately after graduating from college. He reports directly to
Alan Brock, vice president of passenger services at the Atlanta base. Exhibit 1
presents the organization structure for the Atlanta base.

Exhibit 1. Omega, Atlanta: Organization Chart

Last week, Leigh wrote a memo to Kent Davis:
For several months, I have been trying to develop a new method for facilitating the
boarding of passengers on through flights by more closely coordinating efforts of
In-Flight Services and Passenger Services. The results would be a reduction in
clerical work, cost and ground time and closer adherence to departure times for
through flights: “Unfortunately, I have received no cooperation at all in my efforts
from the passenger service representative. I have made three written requests for
information, each of which has been ignored. Needless to say, this has been
frustrating to me. While I realize that my beliefs may not always be correct, in this
instance I am only trying to initiate something that will be beneficial for everyone
involved: Passenger Services, In-Flight Services, and, most important, Omega
Airlines. I would like to meet with you to discuss this matter and the possibility of
my transferring back to flight duty.
Kent Davis summoned Alan Brock and Tom Ballard to a hastily called conference.
Tom Ballard was mildly asked why he had not furnished the information that
Randell has requested.
“Too busy”, he said. “Her questions were out of sight. There was no time for me to

answer this sort of request. I’ve got a job to do. Besides, I don’t report to her”.
“But Tom, you don’t understand,” Kent Davis said. “All Leigh Randell is trying to
do is improve the president system of boarding passengers on through flights. she
has taken the initiatives to work on something that might benefit everyone”.
Tom Ballard thought for a moment. “No, ” he replied, “it didn’t look like that to
me. You know I’ve also had ideas on how to improve the system for quite
sometime. Anyway, she’s going about it all wrong.”
You are one of the smartest student in the class ! You have successfully taken the
course in business communication

please analyze and answer the following

questions:

11.

1. What barriers to effective communication do you detect in this case?
2. Is anyone “wrong” in this situation? By what other means could Randell have
requested the information from Tom Ballard? What do you think of Tom
Ballard’s reaction? Why?

5

5

3. While communicating information vertically up or down the organization does
not present a major problem, why is horizontal and diagonal communication are
more difficult to attain?
4. What would you recommend that the management of Omega Airlines do to
remedy this situation?

5

5. How would your recommendation improve communication in the organization?
5
10

CO3
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Macroeconomics
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Graduation
Basic concepts of Economics

Course Objectives: The objectives of this course are:
1. The purpose of this course is to help students learn the fundamentals of economics and they can
apply these concepts to their lives and to the world in which they live.
2. Economic theory is useful and interesting only if it can be applied to understanding actual events
in energy sector and policies. Therefore this course gives greater understanding about economic
news and issues of energy around the world.
3. It helps in decision making in order to achieve desired economic goals. It enhances the capability
of participants to understand the prevailing economic and business policy in totality and its
impact on the energy sector.
4. It improves the ability of the students to apply economic concepts to complex business realities as
well as support them to forecast in the energy business.
Course Outcomes:
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1. Explain the concepts of Macroeconomics and its interrelations with Microeconomics.
CO2. Associate the current economic phenomenon with existing theory and put their views on
contemporary economic issues.
CO3. Apply the principle of Macroeconomics in explaining the behaviour of Macroeconomic
variables at national as well as global level.
CO4. Extend the concepts of Macroeconomics in unfolding the dynamics of energy sectors.
Course Content:

6 hrs.
Module 1: Introduction to Macroeconomics and National Income Accounting

Meaning, Nature & Scope and importance of Macro Economics – Interdependence between
Microeconomics & Macroeconomics, Various Concepts and Measurements of Aggregate Income
– Income, Expenditure and the Circular Flow – Rules for Computing GDP – Real vs. Nominal
GDP – Measuring the Cost of Living (consumer and wholesale price indices) – Measuring the
Unemployment Rate – Unemployment, GDP and the Okun’s Law.
6 hrs.
Module 2: Product Market Analysis: Theory of National Income Determination
Keynesian Theory of Income Determination: A simple Economic Model, Income Determination
in closed economy model: A model with Government Sector, Income Determination in open
Economy model: A model with the Foreign Sector.
7.5 hrs.
Module 3: Theories of Consumption and Investment
Concept of Consumption: Average and Marginal propensity to consume The Psychological Law
of Consumption – Kuznets’s Consumption Puzzle – Permanent Income Hypothesis – Life Cycle
Hypothesis, Concept of Investment, The Neoclassical Theory of Investment, The Accelerator
Theory of Investment, Theory of Multiplier. Aggregate Demand (AD)- Aggregate Supply(AS)
Model (With Variable Price Level).
6 hrs.
Module 4: Money Market Analysis: Theory of Money and Interest
Money Definition, Kinds and its Function, Supply of Money and its Determinants, Demand for
Money and Keynes’s liquidity preference theory of Interest, Post Keynesian theories of Demand
for Money
12 hrs.
Module 5: Integration of Product and Money Market Analysis The IS-LM Model
Simple Keynesian Model; IS-LM model in two sector economy : The interaction of Real and
Monetary sectors of the economy; Fiscal and Monetary Policy analysis in an IS-LM model; ISLM model with government sector and with the Foreign Sector; Fiscal policy and crowding out;
The role and relative effectiveness of fiscal and monetary policy.
6 hrs.
Module 6: Inflation and Unemployment
Inflation: Meaning, Measures and Effects. Theories of inflation and control measure, Meaning,
Measurement and the kinds of Unemployment, Inflation and the rate of Unemployment–The
Phillip’s Relationship – Theoretical Underpinnings of Phillip’s Curve – Natural Rate Hypothesis
and Rational Expectation Theory.
4.5 hrs.
Module 7: Economic Growth and Business Cycle and Macroeconomic Policy
Theories of Economic Growth, Phases and Features of Business Cycles, Theories of Business
Cycles, Economic Stabilization and Role of Fiscal and Monetary Policy.
Text Books:

Sl. No

Title

Author

Publisher

1.

Macroeconomics Theory and Application

G S Gupta

McGraw-Hill Education

2.

Macroeconomic Analysis

Edward Shapiro

Galgotia Publications

Reference Books:
a) Michl, T. R. (2015). Macroeconomic Theory: A Short Course: A Short Course.
Routledge.Levacic, R. (1982). Macroeconomics: an introduction to Keynesian-neoclassical
controversies (No. 339.2 L4.).Macroeconomics: Dornbusch, Fischer, and Startz (Ninth Edition),
2004. Tata McGraw-Hill
b) Blanchard, O., & Giavazzi, F. (2003). Macroeconomic effects of regulation and deregulation in
goods and labor markets. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 118(3), 879-907.Romer D.,
1996,Advanced Macroeconomics, McGraw-Hill International.
c) Obstfeld, M., Rogoff, K. S., & Wren-lewis, S. (1996). Foundations of international
macroeconomics (Vol. 30). Cambridge, MA: MIT press.Krugman, P.R., and M. Obstfeld, 2003,
International Economics: Theory and Policy, 6th edition, India: Pearson Education.
Indian Authorsa) Ahuja, H. L., & Chand, S. (2007). Macroeconomic theory & policy: Advance analysis. Thand, New
Delhi.
b) Dwivedi, D. N. (2005). Macroeconomics: theory and policy. Tata McGraw-Hill Education.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%)
20
20
10
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

CO2

Explain the concepts of Macroeconomics and its interrelations
with Microeconomics.
Associate the current economic phenomenon with existing theory
and put their views on contemporary economic issues.

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

PSO 9, PSO
10, PSO 11,
PS0 12, PSO
14
PO 3, PO 8,
PSO 9, PSO
10, PSO 11,
PS0 12, PSO

14

CO3

CO4

Apply the principle of Macroeconomics in explaining the
behaviour of Macroeconomic variables at national as well as
global level.

Extend the concepts of Macroeconomics in unfolding the
dynamics of energy sectors.

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3

3
3
3
1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
3

3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
1
3
3

2
2
2
3
3
1
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
3

PO 2, PO 3,
PO 8, PSO
9, PSO 10,
PSO 11, PS0
12, PSO 14
PSO 9, PSO
10, PSO 11,
PS0 12, PSO
13, PSO 14

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in the
professional context
Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities
Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills while handling business
situations
Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in the course of business
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of the industry
Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge in the functional area of
management as well as Energy Economics domain
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of relevant functional areas of
management and their application in Energy Economics
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in identification and resolution of
business problems pertaining to Energy Economics

Course
Title
PO
1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO
9
PSO
10
PSO
11
PSO12
PSO
13
PS
O1
4

ECON
7004
Macroeco
nomics
3
3
3
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the Energy Economics

Students will have global perspective towards business situations in the area of
Energy Economics

Students will exhibit the ability to integrate functional areas of management with
domain perspective for the purpose of planning, implementation & control of
Energy Economics

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their conceptual
understanding to the real world business situations

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial decisions and
identify optimal solutions

Course
Code

Model Question Paper

No: ---------------------------

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM AND ENERGY STUDIES
End Semester Examination, December 2017
Program/course: MA(EE)
Semester – I
Subject: Macroeconomics
Max. Marks
Course Code : ECON 7004
Duration
No. of page/s: 4

: 100
: 3 Hrs

Section-A
All the questions are compulsory in this section.

CO1

[10*2=20]

1. Assume you bought a new car, bought an old house and purchased some national saving
certificates (NSCs). Which of the following statement is true?
(a) Investment and government consumption expenditure increased since you bought a
used house and NSCs.
(b) Consumption and investment increased since you bought a used house and NSCs.
(c) Investment increased since you bought a new car.
(d) Cosumption increased since you bought a new car.
2. Price Indices are imperfect measure of inflation because they. CO1
(a) Ignore new products.
(b) Quality improvements.
(c) Use sample data.
(d) All of the above.
3.

A model is complete when the number of independent equations equals the number of
CO 1
(a) Endogeneous variables.
(b) Pre-determined variable.
(c) Exogeneous variables.

(d) Policy variables.
4.

The IS curve shifts to the right if

CO 1

(a) Money supply increases.
(b) Proportional tax rate falls.
(c) Transfer payments decrease.
(d) Investors become pessimistic.
5. The LM curve is flatter the larger is the CO 1
(a) Government Expenditure.
(b) Money Supply.
(c) Interest sensitiveness of money demand.
(d) Price level.
6. The ratail inflation is a better measure of the cost of living than the wholesale inflation.
True/False CO 1
7. The fiscal policy is more powerful in an open economy than in a closed economy.
True/False CO 1
8. Demand for money varies directly with ____________________ and inversely with
_______________________. CO 1
9. The trade deficit is bad if it happens due to ________________ and is not likely to be bad
if it happens due to _______________________. CO 1
10. Under the situation of liquidity trap, the monetary policy is _____________________
and the fiscal policy is __________________ with respect to real GDP. CO 1
Section-B

[4*5=20]

Attempt all the questions.
11. If output increases, so will investment; if investment increases, so will output. Explain.
CO 2
12. The supply of money is a monetary policy instruments. Examine the validity of this
investment. CO 3

13. While the long-run aggregate supply curve is vertical at the potential level of output, the
short-run aggregate supply curve is upward sloping with the increasing slope. Why?
CO 3
14. An inflationary process may begin on the supply side but it will not continue for long
unless there is increase in demand. Discuss. CO 2
Section-C
[3*10=30]
Answer all the questions.
.
15. According to the life cycle hypothesis, while the young tend to borrow, working people
save and retirees live off their savings. If so, what impact will the changing age structure
towards older people of the Indian population have on aggregate saving rate in the
country? What will the impact be of the increase in the retirement age? CO 4
16. The major macro aggregates for an economy are given as follows:

CO 5

Cosumption (C) = 60 + 0.8Yd , Investment (I) = 100 – 5i,
Interest rate (%) = 6, Government expenditure (G) = 76
Lump-sum Tax (T) = 15, Transfer Payments (TR) = 60
Exports (X) = 70, Imports (M) = 12 + 0.2Y
(a) Derive the IS curve using the above data.
(b) Calculate equilibrium level of income.
(c) Calculate foreign trade multiplier.
17. What policy instruments are available with the government to achieve full employment,
price stability and economic growth? Explain them briefly.
Section-D
Attempt any two questions.

CO 4
CO 5

[2*15=30]

18. Explain the relationship between money supply and price level as explained by Keynes.
Explain how he proved that there is no direct and proportionate increase in general price
level as a result of increase in money supply.

19. Analyse the impact of monetary and fiscal policy under fixed exchange rate regime
considering Mundell-Fleming model.
20. What are rational expectations? How is monetary policy neutral in the rational
expectations hypothesis?

ECON 7009

Econometrics Modeling

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

- Graduation/ Bridge Course in Economics
Mathematics at +2 level, Statistics at BA level

L

T

P

C

4

0

0

4

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
(a) To familiarize students with basic concept of econometrics, model building and estimation.
(b) To teach the students various econometrics tools and their application in energy economics domain.
(c) To apply econometric techniques in decision making.

Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1: To be able to formulate econometrics models in energy economics domain;
CO2: To estimate econometrics models in energy economics domain after learning the concepts;
CO3: To analyze and interpret the results of econometrics models in energy economics domain;
CO4: To demonstrate ability to successfully use computer package such as STATA, Eviews,
Excel, etc.

Course Content

Module: 1 Introduction to Econometrics





What is Econometrics?
Methodology of Econometrics
The Nature of Regression Analysis
Historical Origin and Modern Interpretation

( 6 lecture hours)





Statistical vs Deterministic Relationship
Regression vs Causation and Correlation
Nature and Sources of Data

Module: 2 Simple Linear Regression Model: Two Variable Case






( 10 lecture hours)

Estimation of model by the method of Ordinary Least Square Method
Properties of estimators, goodness of fit
Assumption of CNLRM, Gauss-Markov Theorem
Test of hypothesis, scaling and unit of measurement, confidence intervals
Normality Assumption, The Method of Maximum Likelihood

Module 3: The Multiple Regression Model
( 10 lecture hours)
 Estimation of parameters; Interpretation of partial regression coefficients; Properties of
OLS estimators
2
2
 R and adjusted R



Hypothesis testing -individual and joint
Functional Forms of regression models;

Module: 4 Violation of Classical Assumption: Consequences, Detection, and Remedies
( 7 lecture hours)
 Multicollinearity
 Heteroscedasticity
 Autocorrelation
Module: 5 Dummy Variable Regression Models

( 8 lecture hours)



The Nature of Dummy Variables



Regression models with all dummy explanatory variables, with mixture of quantitative
and qualitative regressors, interaction effect
Dummy variable in seasonal analysis; piecewise linear regression
Qualitative response regression models-LPM, Logit, Probit, Multinomial logit




Module: 6 Time Series Analysis






( 7 lecture hours)

Stochastic Process; Unit Root Stochastic Process; Trend stationary and Difference
Stationary Stochastic Process; Integrated Stochastic Process
Tests of Stationarity-Graphical Analysis, Autocorrelation Function and Correlogram; The
Unit Root Test
Transforming Non-stationary time series; Cointegration; D-W Test, ECM
Unit Root and Cointrgration
AR, MA, ARMA, ARIMA




BJ Methodology and Forecasting energy demand and supply
Modeling Energy consumption using VAR and VECM

Text Books





Gujarati, D. N. (2004). Basic Econometrics. Tata McGraw-Hill.
Gujarati, D. N. (2006). Essentials of Econometrics. Tata McGraw-Hill
Salvatore, D. and Reagle, B. (2002). Statistics and Econometrics. Schaum Outline Series

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components Class Assignment
Test
Weightage
(%)

10

10

Project
Report

Presentation

ESE

15

15

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

To be able to formulate econometrics models in energy
economics domain;

CO2

To estimate econometrics models in energy economics domain
after learning the concepts;

CO3

To analyze and interpret the results of econometrics models in
energy economics domain;

CO4

To demonstrate ability to successfully use computer package
such as STATA, Eviews, Excel, etc.

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
CO
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4

CO 1

CO 2
3
3
3
3

CO 3
3
3
3

CO 4
3
3
3
3

PO 1,2,
3,4,7,8,9,10,
11,13, 14
PO 1,2, 3,
7,8,9,10,
11,14
PO 1,2, 3,6
8,9,10,
11, 13,14
PO 4,5,
8,12,13, 14

PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3
3

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy
sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
2
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
1
2
3

Course Code

Course Title

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
ECON 7009

Econometrics Modeling

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO 2

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication
skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy
sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate
team-working capabilities.

PO 1

3

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Program/course
Subject
Code

End Semester Examination-May 2017
: MA Economics (EE)
Semester
: Econometric Modeling
Max. Marks
: ECON 7009
Duration

: II
: 100
: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)

Q1. Fill in the blanks
xi.

Under the least square procedure, RSS need to be________.

xii.

When choosing between regression models it is preferable to choose the one with____.

xiii.

For coefficient of determination r2 for a regression model is _______________.

xiv.
xv.
xvi.

xvii.
xviii.

xix.

xx.

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

The  in a confidence interval given by Pr   2     2   2     1   should be ___.

[2]

CO1

In confidence interval estimation,   5% , this means that this interval includes the true 
with probability of _____.

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

E(Y | Xi) = f (Xi) is known as _______.
ui = Yi − E(Y | Xi) is known as ________.




^

^




The  in a confidence interval given by Pr   2     2   2     1   is known as ___.
Systematic component of the equation, Yi = E(Y | Xi) + ui is _______.




^

^




^

Yi is the estimator of _____________.

SECTION B

Answer any four questions
Q2.

5 X4= 20

The VIF of regression considering oil consumption (OC) as dependent variable is
given below. Analysis both VIF and TOL and discuss about presence of
multicollinearity in the model.

[5]

Q3.

State positive or negative relationship between OC and independent variables.
Sl.No. OC

Q4.

CO3,
CO4

β Coeff.

Calculated
t-Value

Critical State positive or
t-Value negative relationship
(at 5%) between OC and
independent variables
1
OE
0.018
-2.30
1.697
2
RT
-0.030
4.70
1.697
3
P
-0.070
2.56
1.697
4
OP
-0.862
6.65
1.697
5
PR
0.073
-1.33
1.697
6
Const. 55.40
-4.44
1.697
Formulate one energy consumption function, write down its functional form and

[5]

CO3,
CO4

[5]

CO3,
CO4

econometric specification for the following variables:
C

: amount of energy consumed per annum

Y

: GDP of a given country

FDI

Q5.

: FDI inflow for a given country

Consider the following regression output:
^

Y i  0.3133  0.4563X t

se = (0.0976) (0.1961)
P=

(0.005)

RSS = 0.0544

(0.003)
ESS = 0.0358

r2 = 0.397

Where, Y = Household Electricity Consumption in rural area (in KW)

[5]

CO3,
CO4

[5]

CO3,
CO4

X = Electricity tariff (in Rupees)
The regression results were obtained from a sample of 19 households.
a) How do you interpret this regression?
b) Test the hypothesis that H0: β2 = 0 against H1: β2 ≠ 0. Which test do you use?
And why?
Q6.

The ANOVA table of one regression result is given below.
The critical value of F( 1, 16) = 2.4904 and α = 5%.
Source
SS
Df
Model
326765512
Residual 167697811
Total
494463323

MSS
1
16
17

Compute (i) Mean sum of squares, (ii) F and (iii) state the overall significance of the
model.

SECTION C

Answer any two questions
Q7.

2 X 15 = 30

In the following multiple regression result, Carbon Emission (co2) is estimated using

[15]

CO1,
CO4

factors such as oil consumption (oc), per capita GDP (pgdp), import of goods and
services (om), and export of goods and services (ox).

Using individual and joint hypothesis testing find out relationship between co2 and its
determinants.

Detect problems of heteroscedasticity for a regression model, where oil consumption

[15]

(oc) is estimated. The post estimation results are given below. Critically analyze and
interpret the results.
Graphical Method

200

400

i.

-200

Residuals
0

CO3,
CO4

-400

Q8.

14000

ii.

16000

Breusch-Pagan/ Cook-Weisberg test

18000
Fitted values

20000

22000

iii.

Park Test: Park suggests that σ2i is some function of the explanatory variable
Xi. The functional form he suggested was
σ2i = σ2Xβi evi
Using this functional form suggest how to detect heteroscedasticity.

Q9.

The multiple regression and its post estimation results are given below. Interpret the
post estimation results and justify whether multicollinearity is present in the model
or not.
Multiple Regression Results

Post Estimation Tests
(i) Scatter Plot Matrix

[15]

CO3,
CO4

4000

5000

6000

0

50000
100

P

50
0

6000

IM

5000
4000

6000

EX

4000
2000

50000

PGDP
0

1400

CO2

1200
1000

0

50

100

2000

4000

6000

1000

1200

1400

(ii) Correlation Matrix

(iii) Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and Tolerance(TOL)

Section D
Answer any one question
Q10.

1 X 30 = 30

Results of summery statistics and stationarity of oil consumption (oc) are given below
along with some result of crude oil production (cop). Write the name of model
specification in each case, analyze critically and test the stationarity of the series.

[30]

CO1,
CO3,
CO4

i.

Summery statistics

0

50

100

150

200

ii. Graphical Method

1960

1980

Oil Consumption_Million Tones

ii.

2000

Year

Crude oil price (US dollars per barrel)

The Unit Root Test

Yt = ρYt−1 + ut

∆Yt = δYt−1 + ut

2020

−1≤ρ≤1

iii.

DF Test

iv.

DF using software

v.

Phillips-Perron test for unit root

vi.

Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test

ECON 7010
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

International Economics

L T P C
4 0 0 4

Undergraduate level Economics Knowledge
--

Course Objectives: The objectives of the course are :


to provide the students with thorough analytical understanding of international business
environment



to expose the students to theories of international trade, investment ,exchange rate and regional
trading blocs along with critically evaluating their practical significance for international business .
to analyze the various agreements of World Trade Organization and their impact on international
business and energy sector.



Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to
Co1
conceptually explain and understand the various constituents of business environment and
their impact on businesses in
general .
Co2
conceptually explain and apply the trade theories , investment theories, exchange rate
theories and regional trading bloc theories and their impact on economic welfare and businesses .
Co3
apply and analyze the different exchange rate regimes’ impact on businesses in general and
energy sector.
Co4
Analyze and integrate the opening up economies of developing countries like India through
RTB and multilateral route (WTO) and their impacts on Businesses in general and energy sector .
Co5
Integrate all constituents of environment and their impact on decision about finalizing the
location of business in other countries .

Catalog Description
This course aims at providing the students with thorough analytical understanding of international
business environment. It would expose the students to theories of international trade, investment
,exchange rate and regional trading blocs along with critically evaluating their practical significance for
international business . It would also analyze the various agreements of World Trade Organization and
their impact on international business and energy sector.
. Classroom activities will be designed to

encourage students to play an active role in the construction of their own knowledge and in the design of
their own learning strategies. We will combine traditional lectures with other active teaching
methodologies, such as group discussions, case studies, assignments, analysis of video and debates. Class
participation is a fundamental aspect of this course. Students will be encouraged to actively take part in all
group activities and to give presentation on the assigned topics . Students will be expected to be in contact
touch with current happenings through Newspaper and magazine articles .

Course Content
Unit 1-

8 lecturer hours

Theoretical Foundations of International Trade
Mercantilism, Absolute Advantage , Comparative Advantage , H-O Model, New Trade
Theories
Unit 2 – 8 lecturer hours

Instruments of Commercial Policy
Tariff , Quota, VERs , Standards , Government Procurement , Local content, New Nontariff barriers
Unit 3 – 8 lecturer hours

Factor Movements and Balance of Payment
Foreign Investment, Labor Migration, BOP
Unit 4 – 8 lecturer hours

Theories of Exchange Rate
Interest parity theorem , PPP model, Monetary approach
Unit 5 – 8 lecturer hours

Theoretical Aspects of Economic Integration
Unilateral Opening of Economy, Regional Trading Blocs , Multilateralism
Unit 6 – 8 lecturer hours

India’s Foreign Trade and Investments Policy
Text Books
Tomas, A Pugel (2016). International Economics, McGraw-Hill
Salvatore, Dominick( 2014). International Economics: Trade & Finance, Willey

Krugman, Paul & Obstfeld, Maurice (2017). International Economics, Pearson
Joshi, Rakesh Mohan (2009), International Business, Oxford
Reference Books:
Gupta, Anshuman (2002), SAARC: SAPTA to SAFTA, Shipra Publishers
Gupta, Anshuman ( 2005), WTO and South Asia, Shipra Publishers
Debroy, B., Tellis, A. J., & Trevor, R. (2014). Getting India back on track: An action agenda for reform. ,
Random House

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Weightage (%)

Class
test
20

Case
studies
10

Assignments
20

Final
Exam
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

CO2

CO3
CO4

conceptually explain and analyze the various constituents of
business environment and their impact on businesses in
general .
conceptually explain and analyze the trade theories ,
investment theories, exchange rate theories and regional
trading bloc theories and their impact on economic welfare
and businesses
analyze and apply the different exchange rate regimes’
impact on businesses in general and energy sector.
Analyze, apply and integrate the opening up economies of
developing countries like India through RTB and multilateral
route (WTO) and their impacts on Businesses in general and
energy sector .

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
PO1,2,3,8

PO1,2,3,8

PO1,2,3,8

PO1,2,3,8

CO5

CO
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

analyze , apply and integrate all constituents of environment
and their impact on decision about finalizing the location of
business in other countries .

CO 1

CO 2
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
1

CO 3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3

CO 4
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3

PO1,2,3,8,
PSO10,14

C05
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
1

3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3

1
1
1

1
1
1
3

3
3

Course Code

Course Title
3
1
1

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
1
1

ECON7010

International Economics
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

PSO 14

PSO 13

PSO 12

PSO 11

PSO 10

PSO 9

PO 8

PO 7

PO 6

PO 5

PO 4

PO 3

PO 2

PO 1

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy
sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication
skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy
sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate
team-working capabilities.

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Programme Name: MA ( Energy Economics )
II

Semester

Subject : International Economics
100
Subject code: ECON 7010

M.Marks:
Duration:

3 Hrs

Instructions :
a) There are three sections. All sections are Compulsory.
b) Use hypothetical examples and graphs whenever necessary.

Section A : Short Questions ( attempt all)
1.

Tariff Escalation

[6]

CO2

2.

Multi-Fibre Agreement

[6]

CO1

3.

Import quota

[6]

CO2

4.

Resource Using method of distributing license

[6]

CO3

5.

Factor-price equalization Theorem

[6]

SECTION B : Analytical Questions (Attempt any Two Questions)
4.
5.
6.

‘ As per comparative advantage theory , the developed countries should have little trade
among themselves. However, it is evidenced that the maximum trade they have among
themselves.’ Critically analyze this phenomenon in the light of new trade theory.
‘ Voluntary Export Restraint ( VER) is a politically easy but economically expensive policy tool to
protect the domestic economy’. Critically analyze it. Also analyze the big country case in import
tariff .

“ India had the balance of payment crisis in year 1991 mainly as a result of fixed
exchange rate and fiscal profligacy .” Analyze this statement and critically analyze
measures taken by India to overcome the crisis.

[18]

CO4

[18]

CO2

[18]

CO4

SECTION C : Case Study or Long Analytical questions requiring integration of all
concepts of the course
7.

‘The Regional Trading Bloc is not a viable option for developing and poor countries because
generally the trade diversion is more than the trade creation in static analysis. However, this is
still a better strategy for them to expose their businesses at the regional level first and
sharpening their competitiveness to prepare them to face competition at the international
level in a dynamic setting.’ Critically analyze it in the light of India and other developing
countries ‘experiences.

[34]

CO5

ECON 7011

Public Finance

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Macroeconomics
Microeconomics

L T P C
3 0 0 3

Course Objectives
a) To understand the economics of government expenditure and taxation.
b) To use economic analysis to predict and verify the effects of government intervention on
behaviour of individuals, households, and firms.
c) To discuss the implications of policy for efficiency and equity.
d) To analyze

public goods, externalities, and information asymmetries; market failures

resulting
e) From these conditions and policies to address those market failures; taxes; and
expenditures.
f) To analyze policy applications including welfare assistance, education, healthcare
spending, and tax policies such as income taxes and consumption taxes.
g) To critically analyze fiscal policies and its implication in Indian Economy.
Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to

CO1. To have conceptual clarity of public expenditure and revenue theories;
CO2. To apply the principle of optimal taxation in analysing various governments tax policies;
CO3. To know the application of public economics in analysing various energy policies;
CO4. To comprehend various types of public goods and its real world application;
CO5. To apply and integrate Equity and Efficiency Economics principles to analyse Energy
consumption.
Catalog Description
Students examine the rationale for government intervention in a market economy, the assessment
of public policy, and the impact of government expenditures and taxation on the economy and
the citizenry. Topics include government activities, externalities, public goods, social security,
fiscal deficits and public debt, principles of taxation, incidence and effects of taxation, and
optimal taxation.

Course Content
Unit I:

6 lecture hours

Public Good and Public Choice: Theory and Concept -Public goods and externalities, merit goods,
Samuelson Theory, Free Rider Problem, Lindhal Solution, Coase theorm, Theory of clubs, Median voter
theorem, Theory of rent seeking.

Unit II:

7 lecture hours

Taxation: Concepts and Definition– Direct and indirect taxes, Efficiency and Equity, Dead weight loss
(income tax, commodity tax, wealth tax and subsidy), Taxation and Monopoly; Tax incidence: partial
(income tax, input tax, commodity tax etc.), measuring progressivity of taxation, user charges

Unit III:

9 lecture hours

Theory of Taxation– Taxation and Labour supply, Taxation and savings, efficiency and equity, General
equilibrium (Herberger) models of tax incidence, theory of optimal taxation, recent developments in
theory of taxation, Taxation in a Federal system: assignment issues, vertical and horizontal imbalances
and externalities, evolution of tax structures, tax evasion and avoidance, Designing of modern tax system,
reform in direct taxes, and reform in indirect taxes: the value-added tax, taxation of property, Laffer curve
analysis,

Unit IV:

6 lecture hours

Public Expenditure– Determining optimal size of government financing of public expenditure: debt
versus tax financing, Impact of public expenditure on the level and composition of output, fiscal
federalism: central and sub-national expenditures, Impact of government expenditure on output and
employment, Designing optimal government expenditure policy: issues of size and composition,
designing subsidy policy: health and education expenditure policy in India

Unit V:

8 lecture hours

Fiscal Policy – Budget deficit and public debt: Keynesian, neo-classical, and Ricardian equivalence, debt
dynamics, Interdependence of fiscal and monetary policies, Theory of inter-governmental transfers,
theory and policy of subsidies, Theory of fiscal federalism, issues of equity and efficiency, designing
equalization transfers, conditional and unconditional grants, fiscal federalism in India: transfer
mechanisms, role of planning and finance commission, Goods and services tax in India, new direct tax
code, role of central and state FRBMs

Text Books
1. Public Finance in Theory and Practice, Musgrave Richard A., Musgrave Peggy B.,Fifth
Edition, McGraw-Hill International Editions ,Singapore. (1989)
2. Intermediate Public Economics, Hindriks, J and G.D. Myles., Cambridge: MIT Press,
(2013)
3. Public Finance in Theory and Practice, Singh S.K., Sixth Edition, New Delhi. (2004)

Reference Readings
1. Atkinson Anthony, B., & Stiglitz, J. E. (1980). Lectures on public economics.
2. Auerbach, A. J., Chetty, R., Feldstein, M., & Saez, E. (Eds.). (2013). Handbook of public
economics (Vol. 5). Newnes.
3. Kaplow, L. (2011). The theory of taxation and public economics. Princeton University Press.

4. J.J. Laffont, Fundamentals of Public Economics
5. Myles, G. D. (1995). Public economics. Cambridge university press.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/ Project submission/ presentation/ Class room and case
discussion/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components

Quizzes

Case
Study
and
class
discuss
ion

Group Project Presentation/
Submission

ESE

Weightage (%)

20

20

10

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)

Mapping between COs and POs

COURSE OUTCOMES ( COs )

POs

CO 1

To have conceptual clarity of public expenditure PO1, PO2,PO3, PO8, PSO9,
and revenue theories.
PSO10,PSO12, PSO14

CO 2

To apply the principle of optimal taxation in
analysing various governments tax policies.

PO1,PO2,
PO3,PO8,PSO9,PSO10,PSO11,
PSO12,PSO14

CO 3

To know the application of public economics in
analysing various energy policies.

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO8, PO9,
PSO10,PSO11, PSO12

CO 4

To comprehend various types of public goods and
its real world application.

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO5, PO6,
PO8, PSO9, PSO10, PSO12,
PSO14

CO 5

To apply and integrate, Equity and Efficiency PO1, PO2,PO3, PO5, PO6,
Economics principles to analyse Energy PO8,PO9,PS10,PSO12,
PSO14
consumption.

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO5

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

2
2

2
2

2
1
1

2
1
1

3

2

2
1
1
1

2
1
1
3
2

2
1
1
3
2

Course
Code

Econ
7011

Public
Finance

Course Title
1

3
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4

3
3

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency.
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

1

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable
to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.

1

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the
context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

P
O
6

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO
5

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

3

Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.

P
O

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economic theories-Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade
theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PSO 14
3
3
3

PO 7
PO 8
PSO
9
PSO
10
PSO
11
PS1
2
PSO
13
PSO
14

2
1
1
1
2
2

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Course: ECON 7011 – Public Finance
Programme: MA Economics (EE)
Time: 3 hrs.

Semester: EVEN-2017-18
Max. Marks: 100

Instructions:
Attempt all questions from Section A (each carrying 2 marks); any Four Questions from Section B (each
carrying 5marks). Two from Section C (each carrying 15 marks). Section D is compulsory (30 marks)
Section A (All Questions are Mandatory)
1

Under the following summary of Union Budget for 2016-17, the revenue deficit and
fiscal deficit should be
Tax Revenue
1842
Non-tax revenue
697
Recoveries of loans and other receipts
180
PSUs disinvestments
132
Borrowings and other liabilities
1537
Revenue expenditure
3662
Capital expenditure
726
Interest payments
1232

[2]

CO 1

(a) 1123 and 2355
(b) 1123 and 1537
(c) 1849 and 304
(d) 1537 and 2660
2.

3.

Which of the following deficits is the true indicator of the current fiscal position?
(a) Revenue deficit
(b) Capital deficit
(c) Primary deficit
(d) None of the above

[2]

According to the Barro-Ricardo's Equivalence theorem, debt financed fiscal expansions
have the same effects on the real economy as the tax financed fiscal expansions if
(a) Tax payers have bequest motive, perfect foresight and no liquidity constraint
(b) Government budget is inter-temporarily balanced
(c) Nominal interest rate on public debt equals economy's growth rate
(d) Both (a) and (b) above

[2]

CO 1

CO 1

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

Debt-GDP ratio would increase unless
(a) Primary deficit to GDP ratio is zero
(b) Growth rate in nominal GDP equals nominal interest rate on debt
(c) Both (a) and (b)
(d) None of the above
The crowding out effect is stronger
(a) In the Keynesian model than in the classical model
(b) The larger the interest sensitiveness of the money demand
(c) The smaller the interest sensitiveness of the investment demand
(d) In an open economy than in a closed economy
The proposed GST bill will subsume:
(a) Entertainment tax
(b) Value added tax
(c) Union excise duty
(d) All of the above
Select the pair of economist, who first gave the canons of taxation and expenditure:
(a) R.N. Bhargav and R.A. Musgrave
(b) Adam Smith and Findlay Shirras
(c) A.C. Pigou and David Ricardo
(d) A.R. Prest and Ursula K. Hicks
Following are some of the effect of parallel economy in India:
(a) Loss of revenue to the Government
(b) Greater burden on honest tax-payers
(c) Results in equitable distribution of wealth and income
(d) Encouragement to non-essential items of conspicuous consumption
Find the correct combination from the codes given below:
(1) (a), (b) and (c) (2) (a), (b) and (d) (3) (b), (c) and (d) (4) (a) and (d)

[2]

Who suggested to Government of India to introduce expenditure tax?
(1) N. Kaldor (2) J.R. Hicks (3) B. Hanson (4) Ursula Hicks

[2]

Central Government’s situation is likely to be stressed because of:
(1) Implementation of the recommendations of the Seventh Pay Commission
(2) Larger devolution to the states arising out of recommendations of the
Fourteenth Finance Commission.
(3) Compensation the states on implementations of GST
(4) All of the above.

[2]

CO 1
[2]
CO 1
[2]
CO 1
[2]
CO 2
[2]

CO 1

CO 2

CO 1

SECTION B (Attempt any Four Questions) Short Notes
1.

2.

Bring out the essential differences between Wagner and Peacock-Wiseman theories of
public expenditure

[5]

Explain the need and theoretical basis for the Fiscal Responsibility and Budgetary

[5]

CO 2

CO 3

Management Act in India.
3.

What are the tax regime conditions that lead to international double taxation of corporate
profits, and what are the usual methods adopted to alleviate it in the world?

[5]

4.

What are the basic channels and types of transfers from the Center to States?

[5]

5.

Bring out the essential differences between Wagner and Peacock-Wiseman theories of
public expenditure

[5]

CO 2
CO 3

CO 2

SECTION C (Attempt any Two Questions) Long Question Type
7.
8.

Explain the ‘sustainability condition of public debt’ and derive it as the limit for the
Debt stock-GDP ratio using the fiscal deficit financing identity.

CO
2,3,4

Two consumers A and B have incomes of $30,000 and $100,000, respectively. A and B
consume the same bundle of goods with a cost (including tax) of 24,000. The only tax on
the economy is a commodity tax levied uniformly on all goods at a rate of 20 percent.
i.
ii.
iii.

9.

15

What proportion of income is paid in tax by A and B?
What implications does such a tax have in terms of equity?
Is there any way the commodity tax can be restructured to improve its
equity properties?

15

1. Calculate and compare the tax liability and Net income after tax under tax credit
and exemption method in case of international taxation under the following
conditions
i.
When foreign tax< Domestic tax
Exemption
Credit
Total Income
200
200
Income arising
in an overseas
subsidiary
Foreign tax
liability of the
host country at
Domestic tax
liability

100

40%

60%

100

15

CO2,3,4

ii.

When foreign tax> Domestic tax
Exemption
Total Income

200

Income arising
in an overseas
subsidiary
Foreign tax
liability of the
host country at
Domestic tax
liability

10. .

Credit
200

100

100

60%

40%

SECTION D
i) Explain the need for adopting VAT in India.

[5 Marks]

ii) Consider the case of VAT being levied on a commodity transactions chain – say,
producing bread. At the first stage, a farmer sells wheat to a miller. In the second
stage, the miller makes flour and sells to the baker. At the third stage, the baker
manufactures bread and sells it to a retailer who sells it to the final consumers. The
values of the transactions are as follows:
[25 Marks]

Farmer Miller Baker Retailer
(wheat) (flour) (bread) (bread)
Purchase value (VAT-exclusive)
Sales value

0

100

200

250

100

200

250

300

Compute the total VAT liability using both ‘Subtraction’ method and ‘Tax credit-invoice’ method,
and examine if the VAT liability computed by ‘Subtraction’ method is the same as that computed by the
‘Tax credit – invoice’ methods, – under the following cases (Show the results in separate tables):
a.

Normal VAT: (No exemption, No zero-rating). VAT rate is uniform for all commodities
at 10%.

b.

Normal VAT: (No exemption, No zero-rating). VAT rates differ: 4% on wheat, 6% on

[30]

CO 4

flour and 8% on bread.
c.

The commodity bread is zero-rated. VAT rate is uniform for all other commodities at
10%.

d.

The commodity bread is zero-rated. VAT rates differ: 4% on wheat, 6% on flour and 0%
on bread.

OGOG 7006
Version 7.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

L T P C
4 0 0 4
Graduate in any economics field/ Developing insights on oil
and gas market
-Oil & Gas Economics

Course Objectives
The objective of this course is to :
1. The students shall learn the concepts related to the fundamentals of economics of oil and
gas.
2. The students would develop their analytical skills in dealing with the economics
scenarios, facts, statistics and associated developments.
3. This would enable the students in understanding and assimilating the situations and
forecasting and finding reasons.
4. The application of the understanding would help them in making constructs and
inferencing.
5. This would help in integrative way to make the efforts of working productive and in
meeting the all round goals and also developing their personal personality levels and
skills.
Course Outcomes
CO1: Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the context
of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors
CO2: Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable to
energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.
CO3: Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy efficiency.
CO4: Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies
CO5: Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
CO6: Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and non-renewable
energy sectors.
Catalog Description
This course is designed to make student build a common understanding as to the economic
feasibility of the exploration, drilling and production projects
Course Content

Unit I:
8 lectures hours
Introduction to what is oil and gas, hydrocarbons and what is the global scenario? Which are the
largest producers of oil and what are the trends?, Oil price theories. What is net back pricing?
Unit II:
8 lecture hours
Oil and Gas drilling and Exploration: Exploration process, drilling, completion, well stimulation
Unit III:
8 lecture hours
Management and Evolution of upstream assets, mega projects, trends, key challenges, issues,
strategies
Unit IV:
8 lecture hours
Resource Mercantilism; China’s Quest for African Energy, The United States in the Gulf,
Geopolitics in the Arctic
Unit V:
8 lecture hours
Midstream: overview, project planning, execution, infrastructure challenges, transportation
challenges
Unit VI:
8 lecture hours
Global oil and gas market scenario, companies’ strategies across value chain, geopolitics

Reference Books
•
Bhattacharyya, S. C. (2011). Energy economics: concepts, issues, markets and
•
•
•

governance. Springer Science & Business Media.
Diwan, P., & Patra, D. C. (2008). Where is Oil in National Reforms. Excel Books India.
James, T. (2003). Energy price risk. Palgrave Macmillan.
Edwards, D. W. (2010). Energy trading & investing: Trading, risk management, and
structuring deals in the energy markets. McGraw-Hill.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components

Weightage (%)

Group
presentations/
Project
10

CE
Written
assignment
10

ESE
Case study &
Class
Participation
30
50

Program Outcomes (POs)
PO 1

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions

PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and
trade theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and
critical thinking ability
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team-working
capabilities.
Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.
Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of changing
dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors
Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in
the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks
and environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)
CO1
CO2

CO3

CO4
CO5

The students shall learn the concepts related to
the fundamentals of economics of oil and gas
The students would develop their analytical
skills in dealing with the economics scenarios,
facts, statistics and associated developments
This would enable the students in understanding
and assimilating the situations and forecasting
and finding reasons.
The application of the understanding would
help them in making constructs and inferencing
This would help in integrative way to make the

POs

PSOs

1,2,3,4

9,11,12,14

1,3,5,6

9,10,11,12,14

5,6,7

9,10,
12,13,14

1,2,8

11,12,13,14

1,2,5,8

9,12,13,14

efforts of working productive and in meeting
the all round goals and also developing their
personal personality levels and skills

CO 2

3
2
2
3

2

CO 3

CO4

CO5

3
2

2
3

2
3
3

3

3
3
3
3

PO 8

PSO 9

PSO 10

PSO 11

PSO 12

PSO 13

PSO 14

2
2
2

PO 7

3
3
2

PO 6

3

3
3
2
3

PO 5

3

3
3

PO 4

3
2

2
2
2
3

PO 3

3

2
3

PO 2

Program
Outcomes
Oil & Gas Economics

CO 1

PO 1

Course Code
OGOG 7006

Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

3

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
Roll No: ---------------------------

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM AND ENERGY STUDIES
End Semester Examination – December, 2017
Program/course: MA (Energy Economics)
Semester – II
Subject: Oil & Gas Economics
Max. Marks: 100
Code : OGOG 7006
Duration: 3 Hrs
No. of page/s: 1

Note: All sections are compulsory.
Section – A (4 X 5 = 20 Marks)
Answer the following questions in brief:
Answer the following questions in brief:
1. What is the “Geopolitics of Energy”? CO1
2. How crude prices impact oil and gas projects? CO2
3. Write short note on the government polices impact on project economics.CO4
4. Write short note on oil and gas value chain. CO2
Section – B (10x3 = 20 Marks)
All questions are compulsory:
1. Analyze the role of natural gas in energy mix. CO3
2. What are the major factors impacting petroleum retail business? CO1, CO3
Section – C (2*15= 30 Marks)
All questions are compulsory:
1. Analyze the importance of transportation on overall project cost.CO2, CO3, CO4
2. What are mega projects? Analyze the factors impacting their performance. CO3, CO4
Section – D (2*15= 30 Marks)
1. Why crude benchmarks are important? Also, mention the drivers for choosing any
crude as benchmark.CO1, CO4
2. Analyze the role of Russia in European energy market. CO2

MEDE 803
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Power Economics

L T P C
3 0 0 3

Graduate in Engineering/Science discipline
Basic understanding about power sector

Course Objectives
1. To provide students with a thorough grounding in the key concepts of power economics.
2. To illustrate how these concepts and standard economic tools can be used to analyse
power-related policy issues.
3. To be able to apply this knowledge to the analysis of specific Power economics issues in
India
Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to exhibit.
CO1. Students will be exposed to the concepts and models related to Power Economics.
CO2. Students will understand basic Economics theories required for power sector
understanding and issues of power sector.
CO3. Students will be able to demonstrate clear understanding of concepts Power
economics.
CO4. Students will exhibit the ability to integrate technical, economic, social and
regulatory frameworks for power sector planning and resource management.

Catalog Description
This power Economics course would provide an understanding of economic concepts and
theories related to the supply and utilization of power (Electricity) resources, and technologies at
various levels- economy, firm and individual. In this course, we will learn how to apply
economic tools and frameworks and use empirical data for economic analysis in the power
systems domain to support and influence decision-making in the context of resource planning,
energy efficiency, climate change and sustainable development.

Course Content
Unit I:
3.0 lecture hours
Introduction to General Economics and Power Economics: Theory of Demand, Theory of
Supply, Market Equilibrium. Overview of Power Sector.
Unit II:
6.0 lecture hours
Elasticity of demand and supply in Power Sector: Price, Cross, Income elasticity of Demand,
Different methods of measuring of elasticity of demand, Energy Demand Forecasting: methods,
Practice and challeges
Unit III:
10.0 lecture hours
Theory of Production: Production Function; Laws of Production ─ Law of Variable Proportions;
Law of Returns to Scale. Production with Two Variable Inputs ─ Isoquants: Slopes and
Properties, Isoquant Map, Iso-cost Lines, Producer’s Equilibrium; Expansion Path, Ridge Lines,
Cobb-Douglas and CES production function.
Theory of Costs: Opportunity Cost; Traditional and Modern Theories of Cost. Derivation of Cost
Function from Production Function
Unit IV:
13.0 lecture hours
Market Structure: Market: Definition; Concepts of Product and Factor Markets; Features and
the Shapes of the Demand (or Average Revenue) Curve under Perfect Competition, Monopoly,
Monopolistic Competition and Oligopoly Market Structures; Concepts of Firm and Industry;
Equilibrium of the Firm
Theory of Product Pricing: Perfect Competition: Price-output Determination in the Short and
Long Run; the impact of lump sum taxes and subsidies; Equilibrium of the Firm under Perfect
Competition; Monopoly; Monopoly Power: Sources and Measurement; Price Discrimination in
power sector: Concept and Conditions; Typology ─ First, Second and Third Degree Price
Discrimination; Monopolistic Competition: Product Differentiation, Advertising, Concepts of the
‘industry’ and the ‘group’; Price-output Determination; Excess Capacity; Oligopoly: Equilibrium
in an Oligopolistic Market; Nash Equilibrium; the Cournot Model; Price Rigidity; Price
Leadership in power sector .
Unit V:
4.0 lecture hours
Tariff: Different Types of Tariffs. Regulatory Framework and Subsidy, Integrated Energy Policy,
Electricity Act 2003, Electricity Policy, COP 21, Tariff Policy.
Text Books
1. Macro-Economic Theory by M.L. Jhingan

2. Kumar, Anil ( 2015): Power Sector Structure, Technology, Regulation and
Functioning, , Shree Publisher, New Delhi
1.
Reference Books
1. Kirschen, D. S., & Strbac, G. (2018). Fundamentals of power system economics. John Wiley &
Sons.
2. Biggar, D. R., & Hesamzadeh, M. R. (2014). The economics of electricity markets. John Wiley
& Sons.

Modes of Evaluation
Quiz/Assignment/Presentation/Extempore/ Written Exam
Examination Scheme
Components
Internal Assessment
(Quiz/Assignment/Presentation/Extempore)
Weightage (%)
50%

End-Semester Exam
(Written Exam)
50%

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)
CO1
CO2

Students will be exposed to the concepts and models
related to Power Economics.
Students will understand basic Economics theories
required for power sector understanding and issues of
power sector.
Students will be able to demonstrate clear understanding
of concepts Power economics

CO3

CO4

Students will exhibit the ability to integrate technical,
economic, social and regulatory frameworks for power
sector planning and resource management.

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
PO1,
PO2,
PO3, PO4
PO1,
PO2,
PO3,PO8,
PO9, PO10,
PO11, PO12
PO1,
PO2,
PO3,
PO4,
PO8,
PO9,
PO10, PO11,
PO12, PO13,
PO14
PO3,
PO4,
PO8,
PO9,
PO10, PO11,
PO12, PO13,
PO14

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3

3

3
3
3

3
3
3
2

2
3

3
3
3
3
1
1

3
3
3
3
1
3
3

3
1
2
2
3
3
3

Cour

se

Code

ME

DE
Cours

e Title

7005

Name:

Enrolment No:
2
PO2

2

811

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
PO3

3
PO4

1

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with

P

6
7
O8 9

2

P
PO
PO
PO

12
13
14

2
2

PO

3

O

10

2

PO1

1

2
1

Students will have domestic and global perspective
towards legal frameworks and environmental regulations
with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and
moral issues and have ability to address them in energy

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and
demonstrate team-working capabilities.

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written
communication skills in presenting frameworks, models
and regulations of the energy sector.

Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and
non- Students will demonstrate effective application
capabilities of their theoretical understanding of economics
theories – Microeconomics, renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills,
employing analytical and critical thinking ability.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate
managerial choices and identify optimal solutions.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO5
PO

the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and nonStudents will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of
economic theory in the context of renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of
economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy
pricing, energy trading and risk management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing
solutions for energy efficiency.

ECON

PO1
PO

End Semester Examination-May 2018
Program/course: MA – Economics
Subject: Power Economics Max. Marks : 100
Code : ECON 7008

Semester

: II

Duration

: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)
1.
2.
3.

What are the steps of Capital Budgeting?
Why NPV and IRR sometimes select two different projects.
Mention two disadvantages of NPV

4.

Mention two important tariff determination techniques

5.

Mention the variable cost components of tariff

6.

What are the two project category in type-I small scale – CDM Projects

8.

What is meant by Debundling

10.

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO3

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO5

[2]

CO1

What are the problems of demand forecasting for the discoms?

7.

9.

[2]

Define GDP- Energy elasticity
Mention two reasons why regulatory framework is needed?
SECTION B (Answer all the questions)

1.

Discuss the general goals of power sector reforms.

2.

Calculate and interpret the NPV and IRR based on following Operating Cash Flow
1st year Rs. 5, 50,000
2nd year Rs. 7, 00,000
3rd Year Rs. 4, 00, 000
Discounting Factor 20 % and 22%

3.

Discuss the segment wise impact of Electricity Act 2003

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO1,
CO4

[5]

CO1,
CO5

4.

Discuss the changing phases of power sector scenario

[5]

CO4,
CO5

SECTION C (Answer all)
7.

Discuss the evolution of Indian Power Industry

[15]

8.

Critically discuss the third phase of power sector reform in India.

[15]

CO1,
CO2
CO1,
CO2

Section D (Answer all)
1.

Discuss the salient features Electricity Act 2003. What are the amendments made in [15]
Electricity Act 2003?

CO4,
CO5

2.

Discuss the issues of subsidy in Indian Power Sector. Give your opinion should subsidy [15]
be eliminated?

CO2,
CO3

ECON 7109

Econometrics Lab

P

C

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure

1 0 1
Graduation + Bridge Course in Economics + Knowledge of
Econometrics
Knowledge of Excel

2

Co-requisites

L

T

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:

(a) To familiarize students with various database.
b) To familiarize students with various econometric software.
c) To familiarize students of how to enter data, estimate model, generate results, and interpret results.

Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1: To be able to demonstrate how to enter data in econometric software;
CO2: To be able to estimate econometrics models using various command of econometric software;
CO3: To be able to analyses and draw inference from the results.
CO4: To demonstrate ability to successfully use computer package such as STATA, Eviews, Excel,
etc.
Lab Content

Module 1:
Module 2:

Module 3:
Module 4:

Introduction to Econometrics:
 Nature and Sources of Data
Simple Linear Regression Model: Two Variable
Case:
 Estimation and Hypothesis Testing, and
Interpretation
Multiple Linear Regression Model: Two Variable
Case:
Estimation and Hypothesis Testing, and Interpretation
Violation of Classical Assumption: Consequences,

(4 hours)
(4 hours)

(4 hours)
(4 hours)

Detection, and Remedies
 Multicollinearity
 Heteroscedasticity
 Autocorrelation
Module 5:

Module 6:

Dummy Variable Regression Models
( 4 hours)
 Regression models with all dummy explanatory
variables, with mixture of quantitative and
qualitative regressors, interaction effect
 Dummy variable in seasonal analysis; piecewise
linear regression
 Qualitative response regression models-LPM,
Logit, Probit, Multinomial logit
(4 hours)

Time Series Analysis







Tests of Stationarity-Graphical Analysis,
Autocorrelation Function and Correlogram; The
Unit Root Test
Transforming Non-stationary time series;
Cointegration; D-W Test, ECM
Unit Root and Cointrgration
AR, MA, ARMA, ARIMA
BJ Methodology and Forecasting energy demand
and supply
Modelling Energy consumption using VAR and
VECM

Text Books

Gujarati, D. N. (2004). Basic Econometrics. Tata McGraw-Hill.
Gujarati, D. N. (2006). Essentials of Econometrics. Tata McGraw-Hill
Salvatore, D. and Reagle, B. (2002). Statistics and Econometrics. Schaum Outline Series
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ demonstration/ Result Interpretation :
Components Lab Assignment
Presentation
ESE
Project
Test
Report
Weightage
(%)

10

10

20

10

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

To be able to demonstrate how to enter data in econometric
software;

CO2

To be able to estimate econometrics models using various
command of econometric software;
To be able to analyses and draw inference from the results.

CO3

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
CO
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

CO 1

CO 2
3
3
3
3

CO 3
3
3
3

3
3
3

2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
2
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

PO 1,2,
3,4,7,8,9,10,
11,13, 14
PO 1,2, 3,
5,7,8,9,10,
11, 12, 14
PO 1,2, 3,6
8,9,10,
11, 13,14

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy
sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
1
2
3

Course Code

Course Title

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
ECON 7109

Econometrics Lab

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO 2

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication
skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy
sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate
team-working capabilities.

PO 1

3

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Program/course
Subject
Code

End Semester Examination-May 2017
: MA Economics (EE)
Semester
: Econometric Lab
Max. Marks : 100
: ECON 7109
Duration

: II
: 3 Hrs

Section A
(Attempt all)

Q1. Estimate energy consumption function using GDP as explanatory variable for the period from 1970 to 2017
and interpret the following.
xxi.

Intercept

xxii.

Slope coefficient

xxiii.

R-square

xxiv.
xxv.

[4]

CO1

[4]

CO1

[4]

CO1

[4]

CO1

[4]

CO1

[10]

CO3,
CO2

t-values
F-value
SECTION B

Answer the questions
Q2.

10 X2= 20

Estimate Crude Oil import function using GDP and FDI of India for the time period
from 1970 to 2017 and generate VIF and TOL.

Q3.

Test stationarity of Crude Oil import, GDP and FDI of India for the time period from
1970 to 2017.

[10]

CO3,
CO2

SECTION C

Answer the questions
Q4.

2 X 15 = 30

Estimate Carbon Emission (co2) using factors such as oil consumption, per capita

[15]

CO2,
CO1

GDP, import of goods and services, and export of goods and services for the time
period from 1970 to 2017 for India.
Using the regression result do individual hypothesis testing.
Q5.

Estimate Carbon Emission (co2) using factors such as oil consumption, per capita

[15]

GDP, import of goods and services, and export of goods and services for the time
period from 1970 to 2017 for India.
CO2,
CO3

Perform the following test of heteroscedasticity for the regression model.
i.

Graphical Method

SECTION D

Answer the questions
Q4.

2 X 15 = 30

Estimate Carbon Emission (co2) using factors such as oil consumption, per capita

[15]

GDP, import of goods and services, and export of goods and services for the time
CO3

period from 1980 to 2017 for India.
Using the regression result do joint hypothesis testing.
Q5.

Estimate Carbon Emission (co2) using factors such as oil consumption, per capita

[15]

GDP, import of goods and services, and export of goods and services for the time
period from 1980 to 2017 for India.
Perform the following test of heteroscedasticity for the regression model.
i.

Breusch-Pagan/ Cook-Weisberg test

CO3

ECON 7012

L

T

P

C
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0

0
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Techno economics of energy system
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

- Graduation

OBJECTIVE:
To familiarize students with various energy generation options and their economics.
Course Outcomes
CO1: To demonstrate conceptual knowledge about technical know-how of various energy sources.
CO2: To apply various technologies available for energy generation
CO3: To evaluate economy of energy generated from various energy sources
CO4: To Integrate the understanding of techno economics of energy systems

Catalog Description
Understanding of Techno Economics of Energy Systems will help managers anlyse
fundamentals of energy systems. It will also consolidate the understanding of all different kinds
of technology requirements of oil, gas, coal and renewables and their relevant energy systems
with cost and management implication. This course aims to provide an understanding of
fundamental aspects of the energy systems and issues relevant to different types of energy.
.
Course Content

Unit I:

6 lecture hours

Fundamentals of Energy Systems
Engineering Economics, Units and Unit Conversions, Thermodynamic Cycles, Fundamentals of Heat
Transfer
Unit II:
6 lecture hours
Coal, Natural Gas, Petroleum, Nuclear, Coal, Natural Gas, Petroleum, Nuclear, Hubbert Peak Theory,
Unit III:

8 lecture hours

Harvesting Energy from Wind, Energy and Power from Wind, Energy Production, Turbine, Type
and Comparison, Cost of Electricity from Wind Energy, Payback Time for Wind Energy
Systems, Cost Reduction Efforts, Effect of Capacity Factor, Basic Principles of Wind Resource
Evaluation,
Unit IV

6 lecture hours

Trough Systems- Power Tower Systems, Dish/Engine Systems, Solar Thermal Molten Salt
Technology, Photovolta, ics- PV Theory, The Efficiency of Photovoltaic Cells, The “Sun”
Value, Effect of Thickness of the Cell, The Effect of Temperature, Effect of Dopant
Concentration, From Cells to Arrays, Solar Cell Materials- Semiconducting Materials for Solar
Cell, Multijunction Cells, Hybrid Power Systems, Solar Lighting

Unit V

6 lecture hours

Hydropower Systems, Hydropower System Construction Methods-Impoundment,
Hydro turbine - Impulse Turbine, Reaction Turbine; Selection of Turbines , Run-of-the-River
Hydropower Systems, Small Hydroelectric Power System-Components of a Small Hydro Power
System, Micro-Head Hydropower Systems- Selection of Turbine for Small or Micro Head
Systems, Pumped Storage Hydropower System, Calculation of Power from Water Flow: Local
Head Losses, Head Losses in Open Channels,
Micro-Head Hydropower Systems- Selection of Turbine for Small or Micro Head Systems ,
Hydropower System Efficiency, Fish Ladder and Fish, Passage in Hydropower Systems

Unit VI

1-lecture hours

Geothermal Energy
Resource Identification, Geothermal Systems, Applications-Electricity Generation, Direct Use of
Geothermal Energy, Ambient Ground Heat/Geothermal Heat Pump.
Unit VII

3 lecture hours

Bioenergy
Energy Source of Biomass, Composition of Biomass, Types of Biomass, Biomass Resources,
Land Requirement, and Production, Wood Fuel: Unit of Wood, Wood Burning, Use of Biomass:
Process Heat and Steam Generation, Electric Power Generation, Biomethane, BioFuels.
Text Books

1. Tushar K. Ghosh and Mark A. Prelas, Energy Resourcesand Systems, Volume 1:
Fundamentals and Non-Renewable Resources, Springer Dordrecht Heidelberg
London New York, 2011
2. Tushar K. Ghosh and Mark A. Prelas, Energy Resources and Systems, Volume 2:
Renewable Resources, Springer Dordrecht Heidelberg London New York, 2011

REFERENCE
a) Regular updates about energy scenario & sources - Monthly/ daily magazines
b) Ferdous, S. M., Ovy, E. G., Hasan, M. R., Khaled, W. B., & Hasan, M. N. (2011). An
Overview of Technical and Economic Feasibility of Retrofitted MHD Power Plants from
the Perspective of Bangladesh. Journal of Selected Areas in Renewable and Sustainable
Energy, 1-5.
c) Kothari, D. P., Singal, K. C., & Ranjan, R. (2011). Renewable energy sources and
emerging technologies. PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.
WEB SOURCES:
1. http://www.iea.org/
2. http://www.cea.nic.in/
3. http://www.mnre.gov.in
4. http://www.powermin.gov.in

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%) 20
20
10
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
Have skills about technical know-how of various energy PO2,
PO3,
sources
PO10, PO11,
PO14
Understanding about technologies available for energy PO1,
PO2,
generation
PO3,
PO8,
Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1
CO2

PO8, PO10,
PO11, PO14
Able to evaluate economy of energy generated from various PO2,
PO3,
energy sources
PO10, PO13,
PO14
PO1,
PO2,
To extend the understanding of techno economics of energy
PO3,
PO8,
systems
PO9, PO 11,
PO12, PO13,
PO14

CO3

CO4

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO4

3
3

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3

2

3

3
2
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Cour

se

Code

7012

Cours

e Title

TEES

Name:

Enrolment No:
PO1

1
PO2

3

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
PO3

3
PO4
PO
P
PO

6
7
O8 9

1
1

P
O
10

2

ECON

2

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards
legal frameworks and environmental regulations with
respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO1
1

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of
energy policies.

moral issues and have ability to address them in dealing with

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of
economic theory in the context of renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of
economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy
pricing, energy trading and risk management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing
solutions for energy efficiency.

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and
demonstrate team-working capabilities domains for the
purpose of policy evaluation and implementation
Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills
perspective towards regulatory mechanism with respect to

skills to present outcomes of business analytics algorithms

Students will demonstrate oral and written communication

skills, employing analytical and critical thinking ability

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision-making

Students will demonstrate application capabilities of their
conceptual understanding of analytics to real world business
issues.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate
managerial choices and identify optimal solutions.

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with
the needs of changing dynamics of the analytics industry.

PO5
PO
PO
PO
PO

12
13
14

1
1
3

End Semester Examination-March 2017
Program/course: MA – Economics
Subject: Techno economics of Energy System
Code : MEDE 811

Semester
Max. Marks : 100

: IV
Duration

: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)
1.

Efficiency of a typical large hydroelectric plant is generally very less.

2.

[2]

CO1

Geo thermal energy is a popular & common energy source in India

[2]

CO1

3.

Wind plant production is highly predictable & forecasting is easy.

[2]

CO2

4.

The efficiency of a solar PV is generally greater than 50%

[2]

CO2

5.

Biomass energy sources are readily available in cities

[2]

CO3

6.

Biomass fuels are zero emission fuels

[2]

CO1

7.

Solar PV plant generates AC voltage

[2]

CO1

8.

Capacity factor depends on height of wind turbine

[2]

CO1

9.

High density of air makes more production from wind turbine

[2]

CO10

10.

Net metering is very common in India.

[2]

CO1

SECTION B (Answer all the questions)
1.

What are the macro economic factors considered for checking viability of a wind form?

[4]

2.

What are the advantage of Mini hydroelectric plants?

[4]

3.

Draw an schematic diagram for Net metering enabled roof top PV plant

[4]

4.

How the performance of PV Cell varies with rise in temperature?

[4]

5

Why HAWT is more popular than VAWT?

[4]

CO1
CO1,
CO14
CO1,
CO5
CO13,
CO14
CO12,
CO11

SECTION C (Answer all)
7.

What is capacity factor of a wind turbine and How is it related with location & height?

[10]

8.

What are the various active & passive solar thermal devices?

[10]

9.

What are the components of wind turbines used in wind farms?

[10]

10.

What kind of biomass fuels are available in India and write advantage / disadvantage?

[10]

Section D (Answer all)
1.

What are the various type of PV cell technologies and their comparison?

CO1,
CO2
CO1,
CO2

[10]
[15]

CO13,
CO14

2.

What are the impacts & issues of Wind power plant?

[15]

3.

What are the highlights & benefits passed on under JNNSM?

[15]

CO2,
CO11
CO12,
CO3

ECON-7013

L

T

P

C

3

0

0

3

Energy Pricing
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Graduation

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
1. To understand the basic concepts of costs and its implications.
2. To explain pricing as a strategy in different market structures.
3. To develop habit of observation and try to relate the concepts.
4. To understand & develop skills of analysis with respect to the Energy Pricing.
5. To know, analyze and interpret various approaches and tools of energy pricing.
6. To help in understanding support mechanism for Energy Pricing in India and other countries.
7. To have understanding of elements of rate design.
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1. To give conceptual clarity of cost and other aspects of market for pricing.
CO2. To apply the micro economics concepts for energy pricing decisions.
CO3. To know the application of tools of energy pricing.
CO4. To comprehend various market structure and its real world application.
CO5. To extend the theoretical energy pricing concepts to the energy sector in India.
Course Content
Unit I:

7 lecture hours

Module: 1 The Cost Approach to Pricing
Introduction, distinguishing between cost and price, the credibility of cost, total cost of operation as a
whole, Joint-product cost, Economics of Fixed Overhead Cost. The Readiness to Service concept, Use of
Service (Product) Concept, Relative Proportion of Fixed and variable cost. Decreasing, Constant and
Increasing. Static and Dynamic Hypothesis. Direct/Common costs, Cost Causation, Utility Cost
Allocation Theory, The Functionalization of Cost, Method of allocation, Postage Stamp Approach,
Seaboard Formula and other methods. Tenneco allocations of rate design.

Unit II:

9 lecture hours

The Value Approach to Pricing:
The “Upper and Lower Limit of Rates” Concept, the crucial importance of price elasticity, the revenue
effects of elasticity, Repression and Stimulation, Monopoly pricing, Economics of pricing on a value of
service basis, Theory of Class Price, Predatory pricing, Short run demand forecasts, Long Range Demand
Forecast,, Public Policy Forecast, The social engineering approach to Pricing: California’s
Lifeline/Baseline Rate, Cost components of rates, Times Pricing, venture into Marginal Cost Regulation

Unit III:

10 lecture hours

Elements of Rate Design & Tools of Trade
Introduction to Rates, Unregulated market place, Element of rate design frequent features, Blocking
principle, Single-Part Rate forms, Two-Part, Three- Parts. Introduction, Load Curves, Gauging the
market: Diversity Factor, Load Factor, Capacity Factor, Utilization Factor, Demand Factor, Power Factor,

Unit IV
Module:4 Oil and Gas Pricing

10 lecture hours

Introduction, Oil – a Commodity Like No Other Crude Oil and Petroleum Products, Benchmark Crude
Transactions, Price Formula, Netback Pricing, Refining Margins, Development of Oil Pricing
Mechanism, Spot Market, Forward Market, Futures Market, Options Market, Hedging, Hedgers,
Speculators and Arbitrageurs, Regulatory Authority. Gas Pricing Mechanism in India.
Text Books
1. Stern, J. (2014). International gas pricing in Europe and Asia: A crisis of fundamentals. Energy
Policy, 64, 43-48.
2. Conkling, R. L. (2011). Energy Pricing: economics and principles. Springer Science &
Business Media.
Reference Books
1. Stern, J. (2006). The Russian-Ukrainian gas crisis of January 2006. Oxford Institute for Energy
Studies, 16, 5-12.
2. Stern, J. (2012). The pricing of internationally traded gas. Oxford University Press.
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%)
10
20
20
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

PO 5

Econ
7013
Energy
Pricing
3
2
2
2
1
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO
9
PSO
10
PSO
11
PS12
PSO
13
PS
O1
4

1
3
2
2
3
1
2
3

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped

Model Question Paper

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the Energy sector

Students will have global perspective towards business situations in the area of
Energy Economics

Students will exhibit the ability to integrate functional areas of management with
domain perspective for the purpose of planning, implementation & control of
Energy Economics

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in identification and resolution of
business problems pertaining to Energy Economics

PO 4

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of relevant functional areas of
management and their application in Energy Economics

PO 3

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge in the functional area of
management as well as Energy Economics domain

Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

PO 2

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of the industry

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in the
professional context

PO
1

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in the course of business

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability

Course
Title

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills while handling business
situations

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their conceptual
understanding to the real world business situations

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial decisions and
identify optimal solutions

Course
Code

Name:
Enrolment No:

End Semester Examination---------Program/course: MA Economics (With Specialization in Energy Economics)
Semester
Subject: Energy Pricing
Max. Marks : 100
Code : ECON-7013
Duration
: 3 Hrs

: II

Section A ( attempt all)
1.

Explain definition of Crude Oil and Petroleum?

2.

Explain the different concepts of Costs.

3.

Explain the following concepts: (2.5 Marks each)
f) Seaboard Formula
g) Importance of Price Elasticity
h) Load Factor
i) Single Part Rate Design

4.

5.

State whether the following statements are True or False with reasons. (4 Marks)
1. Demand for energy is a derived demand.
2. All essential services are public utilities while all public utilities are not essential
services.
Explain Trade Parity Concept in Petroleum Pricing.

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

[10]

CO1

[4]

CO1

[2]

CO3

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO3

[5]

CO5

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO1

SECTION B (Answer Any Four questions)
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Explain the concept of Spot Market and Forward Market?
Given Demand Function P = 70-Q, Supply Function P = 10+ 0.5Q, Equilibrium Price P = $
30 and the government establishes a price ceiling of $ 20 per unit. Calculate equilibrium
quantity (Q), and define & calculate Dead Weight Loss?
What are the differences between conventional and non-conventional energy sources and
primary and secondary energy classifications?
A thermal power plant of 210 MW capacity has the maximum load of 160 MW. Its annual
load factor is 0.6. The coal consumption is 1kg per kWh of energy generated and the cost
of coal is Rs. 450.0 per tonne. Calculate (a) the annual revenue earned if energy is sold at
Re.1 per kWh and (b) the capacity factor of the plant.
Share your understanding on Building Block of Petrol (Gasoline) Price in India .
SECTION C (Answer Any Two Questions )

7.

Calculate Cost of power generation from the source of your choice. By using the
concept of Cost Sheet with the help hypothetical examples.

[15]

CO2,
CO3,
CO5

8.

Calculate the effect of GST (if Petroleum Products are in the ambit of GST) on Energy Pricing.
Give 05 Examples.

[15]

CO2,
CO3

9.

Categorize the companies and institutions of power sector and oil and gas sector on the

[15]

CO4,
CO5

continuum of producing to service providing.
10.

How can you visualize the difference between process of pricing of energy
products/services as per theoretical understanding in Indian Energy sector vis a vis pricing
in practice. You can explain with the help of Two or more examples of energy
products/services.
Section D (Answer all the questions)

2.

The following table is providing information, as per CERC guidelines, regarding tariff
components of Biomass Gasification based power generation project.
Capacity
Project Life
PLF
Auxiliary Consumption
Plant Cost (without subsidy)
Capital Cost
Depreciation for first 12 years
Depreciation from 13th year onwards
Debt
Equity
Interest on Loan
Fuel
Fuel Requirement
Feedstock Price
Fuel Cost Escalation
O&M
O&M Cost
O&M Cost Escalation
Maintenance Spares

1
20
60
10
572.66
422.66
5.83
2.51
295.862
126.798
13

MW
years
%
%
Rs. In
Lakh/MW
Rs. In
Lakh/MW
%
%
Rs. In Lakh
Rs. In Lakh
%

1.25 kg/kWh
3000 Rs/MT
3%
42.29 lakhs/MW
5.72 %
% of yearly
15 O&M cost

Applicable Tariff for FY 2013-2014 for Biomass Power Projects
States
Applicable Tariff
Andhra Pradesh
Rs. 5.55
Haryana
Rs. 6.05
Maharashtra
Rs. 6.15
Punjab
Rs. 6.24
Rajasthan
Rs. 5.52
Tamilnadu
Rs. 5.49

[15]

[30]

CO1 to
CO4

CO2CO5

Uttar Pradesh
Others

Rs. 5.61
Rs. 5.80

Assumptions:
1. Tariff Rs. 6.5
2. Fuel cost four months equivalent of annual generation.
3. Operating and Maintenance expenses One month equivalent of O &M expenses
4. Receivables two month equivalent of annual charge.
You are required to calculate the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Annual Net Generation
Working Capital
Fixed and Variable expenses
Share of tariff components
Also compare the calculated tariff with applicable tariff in the state of your
choice and give your opinion about tariff fixation of biomass based power
projects.
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Pre-requisites/Exposure
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3
- Graduation

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
1. To understand the basic concepts and Overview of International Energy Markets.
2. To develop basic understanding of the topic to be discussed.
3. To develop habit of observation and try to relate the concepts.
4. To understand & develop skills of analysis with respect to the Energy Markets.
5. To know, analyze and interpret International Crude Oil market, Natural Gas Market.
6. To help in understanding various market structure and their application in Energy Sector.
7. To understand Natural Monopolies and Electricity Generation.
8. To have understanding of Commercial Framework of Energy Industry.
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1. To give conceptual clarity of the theories of international energy markets.
CO2. To apply the principle of international energy markets to firms and consumers.
CO3. To know the application of international energy markets and cost structure.
CO4. To comprehend various market structure and its real world application.
CO5. To extend the international energy markets principles to commercial framework.

Catalog Description
Understanding of international energy market is important to track the demand, supply and price
changes in the market and how these movements affect nations especially those who are net
importers of energy. Commercial framework facilitate the energy business, import and export of
energy with country specific objectives with respect to energy. As India is a major importer of
energy, the study of energy market and the commercial framework will ensure smooth conduct
of energy business and macro-economic aspects of energy transactions. It is essential for energy
managers to know the overview of international energy market, crude oil market, and natural
gas market, interplay of competitive, monopoly and oligopoly market forces. This course aims to
address all the issues relevant to the international energy market and commercial framework.
Course Content
Unit I:

6 lecture hours

Overview of International Energy Markets
Scanning of global Crude Oil, Natural Gas, Coal and Electricity industry
Role of International organizations: OPEC, International Energy Agency, Industry and Government
Associations
Unit II:
10.5 lecture hours
International Crude Oil market
Fundamentals of Crude Oil, Trading of crude oil & its relationship with worldwide Energy Prices
Physical Markets for Crude – Quality & crude streams, the physical markets
The Financial markets, The Relationship between the physical & financial prices
Unit III:
4.5 lecture hours
Natural Gas Market
Introduction to the Natural gas market, Natural gas consumption and production Worldwide, Evolution of
natural gas market structure, Gas spot markets, Natural Gas Futures & Options, the growing interest in
LNG
Unit IV
4.5 lecture hours
Perfect Competitions and Coal Industry
Introduction; Structure of coal industry; Demand and Supply of Coal; Elasticity of coal demand and
supply; Energy Taxation
Unit V
4.5 lecture hours
Natural Monopolies and Electricity Generation
Introduction; Modeling Electricity Markets; Government policy for a natural monopoly; valuing money
across Time, Deregulation and Privatization of Electricity generation
Unit VI
6 lecture hours
Commercial Framework of Energy Industry
Overview of Energy value chain; Oil, Natural gas and Electric power Value Chain; Government,
Economic Organization and Energy
Text Books
1. Batthacharya, Subhes C. (2011) : Energy Economics, Springer, ISBN 978-0-85729-267-4
2. Dahl C (2004) : International Energy Markets, Understanding Pricing, Policies and Proﬁts, Penn
Well, Tulsa,

Reference Books
1- Munasinghe, M. (1985). Energy pricing and demand management.
2- Kessides, I. (2004). Reforming infrastructure: Privatization, regulation, and competition. The
World Bank..

3- Robinson, C. (2004). MARKETS, IMPER FECTIONS AND THE DANGERS OF OVER‐
REGULATING ENERGY MARKETS. Economic Affairs, 24(2), 52-55.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%)
20
20
10
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Course Outcomes (COs)
Programme
Outcomes
To give conceptual clarity of the theories of international
PO1, PO2,
energy markets.
PO3, PO9,
PO11
To apply the principle of international energy markets to firms PO1,
PO2,
and consumers.
PO3, PO9,
PO11, PO14
To know the application of international energy markets and
PO2,
PO3,
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PO11
To comprehend various market structure and its real world
PO1. PO2,
application.
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3
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3
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Students will have domestic and global perspective
towards legal frameworks and environmental regulations
with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and
moral issues and have ability to address them in energy

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and
demonstrate team-working capabilities.

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written
communication skills in presenting frameworks, models
and regulations of the energy sector.

Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and
non- Students will demonstrate effective application
capabilities of their theoretical understanding of economics
theories – Microeconomics, renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills,
employing analytical and critical thinking ability.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate
managerial choices and identify optimal solutions.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO5
PO

the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and nonStudents will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of
economic theory in the context of renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of
economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy
pricing, energy trading and risk management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing
solutions for energy efficiency.

IEM&
PO1
PO

Name:
Enrolment No:
Program/course: MA Economics
Semester – III
Subject: International Energy Markets and Commercial Framework of Energy Industry
Max. Marks : 100
Code : MEDE 811

Section A ( attempt all)
1.
2.
3.

Mention two assumptions that need to be satisfied to achieve efficiency outcomes in the
energy sector
What are the specific characteristics of energy sector market?
How the energy industries manage the problems related to indivisibility of capital and
excess capacity?

4.

How do you calculate economies of scale?

5.

What encourages the entry of new player in the energy market?

6.

Define transaction cost economics

7.

Show with the help of diagram how monopolization of energy sector leads to
deadweight loss

8.

9.

10.

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO3

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO5

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO5

[2]

CO1

Mention the type of following cost function in the energy industry. Represent it with the
help of a suitable diagram.

Show with the help of suitable diagram how losses occurs due to marginal cost pricing
under a natural monopoly
Define capacity factor with respect to power plant
SECTION B (Answer all the questions)

1.

Discuss the challenges faced by the oil producers?

2.

Elaborate the reasons of price volatility of benchmark crude

[5]
[5]

CO1
CO4

3.

Analyse how competitive and monopoly forces operate in the energy sector market

4.

Analyse the trends of downstream oil industry in last five years

[5]

CO5

[5]

CO5

SECTION C (Answer any two)
7.

Discuss the factors affecting the production of crude oil. Also discuss how crude price
volatility affects oil production?

[15]

CO1

8.

Analyse the market forces in the functioning of OPEC. What are the current problems in the
functioning of OPEC? What are the solutions to these problems of OPEC

[15]

CO4,
CO5

9.

Discuss the general goals of power sector reforms in India. How far these reforms are
successful?

[15]

CO1,
CO2

Section D (Answer all the questions given at the end of the case study)
An Analysis of Price Volatility in Natural Gas Markets
The subject of price volatility in natural gas markets has received increased attention in
recent years as the market experienced expanding dips and swells in prices while overall
prices shifted to a higher level (Figure 1). Volatility is not defined by the level of prices,
however, but by the degree of price variation in the market. Therefore, increasing natural
gas prices do not necessarily indicate whether a market is volatile. Given that volatility
is measured by percent differences in the day-to-day price of natural gas, a large price
movement at higher prices may equate to a comparable level of volatility as a smaller
price movement when natural gas prices are lower. Although volatility is a key measure
of natural gas market movements and fundamentals, expanding daily price movements at
any volatility level can have vast impacts on traders and consumers of natural gas. When
addressing price risk, it can be important to examine absolute price movements as well
as volatility. Figure 1: Daily Henry Hub Spot Price, 1994-2006

Market prices respond to shifts in supply and demand, and the degree of price response
relates to the price elasticity of both. Natural gas prices have been particularly sensitive
to short-term supply and demand shifts in recent years because of the highly inelastic
nature of this market. In the short-term, consumers are limited in their ability to switch
fuel sources, and production infrastructure is thought to be operating near capacity. Also,
significant lead time is required in order to bring additional domestic or foreign natural
gas supplies to market as well as expand pipeline capacity to alleviate transmission
bottlenecks. Limited short-term price responsiveness means that natural gas prices will
be highly sensitive to market factors such as weather swings or supply disruptions.
Inelasticity is characteristic of many energy commodities. However, analyses of natural
gas volatility relative to other commodities have ranked it among the highest.1
Electricity has been the only commodity group with price volatilities consistently higher
than those of natural gas. In the absence of much real-time supply and demand data such
as production, natural gas wellhead productive capacity, or natural gas consumption
volumes, market participants look to natural gas prices as a barometer for current market
conditions. Volatile prices create uncertainty and financial risk in the market and may
increase the cost of capital, causing pipeline and other infrastructure investment to be
more expensive. The purpose of this paper is to address whether or not natural gas prices
have been more volatile in recent years and identifies potential market factors that may
contribute to price volatility. The analysis found that although there is no consistent
increasing or decreasing trend in natural gas spot price volatility at the Henry Hub, there
is a seasonal pattern with colder months exhibiting considerably higher volatility levels.
Also, the analysis indicates that price volatility tends to vary between market locations.

Furthermore, the relative level of natural gas in storage has a significant impact on price
volatility. When natural gas in storage is high or low compared with the 5-year average
level, price volatility at the Henry Hub increases. This effect is exacerbated during the
months of the year surrounding the beginning and end of the heating season when
storage levels are typically at the highest and lowest levels. Finally, this analysis shows
that, even with relatively low levels of volatility, changes in the natural gas price level
can have large impacts on the market.
Market Factors That Affect Natural Gas Supply and Demand
Natural gas prices equilibrate market supply and demand. Significant changes in supply
and demand over a short period often result in large price movements needed to bring
supply and demand back into balance. So considerable natural gas price volatility
reflects both a reality and perception that a significant shift in supply and demand
conditions has occurred. This section will discuss some of the more common causes of
significant short-term changes in supply and demand, which can result in large price
movements. Factors on the supply side that may affect prices, and hence volatility,
include variation in natural gas storage, production, imports, or delivery constraints. Of
these, storage levels receive a high amount of attention because of the physical hedge it
provides during high demand periods. Also, working gas in storage often is viewed as a
barometer of the supply and demand balance in the market. Below-average storage
inventories of natural gas, for example, may create a perception of supply tightness,
which places upward pressure on prices. Similarly, net changes in stocks are indicative
of the relative balance between supply and current consumption during the period.2 For
this reason, above-normal withdrawals from storage or below-normal injections to
storage, compared with the equivalent time period in past years, may cause short-term
spikes in natural gas prices. Disruptions caused by severe weather, operating mishaps, or
planned maintenance can also cause short-term tightness in natural gas supply. In the
summer of 2005, hurricanes along the U.S. Gulf Coast caused more than 800 billion
cubic feet (Bcf) of natural gas production to be shut in between August 2005 and June
2006. This is equivalent to about 5 percent of U.S. production over that period and about
22 percent of yearly natural gas production in the Federal Gulf of Mexico. As a result of
these disruptions, natural gas spot prices at times exceeded $15 per million Btu
(MMBtu) in many spot market locations and fluctuated significantly over the subsequent
months, reflecting the uncertainty over supplies. On the demand side, temperature
changes tend to be one of the strongest short-term influences. During cold months,
residential and commercial end users consume more natural gas for heating needs, which
places upward pressure on prices. If unexpected or severe weather occurs, the effect on
prices intensifies because supply is often unable to react quickly to the short-term
demand response, especially if the natural gas transportation system is operating at full
capacity. Under these conditions, prices must rise high enough to reduce the demand for

natural gas. Temperatures also have an effect on prices in the cooling season as many
electric power generating plants used to produce incremental supplies to meet air
conditioning needs are fueled by natural gas. Therefore, hotter-than-normal temperatures
during the summer can lead to more natural gas supplies feeding natural-gas-fired power
generation. This effect may reduce natural gas available for storage and increase price
pressure during the winter months when inventories are relied upon to meet heating
demand. The prices and market conditions for related fuels also have an effect on natural
gas markets. In the United States, most baseload electricity generation is delivered from
coal, nuclear, and hydroelectric power stations. Because natural gas tends to be a highercost fuel, natural gas-fired power stations more typically are used to cover incremental
power requirements that arise during times of peak demand or during sudden outages of
baseload capacity. However, an increase in price or a disruption in supply in any one of
the competing fuel markets can spark an increase in natural gas demand. For example,
hydroelectric generation went through a relatively steep decline in the late 1990s owing
to droughts in the West. The supply disruption led to a 40-percent decline in
hydroelectric generation between 1997 and 2001. During the same period, natural-gasfired generation increased 33 percent as there was spare capacity and these facilities
were more flexible and better positioned than coal-fired plants to respond to the deficit
in electricity supply. Additionally, natural gas competes with other fuels for industrial
customers. There are dual-fired facilities such as manufacturing and electric generation
plants that can switch between residual or distillate fuel oil and natural gas. Even where
consuming units are single-fuel fired, fuel switching may be achieved on an aggregate
basis as the industrial load or electric generation shifts from units of one fuel to another.
Hence, as the prices of petroleum products increase, the industrial sector increases
natural gas demand. In general, the United States has, over the past decade, seen an
increase in demand for natural gas for power generation as more natural-gas-fired power
plants were built for load control and environmental reasons. According to Energy
Information Administration (EIA) data, natural gas deliveries to electric power
consumers in the United States increased 526 Bcf or nearly 10 percent between 2001 and
2005, which is the largest increase in natural gas use by any consumption sector during
this time period. Additional natural-gas-fired equipment increases the demand in an area,
placing upward pressure on prices, but also allows the supplier to more easily meet
consumer electric generation needs on peak demand days. Lastly, economic activity is a
major factor influencing natural gas markets. When the economy improves, the
increased demand for goods and services from the commercial and industrial sectors
generates an increase in natural gas demand. This is particularly prevalent in the
industrial sector, which is the leading consumer of natural gas as both a plant fuel and as
a feedstock for many products such as fertilizer and pharmaceuticals. Additionally,
natural gas is consumed by oil refineries and methanol plants so increases in demand for
refined products increases natural gas use. This consumption increases over time as the

number of new vehicles on the road and miles driven increases. Because certain
industrial customers are so dependent on natural gas, high and volatile natural gas prices
may have a detrimental effect on plant economics as costs become prohibitively
expensive or unpredictable. Further, economic growth, which increases personal
disposable income, can also lead to an increase in residential demand.

1.

Anlyse the factors that determine the demand and supply of natural gas based on the [15]
above case study.

CO4,
CO5,

2.

Analyse he behavior of the natural gas market and price volatility.

CO4,
CO5

[15]
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Governance
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Energy Economics

Course Objectives
1.

To familiarize students with various aspect of Energy Sector Regulation.

2.

To use economic analysis to predict and verify the effects of government regulation on
energy sector

Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to

CO1. To give conceptual clarity of various energy laws
CO2. To apply various energy laws in analyzing power sector
CO3. To know the application of legal framework for various energy policies.
CO4. To comprehend various types of energy laws and its real world application.
CO5. To extend the Equity and Efficiency Economics principles to analyze Energy laws.
Catalog Description
Energy sector, Law, and Governance introduces students all the regulations in the energy sector.
The course will also evaluate various government policy outcomes and critical assessment of
energy sector.
Course Content
Unit I:

3 lecture hours

Legal Aspect of Energy Sector-I - Sales of Goods Act 1930, Industrial Development Regulation 1948

Unit II:

4 lecture hours

Legal Aspect of Energy Sector-II – Competition Act, Consumer Protection Act

Unit III:

4 lecture hours

Legal Aspect of Energy Sector-III– Petroleum Act.
Unit IV:

4 lecture hours

Introduction to Indian Energy Sector Regulatory Environment – Overview of Indian Energy
Sector: Oil and Gas Sector, Electricity Sector (Renewable and Non Renewable Both), Coal
Sector, Energy Efficiency in Indian Industries.
Unit V:

9 lecture hours

Institutional Framework of Indian Energy Sector – Planning Commission, Ministry of Coal,
Power, New and Renewable Energy, MoPNG, CEA, CERC, APTEL, Refineries, PPAC etc.

Text Books
1. Course Material by the Faculty

Reference Readings
1. Departmental Publication by Government of India.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/ Project submission/ presentation/ Class room and case
discussion/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components

Quizzes

Case
Study
and
class
discuss
ion

Group Project Presentation/
Submission

ESE

Weightage (%)

20

20

10

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)

Mapping between COs and POs

COURSE OUTCOMES ( COs )

POs

To give conceptual clarity of various energy laws.

PO1, PO2,PO3,
PO8, PSO9,
PSO12, PSO14

To apply various energy laws in analyzing power sector.

PO1,PO2,
PO3,PO8,PSO9,
PSO14

CO 3

To know the application of legal framework for various
energy policies.

PO1, PO2,PO3,
PO8, PO9,
PSO10,

CO 4

To comprehend various types of energy laws and its real
world application.

PO1, PO2,PO3,
PO5, PO6, PO8,
PSO9, PSO14

CO 1

CO 2

To extend the Equity and Efficiency Economics principles to PO1, PO2,PO3,
PO5, PO6,
analyze Energy laws.

CO 5

PO8,PO9,
PSO14

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
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PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
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PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
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CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO5

2
3
2

2
3
2

2
3
2

2
3
2

2
3
2

2
3

3
2

3
3

3
3

2
3
2

2
3

1
3
2

Course
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OGET
8006

Energy
Trading
Markets and
Risk
Management

Course Title
P
O

2
3

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
PO 3
PO 4

2
PO
5

1

1

1

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the
context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable
to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency.
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

P
O
6

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

3

Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.

PO 2

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economic theories-Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade
theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PSO 14
3
3

2

3

PO 7
PO 8
PSO
9
PSO
10
PSO
11
PS1
2
PSO
13
PSO
14

2

3
2

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Course: OGET 8005 – Energy Sector Law, Regulations & Governance
Programme: MA Economics (EE)
Semester: ODD-2017-18
Time: 3 hrs.
Max. Marks: 100
Instructions:
Attempt all questions from Section A (each carrying 2 marks); any Four Questions from Section B (each
carrying 5marks). Two from Section C (each carrying 15 marks). Section D is compulsory (30 marks)
Section A (All Questions are Mandatory)
1

2.

3.

4.

5.

One of the objective of energy audit is an action plan to reduce energy
consumption yes/no (Section………………)

[2]

Energy conservation building code means……………….(Section………
………….Energy conservation Act, 2001)

[2]

Conservation of electricity as per section 2 (14) of electricity Act, 2003
means …………………………..

[2]

For economical transmission and supply of electricity, central Govt. may
make region-wise demarcation of the country. Quote relevant provisions.

[2]

Economic operation of the regional grid is one of the functions of regional
load dispatch centre (Section …………….of Electricity Act, 2003)
6. For achieving Maximum economy and efficiency in the operation of power
system in the region, Regional load dispatch centre issues direction.
(Section……………………of electricity Act, 2003).
7.
For economy and efficiency in the operation of power system regional
power committees exercise functions under section …………………..
Of electricity act 2003.
8.
Is it the duty of power Grid corporation to ensure Economical system of
interstate transmission ……………yes/no. (Quote section of law)
9.
Distribution licensee is to develop Economical distribution system. Quote
relevant provision of law.
10. Transmission licensees have to maintain economical interstate transmission

CO 1

CO 1

CO 1

CO 1
[2]

CO 1

[2]
CO 1
[2]
CO 2
[2]
[2]
[2]

CO 1
CO 2
CO 1

system, where is this laid down.
SECTION B (Attempt any Four Questions) Short Notes
1.

Any 5 directions which central Govt. issues to enforce efficient use of
energy / its conservation. (Section-14 Energy conservation Act,2001)

[5]

Bureau of energy efficiency. (Please complete)
a) Arranges and organizes………………
b) Promotes …………………………......
c) Maintains ……..………………………
d) Specifies ………………………………
e) Implements ……………………………

[5]

Functions of State load dispatch centre

[5]

4.

Theft of electricity (Section 135 Electricity Act, 2003.

[5]

5.

Any 5 directions which central Govt. issues to enforce efficient use of
energy / its conservation. (Section-14 Energy conservation Act,2001)

[5]

2.

3.

CO 2

CO 3

CO 2
CO 3
CO 2

SECTION C (Attempt any Two Questions) Long Question Type
7.

Explain under electricity act 2003
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Assessing officer for assessing Unauthorised use of electricity
Functions of state electricity regulatory commission.
Appellate Tribunal (Section-110 of electricity Act.2003.
Which appeals, appellate authority hears under section-127 of
electricity Act. 2003.
Role of Investigating Authority and Adjudicating officer under
Electricity Act 2003.

SECTION D
10. .

Explain following Judgments in respect of consumers/electrical energy
etc Attempt any 6.
i.
Whether by filing application for electrical connection applicant
becomes consumer.
Karnatka electricity Board

30

CO
2,3,4

Versus
Ashok Iron works
(2000) (1) CPR 379
ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

Which are the deficiencies in Services provided by Distributor of
electricity T.N. Gupta vs DESU.(1993)CPJ 27 (NC)
Can personal liability be imposed on the officer of electricity
board for delay /negligence.
Lucknow Development
Authority
Versus
M.K. Gupta
(1994) S.C.C 243
Scope of electricity Act,2003 as given in PTC India Ltd
Versus
Central Electricity
Regulatory Commission
(2010) 4.S.C.C 603

Judgment of supreme Court of India regarding Fixation of Tariff
in the case of transmission corporation of Andhra Pradesh Ltd
versus Sai Renewable power Pvt. Ltd (2010) 5.S.C.C. 388.
vi.
Can ombudsman regularize unauthorized use of electricity. Punjab
Electricity Board versus Vishwa Caliber builders (2010) 4.S.C.C.
539.
vii. Whether pilferage of electricity is outside consumer dispute under
consumer protection act 1986.
A.P State Electricity Board Versus Uday Kumar Jaiswal (1999) CPJ 221

[30]

CO 1, 2,
3, 4
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Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Energy Sector Project Financing

L T P C
3 0 0 3

Basic knowledge of

Fundamentals of Financing and
Accounting such as calculation of cost, revenue and profit
Knowledge of classification of data, data presentation

Course Objectives
___________________________________________________________________________
1. To help the students to develop cognizance of the importance of financing in Energy product
costing
2. To enable students to describe how people analyze the Financing mix under different conditions
and understand how people describe financial aspects of Projects including the financing &
investment decision criteria
3. To provide the students to analyze specific risks involved in financing of projects and they are to
be accounted while determining the cost benefit analysis of the projects
4. To enable students to synthesize related information and evaluate options for most logical and
optimal solution such that they would be able to predict and control cost incurrence and improve
results and to appraise the students on the various sources of finance and application of the right
source

Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to
CO5.
CO6.
CO7.
CO8.
CO9.

Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of Tariff Assessment and cost to Understand the
Managerial Decisions and cost sheet
Apply the Cost and Risk Analysis associate with Financing Data of Power Projects in the
Organization.
Analyse the complexities associated with management of cost of power projects in the
Organization
Demonstrate how the concepts of costing could integrate while identification and resolution of
problems pertaining to solar power, wind power, thermal power projects
Demonstrate how risk is assessed

Catalog Description
The main objective of Energy Sector Project Financing is to help students to acquire and develop skills to
take rational decisions in the process of Financing Mix and assessment of fixed cost, variable cost ,
assessment of risk have always been regarded as important in cost analysis in organizations.
Costing aspects are critical in each aspects of management and equally so for the effective management of
Resources. In view of this, Energy Financing has assumed great importance. This course is designed
primarily for students who are being exposed to cost classification, cost sheet and other aspects of
assessment of cost pertaining to source of finance

This course covers the explanations about the cost concepts in the organizational context; it details the
impact of cost and risk on power tariff assessment . The course also focuses on understanding of
identification of Cost and framing of strategies and scenarios required to select and develop product line.
Classroom activities including lectures, discussions and case studies (topped up with role play) will be
designed to encourage students to get involved, absorb and assimilate inputs. These activities will also be
supplemented by group discussions, cooperative group solving problems, live projects, analysis of video
cases and debates.
Class participation is a fundamental aspect of this course. Students will be encouraged to actively take
part in all group activities and to give an oral group presentation. Students will be expected to interact
with media resources, such as, web sites, videos, DVDs, and newspapers etc.

Course Content
UNIT – I

6 Lecture Hours

Nature, Scope of Project Finance Basics, Sourcing of projects, Cost of capital, Assessment of WACC,
Financing of Projects
UNIT – II

6 Lecture Hours

Investment Decisions – Projects, Capital Budgeting- Pay back, NPV, IRR, Profitability Index
UNIT – III
6 Lecture Hours
Financing to Investment complete cycle analysis, Sources of Finance
UNIT – IV
6 Lecture Hours
Lease Financing, Financial Planning, Forecasting & External Funds requirements
UNIT – V

6 Lecture Hours

Venture Capital Funding, Risk Assessment, Decision Tree, Sensitivity, Certainty Equivalent
Coefficient
UNIT – VI
6 Lecture Hours
Break-Even Analysis in Projects, Assessment of Tariff for power plants

TEXT BOOKS

1.Pandey , I.M,(2015), “Financial Management”, 11th Edition,Vikas Publication, New Delhi.

2.Sinha, Pradeep Kumar, (2009) ,”Financial Management”, 5th Edition, The World Press, Calcutta.
REFERENCE BOOKS
1. Chandra, Prasanna, (2011),”Financial Management Theory and Practice”, 8th Edition, TMH, New
Delhi.
2. Vanhorne, J, (2015),” Financial Management & Policy”, 13th Edition, Pearson Education, Delhi.
3. Brealey and Myers, (2017),” Principles of Corporate Finance”, 10th Edition , McGraw Hill, India.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/ Project submission/ presentation/ Class room and case
discussion/ Written Examination

Examination Scheme:
Components

Quizzes

Weightage (%)

10

Case
Study
and
class
discuss
ion
20

Group Project Presentation/
Submission

ESE

20

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs

COURSE OUTCOMES ( COs )

CO 1
CO 2
CO 3
CO 4

POs

Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of Tariff
Assessment and cost to Understand the Managerial Decisions
and cost sheet
Apply the Cost and Risk Analysis associate with Financing
Data of Power Projects in the Organization.

PO 2,5,6,8

PSO 11,13,14
PO 1,2,3,7,8
PSO 9,10,11,14
Analyse the complexities associated with management of cost PO 1,2,3,8
of power projects in the Organization
PSO 9,10,11,13,14
Demonstrate how the concepts of costing could integrate while PO 1,2,4,5,7,8
identification and resolution of problems pertaining to solar PSO 12,13,14
power, wind power, thermal power projects
Demonstrate how risk is assessed

PO1,2,3,4,8
PSO 13,14

CO 5

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO5

3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3

3

3
3

PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

3
3

3
3

3

3
3
3

3
3

Course
Code

Course Title

FINC

Energy
Sector
Project

PO1

2

PO2

3

PO3

2

PO4

1

PO5

1

PO6

1

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO8

PSO9

PSO10

PSO11

PSO12

PSO13

PSO14

3

1

1

2

1

2

3

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy efficiency

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have ability to address them in energy economics

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team-working capabilities

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.

Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and critical thinking ability

the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade theories to

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and identify optimal solutions

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.

1

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO7

8007

Financing

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Course: FINC 8007– Energy Sector Project Financing
Programme: MBA Core
Semester: ODD- 2017-18
Time: 03 hrs.
Max. Marks: 100
Instructions:
Attempt all questions from Section A (each carrying 1 marks); all Questions from Section B (each carrying 15
5marks); all questions from Section C (each carrying 10 marks); all questions from Section D ( each carrying 30
marks)
SECTION A (Attempt all questions)
2.

2.

Amex Corporation finances with an equal mix of debt and equity. In consideration of new
projects proposed, the company can issue 8% debt and estimate that their required rate of
[1]
return on common equity is 20%. With a 40% tax rate, what is the WACC for Amex?

CO3

………………. the art of directing and coordinating human and material resources throughout
the life of a project by using modern management techniques to achieve predetermined
objectives of scope, cost, time, quality and participation satisfaction

[1]

CO1

3.

Monitoring resources, cost and quality is the integral part of

[1]

CO2

4.

CERC and SERC

[1]

CO4

5.

Upfront Fees and Lead Fees

[1]

CO3

6.

NPV and IRR

[1]

CO1

7.

A project is a ……………shot, time consuming, …………….oriented major undertaking,
requiring
the commitment of varied skills and
Risk is defined as

[1]

CO2

[1]

CO4

[1]

CO3

8.
9.

Return is calculated by

10.

Fixed and Variable cost in Tariff Assessment consist of

[1]

CO1

11

Cost of Capital is

[1]

CO2

12.

Type of Risk are

[1]

CO4

13.

Delayed Draw Down Charges is

[1]

CO3

14.

IRR is

[1]

CO1

[1]

CO2

[1]

CO4

[1]

CO3

15.

Evolution of Power Grid consist of

16.

Features of Electricity Act 2003 are

17.

BEE is

18.

Challenges currently faced by the Power Sector are

[1]

CO1

19.

Payback period is

[1]

CO2

20.

Role of SEB’s

[1]

CO4

SECTION B (Attempt all questions)

21.

Briefly Discuss Project Life Cycle- Clean Up and Implementation Phase?

22.

The Jeevan Kalyan Yojana at Rural and Semi Urban branches of UGB is a scheme open to all [5]
individuals/firms. A lump sum deposit is remitted and the principal is received with interest at
ye rate of 13% p.a. in 12 or 24 monthly installments. The Interest is compounded at quarterly
intervals. The investor would receive a monthly Installment of Rs. 200 for 12 months.

[5]

You are required to calculate

CO1

CO4

1. What is effective rate of Interest per annum
2. What is effective rate of interest per month
3. What is amount of Initial Deposit to be made to receive Rs. 200 monthly for 12 months?

23.

Write Short Notes any two of the following

[5]

a. Global Energy Scenario
b. Indian Energy Scenario
c. Cost of Debentures

24.

Explain the Following Terminology:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

BOO
BOOT
BOT
Preliminary Evaluation of Idea
MW to MU

CO3

[5]
CO2

SECTION C ( Attempt all questions)
25.

The following information of FlipKart Ltd is available to you for your perusal:

[10]

CO2

[10]

CO4

The present book value capital structure is as follows:
______________________________________________________________________
________
Debenture
(Rs 100 per Debenture)
Rs 4,50,000
Preference Shares
(Rs 100 per Share)
Rs 3,50,000
Equity Shares
(Rs 100 per Share)
Rs 6,50,000

Anticipated external financing opportunities are:
i.

Rs 100 per debenture redeemable at par; 5 year maturity,15% coupon rate , 2.5%
flotation cost, 6% discount on Issue

ii

Rs 100, 12% preference shares redeemable at par: 15 years maturity, 4% flotation cost,
Premium 3% on issue

iii

Equity shares Rs 100; Rs 5 per share of flotation cost, selling price in primary market is
Rs 125.

In addition, the dividend expected on the equity shares at the end of the year is Rs 8 per share;
the anticipated growth rate in dividends is 8% and the company has the practice of paying all its
earnings in the form of dividends. The corporate tax rate is 30%.
You are required to determine the weighted average cost of capital using the book value weights

26.
(a) What are the Financing norms for Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency
Limited in Energy Efficiency Projects?
b) Calculate the Tariff for a Coal Based Thermal Power Plant
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Capacity of Plant 500 MW
Capital Cost 4 Cr/MW
Debt Equity Ratio 70:30
Return on Equity 15.5%
Interest on Loan 10%
Working Capital (10% of Total Capital)
Interest on working Capital 10%
Depreciation Rate 5.28%

i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)

Operation and Maintenance cost 13 Lakh/MW
Plant Load Factor (PLF) 80%
Plant Availability Factor 85%
Specific Oil Consumption 10 ml/MW
Price of Oil Rs. 10,000/Kl
Gross Calorific value of Oil 10,000 Kcal/Lit
Station Heat Rate 2,425 Kcal/Lit
Cost of Coal Rs. 1000 / Tonnes
Auxiliary Power Consumption 6.50%
Plant Life (For thermal plant based on Coal) 25 Years

s) Gross Calorific value of coal 4000 Kcal/Kg

27.

A company has the following estimates of the present values of the future cash flows after taxes
associated with the investment proposal concerned with expanding the plant capacity. It intends
to use a decision tree approach to get a clear picture of the possible outcomes of this investment.
The Power Plant expansion is expected to cost Rs. 3,00,000 . The respective PV of Future
CFAT and probabilities is given below:
With Expansion (Rs.)

Without Expansion (Rs.)

Probabilities

3,00,000

2,00,000

0.2

5,00,000

2,00,000

0.4

9,00,000

3,50,000

0.2

[10]

CO2

[30]

CO2,
CO3

Advise the company regarding the Financial Feasibility of the Project with the return and Risk?

SECTION D(Attempt all questions)

28.

Read the case and answer the following questions
Dabhol- The Dangers of Direct Negotiation
The Government of India, apprehending that there will be shortage of electricity in the near
future launched reforms in 1991. Under the reforms, the private power generating plants were
permitted to have 100% foreign ownership. Despite such sweeping reforms, no headway could
be made in attracting foreign equity participation. One of the reasons cited for such a poor show
in attracting foreign equity participation was inordinate time taken both by central and state
governments to process the applications. As a sequel to this, the government introduced a fast

track program to facilitate the implementation of the urgent projects.
Under the new provisions, the US company , ENRON approached the state government of
Maharashtra on June 1992 with an offer to build a 2.015 MW power plant at a cost of US $2.84
billion on a BOO Basis. The same was approved by the state government and accordingly a
MOU was signed by the company with the Mumbai State Electricity Board to develop the
project. A 20- year power purchase agreement was signed with the state electricity board that
enabled the ENRON float DABHOL Company to sell power @ 7.5 US cents per kWh. The
company accomplished financial closure in Feb 1995 and commenced construction at this site.
Meanwhile, elections were held in the state in March 1995 and a new political regime came into
power, which was highly critical of the project right from day one. As anticipated, once the
regime came into power, the govt, reviewed the contract and unilaterally cancelled the contract
citing the excessive costs and potential corruption as the main reasons. The company stopped
construction and initiated arbitration proceedings. However after intensive deliberations both the
parties have agreed to continue the project with DABHOL reducing the power tariff by about
22% to 5.9 US cents per KWh, while the govt. granted permission to expand the capacity of the
plant to 2184 MW. Intriguingly, the new govt. dropped all the accusations of potential
illegitimacies in the original transaction which were said to have emanated primarily by the
secrecy that surrounded the contractual arrangements.
The fallout of this international dispute is embarrassment to the country and writing of
international investor’s interest in Indian Projects, while the country benefited significantly with
power purchase tariff followed by re- negotiation.
In retrospect, the government officials felt: If competitive bidding had been used from the
beginning it may have resulted in some delays, Yet that would cause less damage to the power
policy than the criticism over the lack of transparency”
Q 1: Discuss the offer of US company , ENRON to the state government of Maharashtra?
Q 2: What is the impact of New Political Regime on Power Plant Project?
Q 3: What is the impact of International Investment in Power Projects on DABHOL Power
Projects?
Q 4: Discuss the Power Plant Project Cycle in reference to the case?

OGET 8006

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Energy Trading Markets and Risk
Management

L T P C
4

0

0 4

Econometrics Modeling, Econometrics Lab
Energy Pricing, Oil & Gas Economics

Course Objectives
1. To have a clear understanding of the economic rationale for risk management in energy
sector.
2. To know the basic techniques for the valuation of forwards, futures, and vanilla options (call
and puts);
3. To master the various techniques of hedging practices in terms of energy risk.
Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to

CO1. Understand the concept of various derivative products such as futures, options, and swaps;
CO2. To apply hedging models in assessing price risk of various energy derivatives;
CO3. To analyse and estimate value at risk for various energy derivatives;
CO4. To comprehend various energy derivative products and their performance in Indian and Global
Markets;
CO5. To integrate the understanding on various energy derivative products and their
performance in Indian and Global Markets.
Catalog Description
Risk is inherent in modern enterprise risk management. Learning different risk management
tools such as forwards, futures, options and swaps is necessary. In this course, the focus will be
on to learn these tools and the application in Energy price risk management. Students will be
applying their econometric skills in learning various risk management models for hedging.
Practical application of business data analysis will be done in the class for integrating theories
and real business data. Class participation is a fundamental aspect of this course. Students will be
encouraged to actively take part in lab activities and to give an oral group presentation. Students
will be expected to interact with media resources, such as, web sites, trading simulation games,
Derivative software, and newspapers etc.
Course Content

Unit I:

6 lecture hours

Fundamental Analysis - Fundamental analysis of economic factors which drive prices of various energy
products, Introduction to the energy markets (India and International), Overview of energy trading
(Physical and Derivatives), Risk Management in various Energy markets.

Unit II:

6 lecture hours

Introduction to Derivatives – Concept, Definition, Need and evolution of derivatives. Past price
behaviour overview, reading futures prices, Growth of futures markets (Global and Indian) terminology,
Types of Orders- Market Order, Limit Order, Stop Order Futures markets basics, Futures versus forward
markets, Regulations (Indian commodity derivative markets and global derivative markets Basis,
Convergence and Divergence, Normal Backwardation, Contango and Other hypothesis, Price Discovery,
and market efficiency.

Unit III:

4 lecture hours

Technical Analysis – Introduction: Technical versus Fundamental Analysis. Trending/ Anti-trending,
Relative Strength Index and Charting Capital Management, and Investment tips.

Unit IV:

8 lecture hours

Hedging – Introduction and Reasons for hedging, True vs selective hedging. Long and Short hedge
examples, Who should hedge? Hedging versus Forward Contracting, Cross hedging, Estimation of Hedge
Ratio and Interpretation.

Unit V:

15 lecture hours

Options – Options-Why Options? Type of Options (Americans, European, Asian, Exotic, Real etc.,) Call
option (Buying/ Writing), Put(Buying/Writing) Options and Payoff, Option Strategies and Payoffs,
including graphical analysis (Straddles, Strangles, Condor, Butterfly), Vertical Spreads-Bull and Bear
Spreads using calls and puts, calendar spreads, Diagonal Spreads, Collars, Floors and Caps),
Characteristics of Option values, Models of valuation (Black and Scholes Options Pricing Model), Effect
of Time Decay and Volatility, Historical Vs Implies Volatility, Theory of Put Call Parity, Delta, Gamma,
Theta-Meaning, Implications, and applications.

Unit VI:

9 lecture hours

Value at Risk- The VAR Measure, Historical Simulation, Model-Building Approach, Linear Model,
Quadratic Model, Monte Carlo Simulation, Comparison of Approaches, Stress Testing and Back Testing.

Text Books
1. Kolb, Robert W. and Overdahl, James A. (2007), Futures, Options and Swaps, Fifth Edition,
Wiley-Blackwell Publishers, India.
2. Hull John C., and Basu Sankarshan(2010), Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives, Seventh
Edition, New Delhi
3. Edwards, Davis W (2010), Energy Trading and Investing, First Edition, McGraw- Hill, New
York
4. Rajib, Prabina(2014), Commodity Derivatives and Risk Management, First Edition, PHI
Learning, New Delhi

Reference Readings
1. Muralikrishna, C. and S. Mishra (2011) Communication Skills for Engineers, Pearson education.
ISBN: 9788131733844.
2.Houthakker, H. S. (1992). Futures trading. In: M. M. P. Newman and J. Eatwell, (Eds.), The New
Palgrave Dictionary of Money and Finance (Vol. 2, pp. 211-213).
3. Seidel, Andrew D, and Ginsberg, Philip M. (1983) Commodities Trading Foundations, Analysis and
Operations, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall.
4. Tsay Ruey S. (2010) Analysis of Financial Time Series, Second Edition, U.K, John Wiley & Sons.
5. Ruppert, D. (2011) Statistics and Data Analysis for Financial Engineering, USA, Springer Pilipovic,
D., Energy Risk: Valuing and Managing Energy Derivatives, McGraw-Hill, 2007
6. Burger, M. Graeber B, and Schindlmayr G., Managing Energy Risk: An Integrated View on Power and
Other Energy Markets, John Wiley & Sons, 2007.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/ Project submission/ presentation/ Class room and case
discussion/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components

Quizzes

Case
Study

Group Project Presentation/
Submission

ESE

and
class
discuss
ion
Weightage (%)

20

20

10

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs

COURSE OUTCOMES ( COs

POs

)
Understand the various derivative products
CO such as futures, options, and swaps.
1

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO4, PO5,
PO6, PO7, PO8, PSO9, PSO10,
PSO11, PSO12, PSO13, PSO14

To apply hedging models in assessing price
CO risk of various energy derivatives.
2

PO1,PO2, PO3, PO4, PO5,
PO6, PO7,
PO8,PSO9,PSO10,PSO11,
PSO12, PSO13,PSO14

To estimate value at risk for various energy
CO derivatives.
3

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO4, PO8,
PO9, PSO10,PSO11, PSO12,
PSO13, PSO14

To comprehend various energy derivative
CO products and their performance in Indian and
Global Markets.
4

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO4, PO5,
PO6, PO8, PSO9, PSO10,
PSO12, PSO13, PSO14

CO To analyse various energy derivative products PO1, PO2,PO3, PO4, PO5,
and their performance in Indian and Global PO6, PO8,PO9,PS10,PSO12,
5
Markets.
PSO13, PSO14

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO5

Course
Code

Course Title

PO
1

PO 2

PO 3

P
O
4

PO
5

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the
context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable
to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

PO
6

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.
Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economic theories-Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade
theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability

Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14
3
2
3
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
2
3
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
2

PO 7

PO 8

PSO
9

PSO
10

PSO
11

PS1
2

PSO
13

PSO
14

Energy
Trading
Markets and
Risk
Management

OGET
8006

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

Course: OGET 8006 – Energy Trading Markets and Risk Management
Programme: MA Economics (EE)
Semester: ODD-2017-18
Time: 3 hrs.
Max. Marks: 100
Instructions:
Attempt all questions from Section A (each carrying 2 marks); any Four Questions from Section B (each
carrying 5marks). Two from Section C (each carrying 15 marks). Section D is compulsory (30 marks)
Section A (All Questions are Mandatory)
1

2.

3.

A call option gives the holder the right to
_an instrument whereas a put
option gives the holder the right to .
A. exercise; confiscate
B. sell; purchase
C. purchase; sell
D. transfer; sell
An investor can simultaneously be “in the money” yet have a negative not profit on
the basis of
A. having to cover the initial cost of the option.
B. the absence of transaction costs.
C. a failure to exercise an option.
D. uncertainty in the price of the underlying instrument.
Selling a call differs from selling a put in that a
A. put has possibly unlimited losses.
B. call has possibly unlimited losses.
C. put will sell for a lower price.

[2]
CO 1

[2]
CO 1

[2]
CO 1

D. call will sell for a lower price.
4.

A major difference between a forward contract and a future contract is that only a
future contract is

5.

A. a standardized contract that is traded over an exchange.
B. available exclusively from commercial banks.
C. limited to large contracts.
D. available for any amount and maturity.
[…] risk in the natural gas market can be hedged with a […]

6.

A.
operational/futures contract
B.
counter party/plain vanilla swap
C.
Regulatory/letter of credit
D.
Market price/forward contract
Name of the derivative product in energy derivative products traded in India.

7.

8.

9.

If the crude oil returns are independently identically normally distributed and the
annual volatility is 30%, then the daily VaR at the 99% (z =2.32635) confidence
interval equal to
A. 2.41%
B. 3.11%
C. 4.40%
D. 1.89%
According to put-call parity, buying put option on a stock is equivalent to: buying a
put option on a stock is equivalent to:
A. Buying a call option and buying the stock with funds borrowed at the riskfree rate.
B. Selling a call option and buying the stock with funds borrowed at the riskfree rate.
C. Buying a call option, selling the stock and investing the proceeds at the
risk- free rate.
D. Selling a call option, selling the stock and investing the proceeds at the
risk- free rate.
A firm is going to buy 10,000 barrels of West Texas Crude Oil. It plans to hedge
the purchase using the Brent Crude futures contract. The correlation between the
spot and futures price is 0.72. The volatility of the spot price is 0.35 per year. The
volatility of the Brent Crude futures price is 0.27 per year. What is the hedge ratio for
the firm?
A.
B.
C.
D.

0.5554
0.9333
1.2099
0.8198

[2]
CO 1

[2]
CO 1

[2]

CO 1

[2]

CO 2

[2]

CO 4

[2]

CO 3

10.

1.

On June 20, Caufield Refining estimates it will need to purchase 40,000 barrels of
crude on October 12. Caufield decides to hedge price risk using a November
NYMEX futures contract. The November futures price on June 20 is USD
77.00/bbl. On October 12, Caufield is ready to purchase its required crude oil and
closes out the futures contract on that day; at this time the spot price is USD
80.10/bbl and the futures price is USD 78.50/bbl. What is the effective price paid
per barrel?

[2]

CO 1

A. USD 78.50
B. USD 78.60
C. USD 80.10
USD 80.40
SECTION B (Attempt any Four Questions) Short Notes
(Choose the correct choice of the following questions and explain the reason behind the
correct answer)
Consider the following two option contracts:
• Option 1: January 2017 daily call, strike price of USD 30.00, call value of
USD 5.45
• Option 2: January 2017 monthly call, strike price of USD 33.00, call value
of USD 6.00

[5]

What is the biggest challenge in estimating the implied volatility for these
two contracts assuming the following parameters?
• Valuation date: November 10, 2016
• Risk free rate: 4%
• Underlying value: USD 28.00
a. The options are based on different time intervals (daily vs monthly)
b. The option quotes have different strike prices
c. The option quotes are both for call options
Winter power options are highly volatile due to seasonality factors
2.

Roger has constructed a portfolio of crude oil option contracts that he has delta hedged.
Over a one month period, Roger observes that his portfolio is not performing as
expected and he is concerned that the change in portfolio delta, relative to the change in
the underlying price of oil, is too high. Which of the following portfolio risk
characteristics should Roger neutralize so that his hedge strategy more effectively
responds to changes in the underlying price of oil?
a.

Beta

b.

Gamma

c.

Theta

d.

Vega

CO 2

[5]

CO 3

3.

4.

Which of the following statistical tests is used to demonstrate that model errors are
normally distributed and independent of any previous steps used within the modeling
process?
a.

Q-Q plot

b.

Autocorrelation test

c.

Mean-squared error

d.

R-Squared

Which of the statements best explains the shape of the Brent Crude Oil forward price
curve illustrated below?

[5]

CO 2

[5]

CO 3

a. Higher physical storage costs are causing crude oil futures to trade in contango.
b. Global economic growth is driving demand for crude oil higher causing the crude
oil futures to trade in contango.
c. Growing concern that global crude oil supplies are in permanent decline is
causing crude oil futures to trade in backwardation.
Uncertainty over short-term crude oil supplies has placed a premium on physical
inventory causing crude oil futures to trade in backwardation.
5.

Steve Dolan is a power manager at Upstate Electric. He is negotiating a one-day contract
to sell 100 MW of electricity at USD 55/MWh for a 24-hour period and has been asked
to calculate the Value-at-Risk (VaR) for the contract. If the daily volatility of electricity
prices is 2%, what is the daily VaR on the contract assuming a 95% confidence interval?
a.

USD 180

b.

USD 3,447

CO 3
[5]

c.

USD 4,330

d.

USD 5, 412
SECTION C (Attempt any Two Questions) Long Question Type

7.

The spot price of crude oil is ₹3000 per barrel. In the futures market, 3-m and 6-m
contracts are trading at ₹3215 and ₹3200, respectively. The cost of carry, inclusive of
storage and insurance, is 15% p.a. If the cost of carry model applies, find the
following:
a. Fair price of the futures contracts for three months and six months.
What action can an arbitrageur take in this situation?
b. If at the end of three months the spot price were ₹3500 and the
futures market stood corrected, what would the profit to the arbitrageur
be?
If at the end of three months the spot price were ₹2700 and the futures market stood
corrected, what would the profit to the arbitrageur be?

8.

15

CO
2,3,4

Today is 24 March; A refinery needs 1075 barrels of crude oil in the month
of September. The current price of crude oil is ₹3000 per barrel. September
futures contracts at MCX are trading are trading at ₹3200. The firm expects
the price to go up further, and even beyond ₹3200 in September. It has the
option of buying the stock now. Alternatively, it can hedge through a futures
contract. The size of the futures contract is 100 barrels.
i)

If the cost of capital, insurance, and storage is 15% p.a., examine

whether it is beneficial for the firm to buy now.
ii)

15

Instead, if the upper limit to buying price is ₹3200, what strategy can

the firm adopt?
iii)

If the firm decides to hedge through futures, find out the effective price

it would pay for crude oil if at the time of lifting the hedge the spot and futures
prices are
A) ₹2900 and ₹2910, respectively,
₹3300 and ₹3315, respectively
9.

A cocoa merchant holds a current inventory of cocoa worth $10 million at present prices
of $ 1,250 per metric ton. The standard deviation of returns for the inventory is 0.27. She
is considering a risk minimization hedge for her inventory using the cocoa contract of
the coffee, cocoa, and sugar Exchange. The contract size is 10 metric tons. The
volatility of the futures is 0.33. For the particular grade of Cocoa in her inventory, the

[15]

CO1,3,4

correlation between the futures and spot cocoa is 0.85. Compute the riskminimization hedge ratio and determine how many contracts she should trade.

10.

SECTION D
A 2-month call option on a Crude oil contract per barrel with a strike price of ₹2100
is selling for ₹140, when the share is trading at ₹2200. Find out the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

What is the intrinsic worth of the call option?
Why should one buy the call for a price in excess of the intrinsic worth?
Under what circumstances would the option holder exercise his call?
At what price of the asset would the call option holder break even?
If the price of the crude oil becomes ₹2150 (lower than the break-even
price) should the option holder exercise the call option?
f. What is the payoff to the holder and the writer if the price of the crude oil is
₹2000,
₹2250, and ₹2500 on the date of expiry of the option?

[30]

CO 4, 2,
3
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Business Modeling in Energy Sector
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

- Graduation/ Bridge Course in Economics
Knowledge of basic econometrics

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:

(a) To familiarize students with basic concept of model building and estimation.
(b) To teach the students various business modeling tools and their application in energy sector.
(c) To apply modeling tools in decision making.

Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1: To be able to formulate business models in energy sector;
CO2: To estimate business models in energy sector after learning the concepts;
CO3: To analyze and interpret the results of estimated business models in energy sector; and
CO4: To demonstrate ability to successfully use computer package such as STATA, Excel, etc.
Course Content

Module: 1 Energy Quantity and Price Data
 Collection
 Processing
 Methods of Analysis

( 4lecture hours)

Module: 2 Dynamic Demand Analysis and the Process of Adjustment
( 5 lecture hours)
 The econometric methods used for analysing the dynamics and the adjustments of energy
consumption




The partial adjustment model
The adaptive expectations model

Module: 3 Panel data analysis and its application in Energy Sector
 The fixed effects model and its application in energy sector
 The random effects model and its application in energy sector
 Economic Development and Energy Intensity

( 12 lecture hours)

Module: 4 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
 The Constant Returns to Scale DEA Model
 The Variable Returns to Scale Model and Scale Efficiencies
 Input and Output Orientations

( 5lecture hours)

Module: 5 Estimation of Production Technology
 Production, Cost and Profit Functions
 Single Equation Estimation
 Imposing Equality Constraints
 Systems Estimation
 Inequality Constraints

( 6 lecture hours)

Module: 6 Stochastic Frontier Analysis
( 2 lecture hours)
 The Stochastic Production Frontier
 Estimating the Parameters
 Predicting Technical Efficiency
 Distance Functions
 Cost Frontiers
 Decomposing Cost Efficiency
 Scale Efficiency
 Panel Data Models and Accounting for the Production Environment
Module: 7. The Calculation and Decomposition of Productivity change using frontier
method
(2 lecture hours)





The Malmquist TFP Index and Panel Data
Calculation using DEA Frontiers
Calculation using SFA Frontiers
Empirical Application in Energy Sector

Text Books



Keppler, J. H., Bourbonnais, R., & Girod, J. (Eds.). (2007). The Econometrics of Energy
Systems, Palgrave Macmillan.



Gujarati, D. N. (2009). Basic Econometrics. Tata McGraw-Hill



Coelli, T. J., Rao, D. S. P., O'Donnell, C. J., & Battese, G. E. (2005). An introduction to
efficiency and productivity analysis. Springer Science-i-Business Media, Inc.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components Class Assignment
Test
Weightage
(%)

10

10

Project
Report

Presentation

ESE

20

10

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes

Course Outcomes (COs)
To be able to formulate business models in energy sector;
CO1

CO2

To estimate business models in energy sector after learning the
concepts;

CO3

To analyze and interpret the results of estimated business
models in energy sector;

CO4

To demonstrate ability to successfully use computer package
such as STATA, Excel, etc.

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
CO
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6

CO 1

CO 2
3
3
3
2

CO 3
3
3
3

CO 4
3
3
3
3
3
3

PO 1,2,
3,4,7,8,9,10,
11,13, 14
PO 1,2, 3,
7,8,9,10,
11,14
PO 1,2, 3,6
8,9,10,
11, 13,14
PO 4,5,
8,12,13, 14

PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
2
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3
3

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy
sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

2
2
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
3

Course Code

Course Title

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped
OGET 8007

Business Modeling in Energy Sector

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO 2

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication
skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy
sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate
team-working capabilities.

PO 1

2

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:
End Semester Examination-December 2017
Program/course: MA Economics (Energy Economics)
Semester
Subject: Business Modeling in Energy Sector
Max. Marks
Code : OGET 8007
Duration

: III
: 100
: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)

Q1. Fill in the blanks
xxvi.
By studying the__________, panel data are better suited to study the dynamics of
change.
xxvii.

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

The LM test helps you decide between a random effects regression and a simple OLS
regression.

[2]

CO1

__________model is known as ECM.

[2]

CO1

If the number of observations remain same among panel members, we call such a panel
an _____.

xxviii.

xxix.

In panel data econometrics we assume that the ________are nonstochastic.

The composite error term ωit consists of two components, εi , which is the crosssection, or individual-specific, error component, and u it, which is the combined time
series and cross-section error component.

xxx.

In ECM, the intercept β1 represents the mean value of all the _________intercepts.

xxxi.

The sum of the random effect values is always_______.

xxxii.

xxxiii.

xxxiv.

Hausman Test is used to select between ______and ______model.

xxxv.

In random effect model the individual differences in the intercept values of each
company are reflected in the __________________.
[2]

CO1

[5]

CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4

SECTION B

Answer any four questions

5 X4= 20

Q2.

What is a random walk process? Explain with suitable example.

Q3.

What is stationary time series? Explain with suitable example.

Q4.

What is ADF test?

Q5.

What do you mean by integrated stochastic process? Explain with suitable example.

Q6.

What do you mean by SFA?

[5]
[5]
[5]
[5]

SECTION C

Answer any two questions

2 X 15 = 30

Q7.

Explain the procedure of random effect model with example.

[15]

Q8.

Explain the procedure of fixed effect model with example.

[15]

Q9.

Describe the variable returns to scale model?

[15]

CO1,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4

Section D
Answer any one question
Q10.

1 X 30 = 30

Write a report with interpreting the following results:

[30]

CO2 emissions
(metric tons per
capita)

Foreign direct
investment, net
inflows (BoP,
current US$)

Energy use (kg of
oil equivalent
per capita)

Urban
population(In
numbers)

CO2

FDI

EU

UB

CO1,
CO3,
CO4

L T P C

ECON 8006
Green Economics
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

3

0

0 3

- Graduation

OBJECTIVE:
To familiarize students with green economics theories and practices.
Course Outcomes
CO1: Have skills about green economics practices in different energy sectors.
CO2: Understanding about technologies available for green energy generation
CO3: Able to evaluate economy of green energy generated from various energy sources
CO4: Able to optimize the cost of green energy.
CO5: To extend the understanding of green economics.

Catalog Description
Understanding of Green Economics is important to study the macro economy beyond the usual
circular flow of income and sectors. This will take account of the natural resource and human
resource economy beyond usual circular flow sectors. The ideas of sustainable economic
development, cost benefit analysis shadow pricing etc. as the green economic tools are of utmost
importance to the managers for decision-making. This course aims to address all the issues
relevant to the Green Economics and which other branches of Economics could not address.
.
Course Content

Unit I:
8 lecture hours
FUNDAMENTALS OF GREEN ECONOMICS
Green economy, Green growth, Low-carbon development

Unit II:

12 lecture hours

GREEN ECONOMY
Towards a Green Economy: Pathways to Sustainable Development and Poverty Eradication
– UNEP, Working Towards a Balanced and Inclusive Green Economy – Environmental
Management Group, United Nations, Why a Green Economy Matters for the Least
Developed Countries -UNEP, UNCTAD, UN-OHRLLS, Measuring Progress Towards a
Green Economy - UNEP, Green Jobs: Towards Decent Work in a Sustainable, Low-Carbon
World - UNEP, ILO, Forests in a Green Economy – A Synthesis, UNEP, Green Economy
and Trade Opportunities, UNEP, Adapting for a Green Economy: Companies, Communities
and Climate Change – WRI, Oxfam, UNEP, The Transition to a Green Economy: Benefits,
Challenges and Risks from a Sustainable Development, Perspective, The Green Economy:
Trade and Sustainable Development Implications – UNCTAD, Principles for the Green
Economy – Stakeholder Forum

Unit III:
GREEN GROWTH

10 lecture hours

Towards Green Growth – OECD, Fostering Innovation for Green Growth – OECD, Green
Growth and Developing Countries – Consultation Draft – OECD, Inclusive Green Growth:
For the Future We Want – OECD, Greening Development: Enhancing Capacity for
Environmental Management and Governance – OECD, Incorporating Green Growth and
Sustainable Development Policies into Structural Reform Agendas, OECD, World Bank,
UN, Resilient People Resilient Planet – SG’s High-Level Panel on Global Sustainability
From Growth to Green Growth: A Framework – World Bank, Inclusive Green Growth: The
Pathway to Sustainable Development – World Bank, Shaping the Green Growth Economy –
Green Growth Leaders, Life Beyond Growth – AtKisson, Green Growth, Resources and
Resilience – UNESCAP, ADB, UNEP, Low Carbon Green Growth Roadmap for Asia and
the Pacific – UNESCAP
Unit IV
06 lecture hour
LOW CARBON DEVELOPMENT
Low Emission Development Strategies (LEDS) – OECD/IEA, Low Carbon Growth Plans:
Advancing Good Practice – Project Catalyst, Promoting poles of clean growth to foster the

transition to a more sustainable economy – UNCTAD, Preparing Low‐Emission Climate‐
Resilient Development Strategies – UNDP, Climate Change and the World Bank Group: The
Challenge of Low‐Carbon Development – World Bank

Text Books
1. Allen, C., & Clouth, S. (2012). A Guidebook to the Green Economy. Issue 1: Green
economy, Green growth, and Low-carbon development–history, definitions, and a guide
to recent publications. Division for Sustainable Development, Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, United Nations, New York, August.
WEB SOURCES:
5. http://www.iea.org/
6. http://www.cea.nic.in/
7. http://www.mnre.gov.in
8. http://www.powermin.gov.in

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%) 20
20
10
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
Have skills about green economics practices in different PO1, PO2,
energy sectors
PO3, PO8,
PO9, PO11,
PO12,
PO13, PO14

Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

Understanding about technologies available for green
energy generation

CO2

PO3, PO8,
PO11,
PO12, PO14

Able to evaluate economy of energy generated from PO8, PO9,
various energy sources
PO10
Able to optimize the cost of green energy
PO2, PO3,
PO10,
PO11,
To extend the understanding of green economics.
PO1, PO2,
PO3, PO8,
PO9, PO11,
PO12,
PO13, PO14

CO3
CO4

CO5

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes

CO 1

PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

CO 2

CO 3

3

3
3
2
3

3
3
3

CO 4

CO5

3
3

3
3
3

3
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

Cour

se

Cod

e

ECON

8006

Cours

e

Econ
PO1

1
PO2

2

omics

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
PO3

Title

2
PO4
PO
PO PO

5
6
7

P

O

8

3

P
PO O
1
9
0

2
1

PO PO PO

PO
11

Green

2

12
13
14

2
1
2

skills,

employing

Students
will
demonstrate
employability traits in line with the
Students will demonstrate strong
conceptual knowledge of economic
Students will demonstrate effective
understanding of economics as it is
Students will demonstrate analytical
skills in designing solutions for energy
Students will exhibit the ability to
evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global
perspective towards legal frameworks
Students will exhibit deployable skills
pertinent to the renewable and non-

outcomes
of
business
analytics
Students will be able to work
effectively in teams and demonstrate
Students will exhibit leadership and
networking skills perspective towards
Students will demonstrate sensitivity

written communication skills to present

Students will demonstrate oral and

decision-making

Students will be able to develop and
evaluate alternate managerial choices
and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate application
capabilities
of
their
conceptual
understanding of analytics to real world
Students will be able to exhibit effective

Name:
Enrolment No:
Green Economics

Section A: Objective Type. Answer all questions
(i)

(ii)

2 X 10 = 20

Mention two reasons why companies invest in green investment strategy.
[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO3

[2]

CO3

[2]

CO8

Mention Approaches to Integrating Environmental Issues into Business Strategy.

(iii) Define green growth.

(iv) What do you mean by environmental accounting?

(v)

Is economies of scale applicable to green strategy?

(vi) What do you mean by social compliance?

(vii
)

What is SA8000?

(vii
i)

Is air pollution and water pollution a part of social compliance?

(ix) Give two examples of social compliance issues in Brazil and China.

(x)

What do you mean by social accountability?
[2]

CO9

[5]

CO13

[5]

CO14

[5]

CO12

[5]

CO14

[5]

CO9

[5]

CO10

Explain the concept of socially responsible investment (SRI) and environmental and
social governance (ESG) with reference to green investment strategy. Elaborate with few
examples.
[5]

CO13

Section B: Objective Type. Answer all questions

5 X 4 = 20

a Explain the green investment pyramid.

b

c

d

Discuss the different motivations for green investment.

Elaborate “Governance approach” or Open dynamic strategy to green investment.

What are the qualitative and quantitative indicators of green investment strategy?

Section C: Objective Type. Answer any two
a

b

c

15 X 2 = 30

Discuss the stages of environmental strategy.

Analyze the OECD policy framework for green infrastructure investment.

Section D:

Q4. Analytical /Case Study questions.
Answer all the questions given at the end of the case study.

15 X 2 = 30

Ikea, the international retailer of furniture and household goods, has a reputation for low CO12,

prices and fresh, innovative design. However, it is also keen to develop a reputation for CO13,
environmental stewardship and sensitivity to social issues.
CO14
The Ikea Group of Companies has around 150 stores in 22 countries. It was founded in
1943, and in 2001 had a turnover of 11.3 billion euros. It employs 70,000 people, and
purchases its raw materials from more than 50 countries, principally China, Sweden,
Poland, Germany and Italy.
Most of Ikea's sales take place in Germany (21%), the USA (13%), the UK (12%),
France (9%) and Sweden (7%).
In September 2000, Ikea launched The Ikea way on purchasing home furnishing
products, a three-page 'code of conduct' for its 2,000 suppliers, focusing on working
conditions and environmental impacts (see below). As a first step, suppliers were asked
to return a questionnaire to ascertain how well they already complied with the code.
External auditors have been appointed to carry out more detailed reviews and to verify
the information provided by Ikea's suppliers. Where shortcomings are identified, the
companies will be asked to put in place an action plan to remedy them. The code warns
suppliers: 'Repeated violations of IKEA's requirements will result in the termination of
co-operation.'
Ikea has also shown itself not to be shy of working with lobby groups. As long ago as
1991, it collaborated with Greenpeace to find a way of printing its catalogues on
chlorine-free paper.
Several years later, Greenpeace was enlisted again, this time to advise Ikea on how to
phase out PVC from its product range. Since then, PVC has been eliminated from all
goods with the exception of electrical cables, and a 100% phase-out is scheduled for
2006.
One of Ikea's most weighty environmental issues is forestry, and in particular the impact
of timber extraction on ancient forests. At the end of the 1990s, pressure from
Greenpeace and other environmental groups led Ikea to introduce a policy prohibiting
the use of wood from intact natural forests, except those certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council. This was formally launched in November 1999.
'Ikea is joining the movement of responsible corporate consumers concerned about
ancient forests,' commented Greenpeace's forest campaigner, Christoph Thies.
At the beginning of 2000, the company has donated US$2.5 million to help launch
Global Forest Watch, a World Resources Institute project set up to gather information
about the world's remaining intact natural forests. 'We hope this initiative will encourage
other companies to strive in the same direction,' said Ikea's environmental manager,
Susanne Pulverer Bergstrand.

Ikea is also keen to send its customers the right signals about social and welfare issues.
A two-page code of conduct relating specifically to the subject of child labour makes
clear: 'Ikea disaccociates itself from child labour, and works actively against it.' To this
end, the retailer requires suppliers to keep it informed about where production is taking
place - including the activities of subcontractors.
In 2000 Ikea donated US$500,000 to a three-year project aimed at eliminating child
labour in Uttar Pradesh, one of India's least developed states. The focus of the project is
the introduction of education facilities for children and women alike.
Ingvar Hjärtsö of UNICEF said: 'We consider Ikea to be setting an excellent example for
other corporations to follow. Ikea is prepared to go further than just saying "no" to a
supplier who exploits children.'
Hjärtsö added: 'The company is showing a genuine interest in bringing about
improvement for children by assuming a responsibility for child labour issues.'

The Ikea code of conduct for suppliers
1. Legal
Suppliers must comply with national laws and regulations and with international
conventions concerning the protection of the environment, working conditions and
regarding child labour.
2. Working conditions
IKEA expects its suppliers to respect fundamental human rights, and to treat their
workforce fairly and with respect.
Suppliers must:




Provide a healthy and safe working environment;
Pay the legal minimum wage or the local industry standard and compensate for
overtime;
If housing facilities are provided, ensure reasonable privacy, quietness and
personal hygiene.

Suppliers must not:





Make use of child labour;
Make use of forced or bonded labour;
Discriminate;
Use illegal overtime;




Prevent workers from associating freely with any workers’ association or group
of their choosing or collective bargaining;
Accept any form of mental or physical disciplinary action, including harassment.

3. Environment and forestry
At IKEA, we shall always strive to minimize any possible damaging effects to the
environment, which may result as a consequence of our activities. Therefore, IKEA and
its suppliers shall continuously reduce the environmental impacts of operations.
Suppliers must:





Reduce waste and emissions to air, ground and water;
Handle, store and dispose of hazardous waste in an environmentally safe manner;
Contribute to the recycling of materials and used products;
Use solid wood from known areas and, if possible, from sources that are well
managed and preferably independently certified as such.

Suppliers must not:



Use or exceed the use of substances forbidden or restricted in the IKEA list
of 'Chemical Compounds and Substances';
Use wood originating from national parks, nature reserves, intact natural forests
or any areas with officially declared high conservation values, unless certified.

Answer the following questions
Q1. Analyze the social compliance initiatives of IKEA.
Q2. How far these initiatives are successful? Give your opinion.

OGET 8009
Version 7.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

The Geopolitics of Energy
Graduate in
understanding
--

any

field/

Building

L T P C
3 0 0 3
energy market

Course Objectives
The objective of this course is to:
1. To understand the energy security concerns of producer and consumer countries
2. To identify and analyse how countries have altered their foreign policies, domestic efforts,
and military strategies in light of such concerns
3. To examine shifting trends in the energy realm, with a major focus on the unconventional
revolution
4. To anticipate new patterns and structural shifts in the international environment in light of
these trend
Course Outcomes
CO1: Demonstrate a clear understanding of the concepts related to global energy trade
CO2: Analyze issues in global oil and gas markets and take a strategic view of the geopolitical
issues impacting the industry.
CO3: Develop and evaluate the companies/government decisions and align it with the strategic
business objectives of a firm/nation.
CO4: Demonstrate a clear understanding of business and tactical issues impacting global trade.
Catalog Description
Energy has long been a major factor in the formulation of country strategies, the exercise of
national power, and in shaping international politics and security. Given on-going concerns about
energy security and increasing pressures to reduce carbon emissions, countries are grappling to
situate their energy policies in the broader context of their grand strategies. Recent tensions
between Israel, Turkey, Cyprus, and Lebanon over natural gas findings in the Mediterranean Sea,
China’s recent economic slowdown and its implications for global energy, and recentlysuspended sanctions on oil exports from Iran due to its nuclear pursuits demonstrate the nexus
between international politics and energy needs. Amidst these developments, a revolution in
unconventional oil and gas is occurring in North America, the geopolitical implications of which
are being felt by countries from Europe to Japan.

The Geopolitics of Energy will examine this intersection between international securities,
politics, and energy issues. The course takes energy security as its launching point, exploring not
only how countries shape their grand strategies to meet their energy needs, but also how such
actions have implications for other countries and the international system. It looks at new
technologies and innovations – such as those making the extraction of shale gas and tight oil
economical – and how they are changing patterns of trade and could shape new alliances.
Finally, while acknowledging that oil and gas will be dominant for the next 20-40 years, the
course considers the consequences of a successful shift away from petroleum based economies to
anticipate how a new energy order will alter global politics in fundamental ways.
Course Content
Unit I:
7.5 lectures hours
Geopolitics of energy, Energy Security, The Global Energy Landscape: Demand, Supply, and
Price, The Unconventional Revolution in Oil and Gas in North America, The Potential for the
Unconventional Revolution to Go Global
Unit II:
7 lecture hours
Resource Nationalism: Evaluating New Prospects in Mexico and Iran; Mexico Energy Policy,
Unconventional revolution and its impact, The Resource Curse
Unit III:
7.5 lecture hours
Consumer Power: Can Consumers Use Energy as a Foreign Policy Tool?, Cartelization: OPEC,
Cartelization: Gas Exporting Countries Forum, The Implications of Iraq’s Energy for its Political
Future, Russia and its Prospects in the New Energy Environment
Unit IV:
7 lecture hours
Resource Mercantilism; China’s Quest for African Energy, The United States in the Gulf,
Geopolitics in the Arctic
Unit V:
7 lecture hours
Geopolitical Consequences of a Shift to Nuclear Power, Geopolitics and Climate Change: The
U.S.-China Climate Agreement
Reference Books
•
Ebinger, C., and Avasarala, G., (2013), The Geopolitics of Natural Gas, Harvard
University’s Belfer Center and Rice University’s Baker Institute Center for
Energy Studies
•
2017, World Oil Transit Chokepoints, US Energy Information Administration,
USA
•
Dickel, R., Hassanzadeh, E., Henderson, J., Honoré, A., El-Katiri, L., Pirani, S.,
Rogers, H., Stern, J., & Yafimava, H., (2014, October), Reducing European
Dependence on Russian Gas: distinguishing natural gas security from geopolitics,
The Oxford Institute for Energy Studies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Herberg, E. M., (2011, September), Asia’s Rising Energy and Resource
Nationalism, The National Bureau of Asian Research
Loris, N. D., Coffey,L., Bromund, R. T., Phillips, J., Cheng, D., Quintana, A.,
Curtis, L., and Wilson, T. W., (2015, October 9), The Economic and Geopolitical
Benefits of Free Trade in Energy Resources, The Heritage Foundation
Cherp, A., (2012, September), Energy and Security
(2014, July 2), Energy Geopolitics: Challenges and Opportunities, International
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Christina, Y. L., (2007), The Rise of Africa in the International Geopolitical
Landscape: a U.S. Energy Perspective, ISPSW
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Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components

Weightage (%)

CE
Group
presentations/
Project
50

ESE
Written
assignment

Case study &
Class
Participation
50

Program Outcomes (POs)
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and
trade theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing analytical and
critical thinking ability
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team-working
capabilities.
Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.
Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of changing
dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors
Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in

PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks
and environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)
CO1
CO2

CO3

CO4

Demonstrate a clear understanding of the concepts
related to global energy trade
Analyze issues in global oil and gas markets and
take a strategic view of the geopolitical issues
impacting the industry
Develop and evaluate the companies/government
decisions and align it with the strategic business
objectives of a firm/nation.
Demonstrate a clear understanding of business and
tactical issues impacting global trade

Mapped POs

Mapped PSOs

1,2,3,4

9,11,12,14

1,2,3,6,7

9,10,11,12,14

3,4,5,8

9,10, 12,13,14

1,5,6,7,8

11,12,13,14

PSO 9

PSO 10

PSO 11

PSO 12

PSO 13

PSO 14

3
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
3

PO 8

3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

PO 7

2
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3

PO 6

3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3

PO 5

CO4

PO 4

CO 3

PO 3

CO 2

PO 2

CO 1

PO 1
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The Geopolitics of
Energy
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Course Code

Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3

3

2

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
Roll No: ---------------------------

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM AND ENERGY STUDIES
End Semester Examination – December, 2017
Program/course: MA (Energy Economics)
Semester – II
Subject: Geopolitics of Energy
Max. Marks: 100
Code : OGET 8009
Duration: 3 Hrs
No. of page/s: 1

Note: All sections are compulsory.
Section – A (4 X 5 = 20 Marks)
Answer the following questions in brief:
Answer the following questions in brief:
1. What is the “Geopolitics of Energy”? CO1
2. Does ensuring the energy security is an outcome of energy geopolitics? CO2
3. Write short note on the factors impacting crude oil prices.CO4
4. Write short note on Resource Curse and Dutch Disease. CO2
Section – B (10x5 = 50 Marks)
All questions are compulsory:
3. Analyze the role of OPEC in current business market dynamics. CO3
4. Does world need OPEC like cartel for gas market development? CO1, CO3
5. Provide insights on US role in changing global oil market landscape.CO1, CO4
6. Analyze the role of Russia in European energy market. CO2
Section – C (2*30 = 30 Marks)
All questions are compulsory:
3. What is the importance of chokepoints in global oil and gas trade? Also, write short
notes on any three chokepoints.CO2, CO3, CO4
4. Analyze the implications of Iran’s re-entry into global crude oil market post lifting of
sanctions. CO3, CO4

ECON 8004

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

Renewable Energy and Efficiency
Economics

L

T

P

C

3

0

0

3

- Graduation

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
1. To understand the basic concepts, Overview of Understanding and Analyzing Renewable Energy
Demand.
2. Impact of High Penetration of Renewables on the Grid and Indian Energy Security Scenario – 2047
(IESS - 2047).
3. To develop habit of observation and try to relate the concepts.
4. To understand & develop skills of analysis with respect to the Energy Demand Management.
5. To know, analyze and interpret Renewable Energy Demand Analysis at a Disaggregated Level.
6. To help in understanding support mechanism for Energy Efficiency India and their application in
Energy Sector.
7. To have understanding of The Economics of Renewable Energy Supply.
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1. To give conceptual clarity of the theories of Efficiency Economics.
CO2. To apply the principle of Efficiency Economics to Renewable Energy firms and consumers.
CO3. To know the application of Efficiency Economics.
CO4. To comprehend various market structure and its real world application.
CO5. To extend the Efficiency Economics principles to Renewable Energy.

Catalog Description
Understanding of microeconomics is important for managers to analyze the market, determine
prices, evaluate cost, demand and supply, optimize production etc. are important to managerial
decision making in the business organizations. It is essential for energy managers to know the
overview of international energy market, crude oil market, and natural gas market, interplay of
competitive, monopoly and oligopoly market forces. This course aims to provide an
understanding of fundamental aspects of the market and issues relevant to the national and
international energy market.
Course Content

Unit I:

8 lecture hours

Module: 1 Understanding and Analyzing Renewable Energy Demand
Introduction, Evolution of Demand Analysis, Overview of Renewable Energy Demand Decisions - Solar,
Wind, Small Hydro. Economic Foundations of Renewable Energy Demand, Consumer Demand for
Energy: Utility, Maximization Problem, Cost Minimization Problem of the Producer, Alternative
Approaches for Energy Demand. Analysis, Descriptive Analysis, Factor (or Decomposition) Analysis,
Analysis of Change in Total Energy Demand, Analysis of Changes in Energy Intensity, Analysis Using
Physical Indicators, Energy Demand Analysis Using the Econometric Approach.

Unit II:
9 lecture hours
Energy Demand Management and Impact of High Penetration of Renewable Electricity on the Grid
Introduction, Energy Demand Management, Definition, Evolution of DSM, Justification for DSM, Load.
Management, Direct Load Control Method, Indirect Load Control, Energy Efficiency
Impact of High Penetration of Renewable Electricity on the Grid and India Energy Security Scenario
2047 (IESS – 2047). Improvements and Energy Conservation, what is Energy Efficiency? Opportunities
for Energy Saving, Economics of Energy Efficiency Improvements, Analyzing Cost. Effectiveness of
DSM Options, Energy Efficiency Debate, Market Barriers and Intervention Debate, what are the Market
Barriers to Energy Efficiency, Government Intervention and Its Nature, Energy Efficiency versus
Economic Efficiency Debate, Rebound Effect, Use of Market-Based Incentives for Energy Efficiency

Unit III:

4 lecture hours

Renewable Energy Demand Analysis at a Disaggregated Level
Introduction, Disaggregation of Demand, Demand for Renewable Energy – Solar, Wind and Small
Hydro. Analysis at the Sectoral Level, Industrial Energy Demand Analysis, Energy Demand Analysis in
the Residential and Commercial Sector.

Unit IV

6 lecture hours

Module:4 Understanding support mechanism for Energy Efficiency India:
Perform, Achieve & Trade [PAT], Market Transformation for Energy Efficiency [MTEE], Energy
Efficiency Financing Platform [EEFP], Framework for EE Economic Development [FEEED]
Unit V
9 lecture hours
The Economics of Renewable Energy Supply
Introduction: Renewable and Alternative Energy Background, Role at Present, Renewable Energies for
Electricity Generation, Bio-Fuels, Drivers of Renewable Energy, The Economics of Renewable Energy
Supply, The Economics of Renewable Electricity Supply. Bio-fuels, Bio-Ethanol Cost Features, BioDiesel Costs, Renewable Energy Certificate System Mechanisms, CERCs role and policies for tariff
determination of various RE sources.

Text Books
Batthacharya, Subhes C. (2011) : Energy Economics, Springer, ISBN 978-0-85729-267-4

Reference Books
Ansuategi, Alberto, Delgado, Juan, Galarraga, Ibon (Eds.) Green Energy Efficiency Springer
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%)
20
20
10
50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

CO1

To give conceptual clarity of the theories of international
energy markets.
To apply the principle of international energy markets to firms
and consumers.

CO2

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
PO1, PO2,
PO3, PO9,
PO10, PO11,
PO14
PO1,
PO2,
PO3,
PO9,
PO10,
PO11, PO12,
PO14

To know the application of international energy markets and
cost structure.

PO1,
PO2,
PO3,
PO8,
PO10,
PO11, PO12,
PO14
To comprehend various market structure and its real world
PO2, PO5,
application.
PO6, PO8,
PO9, PO10,
PO12, PO13,
PO14
To extend the international energy markets principles to
PO2, PO8,
commercial framework.
PO10, PO14

CO3

CO4

CO5
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CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO5

PO 1
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PO 3
PO 4
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3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
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3
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Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with
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6
7
O8 9
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P
PO
PO
PO

12
13
14

1
1
3

PO

2

O

10

1

PO1

1

2

Students will have domestic and global perspective
towards legal frameworks and environmental regulations
with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and
moral issues and have ability to address them in energy

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and
demonstrate team-working capabilities.

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written
communication skills in presenting frameworks, models
and regulations of the energy sector.

Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and
non- Students will demonstrate effective application
capabilities of their theoretical understanding of economics
theories – Microeconomics, renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills,
employing analytical and critical thinking ability.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate
managerial choices and identify optimal solutions.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

PO5
PO

the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and nonStudents will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of
economic theory in the context of renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of
economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy
pricing, energy trading and risk management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing
solutions for energy efficiency.

RE&
PO1
PO

Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:

End Semester Examination-March 2017
Program/course: MA – Economics
Semester
: IV
Subject: Renewable Energy and Efficiency Economics Max. Marks : 100
Code : MEDE 811
Duration

: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The term energy demand means
(i) Energy needs for cooking heating, travelling, etc.
(ii) Energy products are used as fuel
(iii) Generate demand for energy purposes
(iv) Energy products are also used as raw material
Energy demand describes
(i) A relationship between price and quantity of energy
(ii) It exists before the purchasing decision is made
(iii) Indicates what quantities will be purchased at a given price
(iv) How price changes will affect the quantities sought
Consumption of energy takes place
(i) Once the decision is made to purchase
(ii) Once the decision is made to consume
(iii) Refers to the manifestation of satisﬁed demand
(iv) Demand and consumption are used interchangeably
Energy demand is
(i) A derived demand
(ii) Is consumed through equipment
(iii) Consumed for an ulterior purpose
(iv) All of the above
Energy demand decision include the stages of

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO3

(i) The house hold has to decide whether to switch or not
(ii) It decides about the types of appliances to be used
(iii) Consumption decision is made by deciding the usage pattern of each
appliance
(iv) All of the above.
6.

7.

Write the cost function with respect to energy input and mention the two conditions to
be satisfied for cost optimization

[2]

CO3

Write the utility function of a consumer with respect to energy consumption and mention
what are the two conditions for utility maximization of the consumer.

[2]

CO5

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO2

8.

Define energy efficiency

9.

Define energy efficiency

10.

Define capacity factor with respect to power plant
SECTION B (Answer all the questions)

1.

Discuss different types of load management with respect to demand side management
(DSM).

2.

Discuss the direct and indirect load control methods.

3.

Analyse the cost effectiveness of demand side management (DSM).

4.

What is the debate of energy efficiency versus economic efficiency?

[5]

CO1

[5]

CO3

[5]

CO5

[5]

CO1

SECTION C (Answer any two)
7.

Analyse the energy demand analysis using factor analysis and econometric approach.

[15]

CO1

8.

Analyse the market barriers of energy efficiency. What is the nature of government
intervention in case of market failure? Discuss.

[15]

CO4,
CO5

9.

Critically analyse the energy demand at disaggregated level of (i) house hold sector (ii)
commercial sector and (iii) transportation sector.

[15]

CO2,
CO3

Section D (Answer all the questions given at the end of the case study)
Analytical questions
Answer all the questions.

15 X 2 = 30

Key challenges of Renewable energy and actions taken:
The distribution network connects about 200 million consumers with a total load of over

400 GW. It is served by 73 distribution companies, of which 17 are privately owned.
Several of the distribution utilities suffer large volumetric losses and are financially
distressed. This raises a significant counterparty risk which is manifested in delayed
payments to generators and other suppliers. The cost under-recovery of state utilities is
estimated at an accumulated 24,000 billion INR (2012), prompting the government to
focus on severely distressed utilities for a turnaround programme.
Regulatory reforms are proposed in the amendments to the Act, such as mandatory tariff
determination on an annual basis to cover cost escalation. Further, utilities are required
to file for tariff requests on a timely basis. Transmission, particularly, for renewable
energy projects, is a challenge, given the low capacity factors and congestion on existing
networks. To bring green power to the national market, and minimize curtailment, the
government has announced a green energy corridor project to handle 33 GW and 22 GW
of renewable energy in two phases of development. The 765 kV corridors traverses all
the prominent renewable states and will have suitable mechanisms for the integration of
large-scale renewable energy, such as energy storage, real-time monitoring, and a
renewable energy management centre. In addition, the South Asia grid is gradually
taking shape, with enhanced connectivity with Bhutan and a new transmission corridor
established with Nepal and Bangladesh. This provides investors and large consumers
new opportunities for build and power sourcing.
Investment in coal-fired generation has come to a stasis on account of changes in
procurement models. Competitive bids for fuel-linked power plants moved from BOO to
DBFOT and those for domestic coal-based plants moved back to a modified version of
the earlier model. These changes, besides other conditions—demand-supply balance and
utilities purchase plateauing—have put many conventional power generation
investments on hold. A number of power plants are stranded or operate under capacity
due to fuel shortages. For example, PLFs of gas-based power plants have come down
from 67.5% (2010) to 20.8% (2015), with declining production from local gas fields.
Domestic manufacturing in renewable energy is under-equipped to serve the ambitious
growth target. Solar PV manufacturing is fragmented with many small players (total
capacity is a mere 1.38 GW of solar cells and 2.75 GW solar modules) and lacks vertical
integration. The government programmes for electronics manufacturing have attracted
manufacturing tie-ups in recent months. These include China’s Hareon Solar with
Dalmia Group (1 GW), Adani with Softbank and Foxconn (3 billion USD proposal), and
China’s JA Solar with Essel Group ( 200 million USD proposal).
The renewable energy sector in India has made remarkable progress growing from 3.3%
(2002) of the total generation capacity to 13.4% (2015). Production rose from 0.4% to
5.6% in this period. Of this, about two-third is from wind, and the balance is from small
hydro, solar, biomass and waste to energy, and other sources.

Scale and technology developments:
The wind power sector has undergone a major shift in India, from tax-credit driven
investment to mainstream IPPs. This has led to the setting up of large wind farms that
deploy the latest technology and practices—larger MW class wind turbines, inclusive
O&M practices for plant life, use of logistics tools for construction and maintenance,
and seamless grid integration. Further, the industry has gained from improvements in
drivetrain technology, tower structure and use of advance power electronics, which add
to overall cost effectiveness. Turbine costs declined in late 1990s, but have since risen.
This is due to a variety of factors—greater turbine dimensions and higher material costs.
However, with design technology maturing and production stabilizing, costs have started
to decline from 2010. Further gains are expected from the use of lightweight materials
such as carbon-fibre reinforced plastic, better aerodynamic profile, on-site
manufacturing, segmented blades, and variable diameter rotor can reduce costs and
increase the capacity factor. An US DOE study suggests that the adoption of advanced
technology can increase the energy output between 21 to 61% with smaller changes (36% to 21%) in capital cost.
In India, in the last two decades, the hub height and rotor diameter of wind projects have
increased fourfold, and the average WTG rating increased almost tenfold. This enhances
the energy generated per turbine, thus reducing the overall levellised cost of electricity.
Still, the top-end rotor and hub height installed for WTGs in India are 20-30% lower
than the global standards, and have scope for improvement. In solar, the vast majority of
Indian projects have adopted crystalline silicon technology, with an average efficiency
of 16-17%. The thin-film technologies of cadmium-telluride and copper-indiumgallium-selenide, with 14-15% efficiency, have been used selectively. The expectation is
that ongoing scientific research will continue to increase the efficiency in the coming
years.

1.

In the light of the above paragraphs discuss the challenges of renewable energy sector in [15]
India

CO4,
CO5

2.

Analyse the futuristic road map of renewable energy and renewable energy policy of [15]
government of India.

CO4,
CO5

STGM 8003
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

L T P C
4 0 0 4
Basic theories of cost, price and Principle of economics
especially related to competition
-Strategic Analysis

Course Objectives
1. To introduce the concepts of strategic management and understand its nature in competitive
and institutional landscape
2. To provide an underpinning of
a. Strategy formulation process and frameworks, tools and techniques of strategic analysis
and its application.
b. Key business issues/challenges/problems of business in light of dynamic business
environment.
c. Strategy execution process, framework and its criticality.
d. Assessing strategic performance of a firm
e. Appreciation of theoretical and empirical foundation of SM background
3. To develop
a. A holistic approach to see business issues comprehensively and using other core and
functional subject knowledge for decision-making.
b. Conceptual, diagnostic and analytical and conceptual skills in strategy formulation and
execution.
4. Identification, appreciation and interpretation of the critical challenges and opportunities before
an organization.

Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to
1. Students will be able to describe major theories, background work, concepts and research
output in the field of strategic management.
2. Students will demonstrate a clear understanding of the concepts, tools & techniques used by
executives in developing and executing strategies and will appreciate its integrative and
interdisciplinary nature.
3. Students will be able to demonstrate effective application of concepts, tools & techniques to
practical situations for diagnosing and solving organisational problems.
4. Students will be able to demonstrate capability of making their own decisions in dynamic
business landscape.
5. Students will be able to develop their capacity to think and execute strategically.

Catalog Description
Some fundamental questions of business are answered by discipline of Strategic Management (SM) e.g
why some forms are highly successful. Why some firms are able to achieve relatively higher profitability
as compared to others? Why all industries are not equally profitable? What is the source of superior
performance? Therefore, it is an interdisciplinary study of performance differences between firms and
SM has traditionally focused on business concepts that affect firm performance. SM attempts to answer
two questions related to value creation. How firms can create value better than its rivals and how this
created value is shared in stakeholders? Who appropriate how much? SM provides the foundation of
firm’s long-term survival and health.
Firm performance is often linked to create a fit between firm and its environment. The Competitive
landscape carries market opportunities, which the firm attempts to exploit using its resources and
capabilities. Superior firm performance is the outcome of a proper alignment of firm strategic response
with the context it operate. Since environment is a dynamic concept, thus there is a continuous need for
adjustment of the fit between the firm and its environment. From the firm’s perspective, this process of
adapting to changes is critical for its survival. As a field, SM comprises organizational research emanating
from various disciplines. Emphasis in this course is on business-level strategy followed by corporate
strategy. By the end of the semester, you are expected to have an understanding of framing of strategic
issues, the range of strategic decisions that are faced by most organizations, and how some of the
concepts you have been exposed to in other courses can generate information used for strategic
problem solving.
The overall goal of this course is to develop your capacity to think and execute strategically.

Course Content
Module One -

Introduction to competition & Strategy

Module Two- Market and Competitive Analysis

6 sessions
6 sessions

Module Three- Strategic position and Dynamics- Competitive advantage & Competitive
strategy, Value Chain Analysis
Module Four- Firm Boundaries (Corporate strategy) -

7 sessions
5sessions

Module Five- Strategic implementation and control and managing change 8 sessions
Module Six - Corporate Governance & wrap up

4 sessions

Suggested Reading
Grant, M.A. (2017), Contemporary strategic analysis, John Wiley & Sons, Edition 9th (SIE)
Besanko, David, David Dranove, Mark Shanley and Scott Schaefer. 2017. Economics of
strategy, 7th ed. John Wiley & Sons: New York.
Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Case Assignment/ presentation/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Course
Outcomes for
MECE 801

Continuo
us
evaluatio
n Tools

Course Outcome 1

Continuous
Evaluation
Tool 1
Case Analysis
assignment &
presentation
(including class
participation)

Continuous Evaluation
Tool 2
Project submission and
presentation

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Course Outcome 3

✓

✓

Course Outcome 4

✓

✓

Course Outcome 5

✓

✓

Course Outcome 2

Components

Weightage (%)

Case
assign
ments
25

quiz

Continuous
Evaluation
Tool 3
Quiz

Project submission &Presentation

Main
Exam

20

50
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Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)

Mapped Programme
Outcomes

CO1

CO2

Students will be able to describe major theories,
background work, concepts and research output in the
field of strategic management.
Students will demonstrate a clear understanding of the
concepts, tools & techniques used by executives in
developing and executing strategies and will appreciate its
integrative and interdisciplinary nature.

PO 2,12,13

PO
1,2,3,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

CO3

Students will be able to demonstrate effective application
of concepts, tools & techniques to practical situations for
diagnosing and solving organisational problems.

PO 2,3,5,6,9,13

CO4

Students will be able to demonstrate capability of making
their own decisions in dynamic business landscape.

PO 3,4,5,6,9,13

CO5

Students will be able to develop their capacity to think and
execute strategically.

PO 3,4,5,6,13

1=weakly mapped
2= moderately mapped
3=strongly mapped

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
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PO 1
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PO 3
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PO 5
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PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
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CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

1

2
3
2

3
3

1
3
2
3
3
2
1

2
3

CO 4

CO5

1
2

3
1
1
1

3
1
1
1
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2

3
2

2

3
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1
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PS12

Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the Energy sector

Students will have global perspective towards business situations in the area of
Energy sector

Students will exhibit the ability to integrate functional areas of management with
domain perspective for the purpose of planning, implementation & control of
Energy sector

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in identification and resolution of
business problems pertaining to Energy sector & general management

1

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of relevant functional areas of
management and their application in Energy sector

PO
6

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge in the functional area of
management as well as Energy sector domain

PO
5

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of the industry

PO
4

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in the course of business

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills while handling business
situations

PO
2

Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability

PO
1

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in the
professional context

Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their conceptual
understanding to the real world business situations

Advance
Strategic
Analysis

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial decisions and
identify optimal solutions

Course
Title
PSO
13
PS
O1
4

2
1

Model Question Paper

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & ENERGY STUDIES
DEHRADUN
End Semester Examination –April, 2017
Name of the Program: MA Energy Economics
Subject Name : Advance Strategic Analysis
Subject Code : STGM8003

Semester – IV
Max. Marks : 100
Duration
: 3 Hrs

Section A (30 marks) (All are CO1)
Choose the correct answer
(1.5* 20 =30 Marks)
(Attempt all questions in this section, all carry equal marks)
1. In most cases, the focus strategy is best managed using a ____ structure.
a.
Simple
b.
Functional
c.
Multidivisional
d.
Vertical
2. ____ controls are objective criteria that allow corporate managers to evaluate the returns
earned by individual business units.
a.
Strategic
b.
Managerial
c.
Financial
d.
Environmental
3. The use of alliances
a.
is unlikely to yield success if partnering firms are headquartered in the same country.
b.
may be too restrictive to facilitate entry into new markets.
c.
usually increases the investment necessary to introduce new products.
d.
is increasing, especially among large global firms.
4. On the most basic level, corporate-level strategy is concerned with ____ and how to manage
these businesses.
a.
whether the firm should invest in global or domestic businesses

b.
c.

what product markets and businesses the firm should be in
whether the portfolio of businesses should generate immediate above-average returns or
should be troubled businesses which will create above-average returns only after
restructuring
whether to integrate backward or forward.

d.

5. A(an) ____ occurs when one firm buys a controlling, or 100% interest, in another firm.
a.
Merger
b.
Acquisition
c.
spin-off
d.
Restructuring
6. When a firm acquires its supplier, it is engaging in a(an)
a.
merger.
b.
unrelated acquisition.
c.
hostile takeover.
d.
vertical acquisition.
7. The more “constrained” the relatedness of diversification,
a. the less likely the firm’s portfolio of businesses will reduce the firm’s variability in
profitability.
b. the wider the variation in the portfolio of businesses owned by the firm.
c. the more links there are among the businesses owned by an organization.
d. lower the proportion of total organizational revenue derived from the dominant-business.
8.
a.
b.
c.
d.

The resource-based model of the firm argues that
all resources have the potential to be the basis of sustained competitive advantage.
resources alone can be a source of sustainable competitive advantage.
the key to competitive success is the structure of the industry in which the firm competes.
resources that are valuable, rare, costly to imitate, and non-substitutable form the basis of a
firm's core competencies.

9. A primary objective of corporate governance is to
a. determine and control the strategic direction of an organization, so that the top
executives are focused on maximizing corporate profits.
b. ensure that the interests of top-level managers are aligned with the interests of
shareholders.
c. lobby legislators to pass laws that are aligned with the organization's interests.
d. resolve conflicts among corporate employees.
10.
a.
b.
c.

The ultimate test of the value of a corporate-level strategy is whether the
corporation earns a great deal of money.
top management team is satisfied with the corporation's performance.
businesses in the portfolio are worth more under the management of the company
in question than they would be under any other ownership.

d. businesses in the portfolio increase the firm's financial returns.
11. A firm's core strategy is its ____ strategy.
a.
corporate
b.
business
c.
pricing
d.
international
12. To successfully implement a cost leadership strategy, there is a need for
a.
freedom from constraining rules.
b.
centralization of authority.
c.
communication between functional silos.
d.
sharing of competencies among divisions.
13. The presence of barriers to entry in a particular market will generally make acquisitions
____ as an entry strategy.
a.
less likely
b.
more likely
c.
Prohibitive
d.
Illegal
14. When the costs of supplies increase in an industry, the low-cost leader
a.
may continue competing with rivals on the basis of product features.
b.
will lose customers as a result of price increases.
c.
will be unable to absorb higher costs because cost-leaders operate on very narrow profit
margins.
d.
may be the only firm able to pay the higher prices and continue to earn average or aboveaverage returns.
15. When selecting a business level strategy, the firm must determine all of the following
EXCEPT
a.
How will the customer's needs be satisfied?
b.
Who is the customer?
c.
What are the customers' needs?
d.
Why should these customers’ needs be satisfied?
16. When a product's unique attributes provide value to customers, the firm is implementing
a. a differentiation strategy.
b. a cost leadership strategy.
c. an integrated cost leadership/differentiation strategy.
d. a single-product strategy.
17. Value chain analysis is a tool used to:
a. analyze a firm's external environment for value-creating opportunities.
b. analyze a firm's primary and support activity in isolation from influences of the
external environment.

c. understand the parts of the firm's operation that create value and those that do not.
d. identify the firm’s core competencies in each of the primary activities of the firm.
18. Resources and capabilities are strategic assets only when their use
a. leads to a competitive advantage for the firm.
b. crosses functional areas of the organization.
c. is based on human knowledge and intellect.
d. enables quick responses to changes in the global economy.
19. Most core competencies require
a.
extensive financial assets.
b.
transformational leadership.
c.
high-quality human capital.
d.
an ethical organizational culture
20 The strategic management process is
a. a set of activities that will assure a sustainable competitive advantage and aboveaverage returns for the firm.
b. a decision-making activity concerned with a firm's internal resources, capabilities,
and competencies, independent of the conditions in its external environment.
c. a process directed by top-management with input from other stakeholders that
seeks to achieve above-average returns for investors through effective use of the
organization’s resources.
d. the full set of commitments, decisions, and actions required for the firm to achieve
above-average returns and strategic competitiveness.
Section B
Answer any one question in not more than 250 words (1*20=20 marks) (CO 1 & 2)
1 “Integrated firms are more efficient than independent firms if the central office is more
efficient than the courts.” Explain this statement. To what extent do you agree?
Or
Explain why the make-or-buy decision is moot when contracts are complete.
2. Economies of scale are usually associated with the spreading of fixed costs, such as when a
manufacturer builds a factory. But the spreading of fixed costs is also important for economies of
scale associated with marketing, R&D, and purchasing. Explain.
Or
A firm can outperform its rivals through cost leadership or benefit leadership, but not through
price leadership. Explain.
Section-C
Read the case “Indian Oil Corporation: Vertical Specialisation to vertical integration and
answer the following questions (50 Marks)

1. What is the nature of O&G industry particularly in India in terms of
 Industry structure (five forces analysis) 6 marks) (CO2,3)
 Global and Indian dynamics (3 marks) (CO2,3)
 Competitive strategy applied by players (3 marks) CO 2 &3
2. How did IOCL evolve into leading O&G Company in India? What was the role of
Government in development of IOCL? (12 marks) CO 1& 2
3. How did IOCL strategically position itself in the vertical value chain of the Indian O&G
industry? (12 marks) CO 3 & 4, 5
4. What shall be the future strategy of IOCL? Should it integrate upstream and position
itself as fully integrated energy company? Should it focus on the specialized segments to
compete with an advantage? (14 marks) CO 3,4 &5
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ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure
Co-requisites

- Graduation/ Bridge Course in Economics
Knowledge of Environmental Studies at +2 level

Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:

(a) To familiarize students with basic concept of economics of energy, environment and their
interaction with reference to climate change.
b) To teach the students impact and adaptation of climate change.
c) To make students understand mitigation strategy of climate change.
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1: To be able to understand the problem of economics of energy – environmental

interaction with respect to global climate change;
CO2: To be in a position to analysis impact of climate change;
CO3: To be in a position to understand the adaptation of climate change;
CO4: To demonstrate in producing research/project report on mitigation strategies of global

climate change.
Course Content

Module 1: Introduction to climate change
 Energy–Environment Interaction at Global Level
 Introduction to extreme events
 Gradual changes of the climate

( 8 lecture hours)

Module 2: Impacts of climate change on different natural systems
 Impact on natural ecosystem, freshwater and regions

( 8 lecture hours)

Module 3: Impacts of climate change on managed systems
 Impact on agricultural, urban infrastructure and society

( 5lecture hours)

Module 4: Vulnerability due to climate change

( 4 lecture hours)





The concept of vulnerability.
The vulnerabilities of different ecological and social systems
Coastal vulnerability

Module 5: Adaptation and Mitigation
( 1 lecture hours)
 Introduction to the concept, indicators of adaptation
 Different adaptation options
 Problems of its operationalization
 Potential adaptation options for issues of energy security and transportation in developing
and developed countries
 Low carbon economy
 Deep De-carbonization
Module 6: Factors influencing adaptation and mitigation strategies
(3 lecture hours)
 Technical factors, Institutional factors, Financial factors
 Constraints to developing strategies; consequences of adaptation strategies.
 Resilience to climate change possibilities.
Module 7: Methods to evaluate vulnerabilities and impacts
 Measures of decision support to adaptation
 Connections between adaptation and mitigation: trade-offs
Module 8: Climate Change Mitigation Strategy





( 2 lecture hours)

( 5 lecture hours)

Implementing the Paris Climate Agreement-I: The Goal: < 2°C , The Carbon Budget
Implementing the Paris Climate Agreement-II: Deep Decarbonization; Sources and
Sinks: Energy, Land Use, CCS; Uncertainties, Precaution, and Insurance
Deep Decarbonization: The Three Pillars and National Case Studies
Low Emissions Electricity & Renewables: The Role of Innovation to Reduce Emissions,
Innovative Off-Grid Energy Solutions, Renewables: Solar, Renewables: Wind, Nuclear
Power, Transmission, Energy Storage and Grid Integration, Life Cycle Analysis

Text Books


Portier C.J., et al. (2010). A Human Health Perspective On Climate Change: A Report Outlining
the Research Needs on the Human Health Effects of Climate Change. p iv-vii; 1-11; 60-64.
Research Triangle Park, NC: Environmental Health Perspectives/National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences.



King, D., et al. (2015). Climate Change: A Risk Assessment. Policy Brief. Cambridge:
University of Cambridge Centre for Science and Policy.



Broecker, W. (2013).
Does Air Capture Constitute a Viable Backstop Against a Bad CO2
Trip? (3 pages) Elementa: Science of the Anthropocene, Commentary, 1, 000009.



Plumer, B. (2017, Mar 21).
5 Ways to Think About the Remarkable Slowdown in Global
CO2 Emissions. (4 pages).Vox



Romm, J. (2017, Jun 6). Seven reasons to be alarmed by record-setting levels of CO2. Think
Progress.
.
Bhattacharyya, S. C. (2012). Energy Economics. Springer



Reference Book


United Nations / Framework Convention on Climate Change (2015). Adoption of the
Paris Agreement. Articles 2, 4, 5, and 14. p22-23; 29 (3 pages). 21st Conference of the
Parties, Paris: United Nations.



United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2014). Climate Change
2014: Synthesis Report, Summary for Policymakers. p2-3; 17-31. Contribution of
Working Groups I, II and III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. IPCC, Geneva, Switzerland.



IRENA (2017). Rethinking Energy 2017: Accelerating the global
transformation. p3; 9-15. International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA).



United Nations General Assembly (2015). Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development. p1-6; 14-27. (21 pages)
Seventieth Session of the
General Assembly, New York: United Nations Sustainable Development Summit.



Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project (2015). Pathways to Deep Decarbonization 2015 Report:
Executive Summary. p3-16. (14 pages) Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) ––
Institute for Sustainable Development and International Relations (IDDRI).



Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project.
DDPP Country Case Study.



The White House. (2016).
United States Mid-Century Strategy for Deep Decarbonization.
Executive Summary.p5-20. (16 pages) The White House. (2016).



Bataille, C. et al. (2015). Pathways to Deep Decarbonization in Canada. A report of the Deep
Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP) of the Sustainable Development Solutions Network
(SDSN) p3-6. (4 pages) Institute for Sustainable Development and International Relations
(IDDRI).



Denis, A., et al. (2014) Pathways to Deep Decarbonization in 2050 – How Australia Can Prosper
in a Low Carbon World. A report of the Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP) of the
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) –– p2-5. (4 pages) Institute for Sustainable
Development and International Relations (IDDRI).



McKibben, B. (2016, Aug 15).

Russia: Economic Diversification.

A World at War. (14 pages)

New Republic.

energy

(2 pages)



Shankleman, J. (2017, Mar 22). Big Oil Replaces Rigs With Wind Turbines.
Bloomberg Markets.



IPCC (2011). Summary for Policymakers. In: IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy
Sources and Climate Change Mitigation. Sections 5-6, p18-24. (7 pages). Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA.

(4 pages)

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components Class Assignment
Test
Weightage
(%)

10

10

Project
Report

Presentation

ESE

20

10

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Course Outcomes (COs)
To be able to understand the problem of economics of
CO1

energy – environmental interaction with respect to global
climate change;
To be in a position to analysis impact of climate change;

CO2
CO3
CO4

To be in a position to understand the adaptation of climate

change;
To demonstrate in producing research/project report on

mitigation strategies of global climate change.

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
CO
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7

CO 1

CO 2
3
3
3
3
2
2
3

CO 3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3

CO 4
3
3
3
1
1
3
1

Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
PO 1,2,
3,4,7,8,9,10,
11,13, 14
PO 1,2, 3,
7,8,9,10,
11,14
PO 1,2, 3,6
8,9,10,
11, 13,14

PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

3
3
3
3
2
3
3

3
3
3
3
2
3

3
3
3
2

3
2
3
3

PO 3
PO 4

2
2
2
1

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic
theory in the context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.
Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is
applicable to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk
management.
Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for
energy efficiency.
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal
frameworks and environmental regulations with respect to energy
sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and
non-renewable energy sectors.

PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues
and have ability to address them in energy economics.
Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the needs of
changing dynamics of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO 7

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial
choices and identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their
theoretical understanding of economics theories – Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability.
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication
skills in presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy
sector.
Students will be able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate
team-working capabilities.

Course Code and Course Title

PO 6

PO 5

PO 2
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Model Question Paper
Name:
Enrolment No:
End Semester Examination-Dec. 2016
Program/course: MA Economics (Energy Economics)
Semester
Subject: Energy and Climate Change
Max. Marks
Code : OGET 8008
Duration

: IV
: 100
: 3 Hrs

Section A ( attempt all)

Q1. Define the following in one sentence.
Global warming

xxxvi.

xxxvii.

Environmental Kuznet Curve

xxxviii.

Solar Energy

xxxix.

Adaptation to Climate Change

xl.

Climate Change Mitigation

xli.

Abatement technology

xlii.

Decarbonization

xliii.

GHG

xliv.

Emission charge

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

[2]

CO1

xlv.

Energy consumption

[2]

CO1

[5]

CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4

SECTION B

Answer any four questions

5 X4= 20

Q2.

Explain critically energy environmental interaction at global level.

Q3.

Explain the impact of climate change on natural ecosystems.

Q4.

What do you mean by COP 21?

Q5.

State and explain SDG 13.

Q6.

Examine CO2 emission of developed and developing countries.

[5]
[5]
[5]
[5]

SECTION C

Answer any two questions
Q7.

2 X 15 = 30

“Climate change is a global phenomenon”. Examine and illustrate the statement from

[15]

the study of energy-environmental interaction at global level.
Q8.

Critically examine impact of climate change on agriculture and food security.

[15]

Q9.

Explain and illustrate SDG 1 to SDG 5.

[15]

CO1,
CO4
CO3,
CO4
CO3,
CO4

Section D
Answer the question
Q10.

Describe various strategies of mitigation of climate change.

1 X 30 = 30
[30]

CO1,
CO3,
CO4

ECON 8005

Version 1.0
Pre-requisites/Exposure

Co-requisites

L T P C
1 0 0 1
Quantitative Methods in Economics, Microeconomics,
Macroeconomics, Understanding Energy Sector, and
Econometrics
Understanding of Computer Programming
Model Building and Simulation

Course Objectives
h) To know the different techniques of model building and simulations.
i) To use economic analysis to predict and verify the effects of government intervention on
behaviour
j) To estimate various macroeconomic models.
Course Outcomes
On completion of this course, the students will be able to

CO1. To have conceptual clarity of various type of models used in Economic Analysis;
CO2. To apply various optimization techniques in Energy sector.
CO3. To know the application of various macroeconomic models;
CO4. To estimate and analyse macroeconomic models;
Catalog Description
In recent years, globally, as well as in India, the computer revolution has increased linkages
between theoretical modelling and empirical work in economics. Now, macro simulation results
are increasingly used in economic policy formulation. There is also much demand for application
oriented economists in the present job market.
The objective of this course is to equip the students with the techniques of model building in
economics, and expose them to the art of simulations. It is essentially an application-oriented
course. It is basically intended to develop analytical and quantitative skills, especially to handle
macroeconomic policy issues.
The pre-requisites for this course include Macroeconomics, Mathematics for Economics and
Econometrics. Familiarity with computers and computer applications, such as data base
management, typing skills, working knowledge on MS office will be helpful. The computer lab
work will be based on the use of two softwares Gretl for windows (Open source license) and
GAMS.

Course Content
Unit I:

2 lecture hours

Introduction to Model Building: - Basic issues in economic model building, topic relating to
specification, identification and estimation of models and closure rules.

Unit II:

3 lecture hours

Taxonomy of Models – Mathematical and econometric models, optimizing models, systematic outline of
AGE models-demonstration using the Shoven-Walley model, macro econometrics models-estimation
demonstration using Klein’s Model I, structure of Klein-Goldberger model, static and dynamic models,
sectoral models; simulation models, simultaneous and recursive models.

Unit III:

2 lecture hours

Estimation and Evaluation of Models – Various methods of estimating macro, policy-oriented and
programming models; testing the validity of models-principles and criteria,

Unit IV:

2 lecture hours

Empirical and Policy Models built for India – IEG-DSE, RBI and other macro econometric models.

Unit V:

3 lecture hours

Simulations of Models: Static and Dynamic – Basic concepts in simulations, development and
implementation of simulation modelling, design of simulation models, simulation of sectoral and macro
models, ex-ante and ex-post simulations.

Text Books
1.
Bedkin, R., L.R. Klein and K. Marwah, A History of Macroeconometric Modelling, Edward
Elgen, 1991

2.

Boumans, Marcel. 2005. How Economists Model the World into Numbers. London: Routledge.

Reference Readings
1. Gujarati, D. N. (1995). Regression on dummy variables. Basic Econometrics. 3rd ed. Singapore:
McGraw-Hill, 499-539.

2. Klein, L. R. (1980). What kind of macroeconometric model for developing economies?. In Money
and Monetary Policy in Less Developed Countries (pp. 665-674).

3. Fox, K. A. (1956). Econometric models of the United States. Journal of Political Economy, 64(2),
128-142.

4. Klein, L. R., Welfe, A., & Welfe, W. (1999). Principles of macroeconometric modeling (Vol. 36).
North-Holland.

5. Krishnamurty, K., Pandit, V., Palanivel, T., Saibaba, P., & Pratap, D. (1999). An Econometric

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

Model for India, 1971-95. Journal of Quantitative Economics. Krishnamurty, K. (2002).
Macroeconometric Models for India: Past, Present and Prospects. Economic and Political
Weekly, 4295-4308.
Krishnamurti, K., & Pandit, V. (1984). Macroeconomic Modelling of the Indian Economy. Indian
Economic Journal, 19(1), 1-14.
Boland, L. A. (2014). The Methodology of Economic Model Building (Routledge Revivals):
Methodology after Samuelson.
Lehtinen, A., & Kuorikoski, J. (2007). Computing the perfect model: Why do economists shun
simulation?. Philosophy of Science, 74(3), 304-329..
Narayana, N. S. S., Parikh, K. S., & Srinivasan, T. N. (2013). Agriculture, Growth and
Redistribution of Income: Policy Analysis with an Applied General Equilibrium Model in India(Vol.
190). Elsevier.
Pindyck, R. S., & Rubinfeld, D. L. (1988). Econometric models and economic forecasts.
Rattsø, J. (1982). Different macroclosures of the original Johansen model and their impact on
policy evaluation. Journal of Policy Modeling, 4(1), 85-97.
Shoven, J. B., & Whalley, J. (1984). Applied general-equilibrium models of taxation and
international trade: an introduction and survey. Journal of Economic Literature, 22(3), 1007-1051.
Taha, H. A. (2005). Operations research: An introduction (for VTU). Pearson Education India.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/ Project submission/ presentation/ Class room and case
discussion/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components

Quizzes

Group Project Presentation/
Submission

ESE

Weightage (%)

20

30

50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs

COURSE OUTCOMES ( COs )

CO 1
CO 2

To have conceptual clarity of various type of
models used in Economic Analysis.

POs
PO1, PO2,PO3, PO8, PSO9,
PSO10, PSO14
PO1,PO2,
PO3,PO8,PSO9,PSO10,PSO14

To apply various optimization techniques in
Energy sector.

CO 3

To know the application of various
macroeconomic models

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO8, PO9,
PSO10

CO 4

To estimate and analyse macroeconomic
models.

PO1, PO2,PO3, PO5, PO6,
PO8, PSO9, PSO10, PSO14

Program Outcome / Course Outcome mapping
Course
Outcomes
PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
PO 4
PO 5
PO 6
PO 7
PO 8
PSO 9
PSO 10
PSO 11
PSO 12
PSO 13
PSO 14

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

2
1
2

1
1
3

2
1
2

2
1
3
3
3

3
2
3

3
3
3

3

3

3
1
3

3
2
3

3

Cours
e
Code
Course Title

OGET
8005

Model
Building and
Simulations

Students will be able to exhibit effective decision making skills, employing
analytical and critical thinking ability
Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills in
presenting frameworks, models and regulations of the energy sector.

PO 2
PO
3
PO 4

2
1
3

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing solutions for energy
efficiency.
Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.
Students will have domestic and global perspective towards legal frameworks and
environmental regulations with respect to energy sectors.
Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the renewable and nonrenewable energy sectors.

1

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of economics as it is applicable
to energy markets, energy pricing, energy trading and risk management.

1

Students will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of economic theory in the
context of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

P
O
6

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with the changing dynamics
of renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

PO
5

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and moral issues and have
ability to address them in energy economics.

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.

Students will able to work effectively in teams and demonstrate team building
capabilities

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate managerial choices and
identify optimal solutions.
Students will demonstrate effective application capabilities of their theoretical
understanding of economic theories-Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and trade
theories to the renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

1

P
O
PO
7
PO
8
PSO
9
PSO
10
PSO
11
PS
12
PSO
13
PSO
14

3
2
3

1 – Weakly mapped
2 – Moderately mapped
3 – Strongly mapped

Model Question Paper
2

Name:
Enrolment No:

Course: ECON 8005– Model Building and Simulation
Programme: MA Economics (EE)
Semester: ODD-2016-17
Time: 3 hrs.
Max. Marks: 100
Instructions:
Attempt all questions from Section A (each carrying 2 marks); any Four Questions from Section B (each
carrying 5marks). Two from Section C (each carrying 30 marks).
Section A (All Questions are Mandatory) Explain in Two to Three Sentences 20
1

Endogenous variable.

[2]

CO 1

2.

Exogenous variable

[2]

CO 1

3.

Stochastic model.

[2]

CO 1

4.

Deterministic model.

[2]

5.

Simulation

[2]

CO 1

6.

Closed economy model

[2]

CO 1

7.

Slope of a regression model.

[2]

CO 2

8.

Exact identification

[2]

9.

Over identification

[2]

CO 2

10.

2*2 Models

[2]

CO 1

SECTION B (Attempt any Four Questions) Short Notes

CO 1

20

1.

What is distributed lag model in Economics?

[5]

2.

What are the basic steps in econometric modelling process?

[5]

3.

What are the different types of data used in econometrics?

[5]

4.

Construct 4 econometric models on the basis of economic theories you have learned so far.

[5]

5.

Give some examples of applications of where model building can be used and the related
softwares

[5]

SECTION C (Attempt any Two Questions) Long Question Type

CO 1

CO 2
CO 3
CO 2
CO 3
CO 2
60

7.

8.
9.

Construct a simulataneous equation model describing the market mechanism of a
agricultural commodity. Derive the reduced form parameters in terms of the
structural parameters of your model. What is the economics meaning of the
structural and the reduced form parameters.
Given the simple Keyenesian model of income determination.

CO
2,3,4

30

CO
2,3,4

Ct  a0  a1Yt  u1
It  b0  bY
1 t  b2Yt 1  u2
Yt  Ct  It  Gt

10.

30

Derive the reduced form coefficients of the behavioural equations.

30
CO2,3,4
30

